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Urgency at the emergency department 
• By W.D. Cutlip 
The people who inhabit the Maine Medical Center 
emergency department (ED) on any gi ven night can 
be neatly divided into two categories: (1) patients, 
people who come to the ED more or less by accident, 
people who would rather be elsewhere if it were 
humanly poSSible, and (2) staff, people who go to the 
ED deliberately - people who, by their own account, 
would rather be in the emergency department of the 
Maine Medical Center on that particular night than 
anywhere else in the world. 
The mechanisms that fetch patients to the ED-
automobiles, ambulances and helicopters - are fairly 
commonplace. The motive force that fetches the staff 
to the ED - call it dedication - may seem arcane or 
obscure to the world at large. Anyone who has ever 
watched "General Hospital" will tell you that the ED 
is not an easy place to work. 
The Maine Medical Center ED crew doesn't deny 
this. But even though they live day to day with a 
detailed Icnowledge of pain and mortality (not to 
mention gross interior anatomy) that most people 
would gladly live without, the ED crew are a 
cheerful, even chipper, bunch. They face the "thou-
sand aches the flesh is heir to" - even death, to 
some extent - with dispatch and aplomb. There's 
just one thing that dismays the women and men of 
the ED: money. To be specific, the people in the Maine 
Medical Center ED are dismayed by the rapid evapo-
ration of federal and state aid to clinics (and other 
resources) that serve the homeless and under-insured. 
As clinics and other services have closed their doors, 
the workload at MMC ED has picked up significantly 
- and the median health of the people they see has 
declined markedly. 
And' if public funds for clinics and shelters con-
tinue to evaporate, it is very likely that the ED will 
become a less comfortable place for anyone to visit. 
Cuntirwed on page 6 
A patient who would rather be elsewheN grimaces while his flngen _ stitched at Maine Med's Emergency Department. CBW{fonee Hubert 
Business groups splinter as downtown corp. forms 
• By Eric Hannelius 
By the fall of this year, the city of Portland may have 
a Downtown Improvement District, which, in addition 
to picking up garbage and removing snow from mer-
chants' sidewalks, will work with the city-funded Down-
town Portland Corporation to promote downtown. 
These new quasi-govemmental organizations will 
join the Intown Portland Exchange (lPE), the Chamber 
of Commerce of the Greater Portland Region (and its 
many local siblings), Uptown and Company and the 
newly formed Retail Merchants Association . 
Each of these new and established organizations is 
dedicated, in one fashion or another, to promoting the 
Portland business community. 
But downtown merchants and many members of 
these organizations say the landscape is cluttered with 
organizational overlap, excessive dues and poor man-
agement. Some claim that the two most established 
organizations, the chamber and IPE, have become un-
wieldy, bureaucratic and unresponsive to their mem-
bers. 
Meanwhile, city officials say grappling with the 
myriad business interests and groups makes planning 
difficult. 
"What we need at this point in time is a comprehen-
si ve effort," said Virginia Hildreth, director of Portland's 
Department of Economic Development. "We would 
like a unification of all the voices together so that they 
are projecting one thing: the promotion of the commu-
nity." 
Continued un page 10 
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AH. BENOIT & CO. 
188 Middle S1. . In the Old Port 
I "!;ec~~;~!e~nS 
Old Port 87H980 
JONES NEW YORK 
FACTORY STORE 
save up to 
75% Off 
our retail price on 
:r ai{ Merclianaise. 
Inc{utfing 
Cliristian 'lJior Separates, 
Sportswear ana morel 
31 Main Street 
The Mikasa Building, Freeport, Maine 
207-865-3158 
For Mother's Day 
Chocolate 
That Dreams 
Are Made Of 
A richness so seldom found, a velvety smoothness 
never equaled. What is this secret of chocolate so 
divine you could only wish for it? Haven's 
knows. Luscious little masterpieces- r--__ 
made by hand in the old-fashioned ---.!u 
tradition-bring exquisite flavors 
into perfect harmony. Delicate, 
Havenly treasures for a special 
Mom. From Haven's. She'll 
remember how much you cared. 
Come in today. 
Haven's Candy Kitchen 
542 Forest Avenue 
Portland. 772-0761 
Yarmouth Sweet Shop 
75 Main Street 
Yarmouth • 846-1144 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: April 30 through May 7, 1991. 
Voter turnout dismal 
Newcomers Paulson, Clements 
win Portland city election 
Political newcomers Richard W. Paulson Jr. and Jeffrey D. 
Clements won seats in Portland's May 7 city election, in which 
only 5,259 Portlanders voted. 
Paulson won the at-large council seat, beating former city 
councilor Robert "Danny" Lee by 2,441 votes to 1,942, according 
to unofficical preliminary returns. Carolyn Silvius finished third 
and John Harrigan finished fourth. 
Jeffrey D. Clements was elected trustee for the Portland 
Water District, swamping incumbent Vaughn Twaddel 3,053 to 
1,827. 
In the only other contested race, Susan M. Clark won the 
Portland School Committee at-large seat, beating Harold 
Zagorin. 
In uncontested races, Peter O'Donnell retained his District 1 
city council seat and Anne B. Pringle retained her District 2 city 
council seat. Marianne Chapman and Pandora D. laCasse also 
won seats in uncontested school committee races. 
. Two referenda questions which would have changed the city 
charter were voted up, but did not pass because too few 
Portlanders voted. In order to pass, the voter turnout would 
have hW9 total 30 percent of that in the last gubernatorial 
election, which would have been 8,347 voters. 
Teen sentenced for fatal New Year's crash 
A Cape Elizabeth teenager pleaded guilty May 3 in Portland 
District Court to vehicular manslaughter and drunk driving 
charges related to a New Year's Eve crash that killed a passen-
ger in the car. 
Sarah Scott, 17, who originally faced 21 charges stemming 
from the Dec. 31, 1990 crash, also pleaded guilty to aggravated 
assault. Scott was sentenced to 90 days in the Maine Youth 
Center and four years of probation. 
Melissa Hyland, a 17-year-old Cape Elizabeth High School 
senior, was killed after being thrown from the Volvo station 
wagon that was packed with nine teenagers. Police said they 
found 19 full beers and eight empty or partially empty cans at 
the scene of the accident, in which six passengers were hurt. 
Reduced molester sentence "disturbing" 
The reduction of a maximum prison sentence against a 
Winslow man convicted of sexually molesting two young girls 
sends a very "disturbing signal to judges across the state," said 
Edmund Folsom, an assistant district attorney for Cumberland 
County. 
On May 2, the Maine Supreme Judicial Court ordered the 40-
year sentence imposed by a Kennebec County Superior Court 
judge against John Michaud reduced to 15 years. 
Michaud had been convicted on two counts of gross sexual 
misconduct. Prosecutors contend that Michaud took two 10-
year-old girls into a rural area of Winslow and forced them to 
engage in sexual acts, then threatened to kill them if they told 
about the incident. The court ruled that imposing the maximum 
sentence of two consecutive 20-year prison terms for those acts 
was too severe. 
'This decision has very serious implications for judges across 
the state," said Folsom. "It will make judges very gun-shy when 
it comes to imposing the maximum sentence in these types of 
cases, if they know it may be reversed by the law court." 
Magazine: Maine "went to hell" in '90 
A national business magazine ranks Maine's state budget as 
one of the most poorly managed in the nation last year, saying 
only Massachusetts and Vermont were worse. 
Financial World knocked Maine down 25 notches in its second 
annual "State of the States" ranking and the magazine's presi-
dent, Douglas McIntyre, charged that the state's budgeting 
"went to hell" in 1990 as state officials turned largely to ac-
counting gimmicks to keep the books balanced. 
The rankings were based 
on information obtained from 
state budget directors, 
legislators, congressional 
staffers, citizens groups and 
journalists. Factors that were 
considered included the 
budgeting processes used by 
the states, how well the states 
care for their infrastructures, 
the speed of Medicaid 
reimbursements and the 
condition of state pension 
funds. 
AG sues Portland 
copier firm 
A now defunct Portland 
business-equipment com-
pany cheated buyers of used 
copying machines by rolling 
back the counters to make the 
equipment appear newer, 
according to charges by the 
state attorney general's office. 
But a defendant in the case, 
Kevin Cloutier, denies the 
charges. '1f one of our 
employees had done some-
thing, we would want to 
know about it," said Cloutier, 
who had been the treasurer of 
Copy Consultants Inc. 
State attorneys filed the 
suit May 1 in Superior Court 
in Augusta against Copy 
Consultants, Cloutier and 
two other men associated 
with the firm. The suit alleges 
the defendants illegally rolled 
back the meters on used or 
demonstrator machines, then 
sold them under the pretense 
that the readings were 
accurate. At least one such 
machine was sold as new, the 
lawsuit claims. The suit seeks 
restitution for disgruntled 
customers and a court order 
barring such activity in the 
future. 
Assistant Attorney 
General Amy M. Homans, 
who filed the sui t, said the 
suit grew out of an investiga-
tion into complaints against 
Copy Consultants. 
Defense attorney James 
Cloutier said the state's case 
is built around "a handful" of 
transactions the state consid-
ered questionable among 
'1iterally thousands" of 
customers of Copy Consult-
ants. 
Fort McKinley foes 
stop fighting 
A developer has gotten the 
nod from conservation 
groups to convert historic 
Fort McKinley into condos 
and single-family homes, 
although the state must still 
approve the project. 
The tentative agreement 
approves a scaled-down 
conversion of the site on 
Great Diamond Island. 
Although the state Depart-
ment of Environmental 
Protection is still reviewing 
the final phase of the project, 
the accord removes all 
organized opposition to 
completion of the $23 million 
luxury development in Casco 
Bay. 
In 1986, the DEP's board 
approved the renovation of 
buildings along the fort's 
parade ground into 134 
condominium units, with a 
Maine Yankee may be 
back on line soon 
Maine Yankee officials said the plant could go back on line 
within a few weeks, after determining that its 175-foot genera-
tor was spared serious 4amage in an April 29 fire, but foes of 
Maine Yankee are still fanning the flames of opposition for the 
power plant. 
Plant officials had feared damage to the $17.5 million 
generator could keep Maine Yankee off line through October. 
But since only the $7 million transformer must be replaced, 
officials have said the plant could be restarted in four to six 
weeks. 
The fire occurred about 165 feet from the nuclear reactor, 
which shut down automatically. Maine Yankee officials said 
the fire was caused by a short circuit in a transformer and was 
the worst incident in the plant's 19 years. No radiation was 
released and no one was injured, officials said. 
But the incident may prove to be a public relations melt-
down for a company that has struggled to present a positive 
image. After the fire, the public was left to sort out for itself 
seemingly contradictory statements from the owners of the 
plant and critics who have tried for more than a decade to force 
it out of business. 
Plant officials confirmed that there had been a fire after it 
occurred on the evening of April 29. They stressed that the 
blaze was out, that no one was hurt and that there was no 
threat to the reactor itself. But they gave no indication of the 
fire's severity and refused to comment further until the next 
day. 
Before the company got around to issuing a follow-up 
statement at midday, however, the federal Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission had reported that there was "severe" damage to 
the non-nuclear side of the plant and that the fire had possibl y 
been preceded by a explosion. 
Maine Yankee President Charles Frizzle stressed that the fire 
could have occurred at any power plant, not just a nuclear one. 
"From my perspective, this should not reflect negatively on the 
use of nuclear power," said Frizzle. "It has nothing to do with 
nuclear power." 
But for nuclear industry critics, the incident had everything 
to do with nuclear power. U.S. Rep. Thomas H. Andrews, a 
longtime Maine Yankee detractor, accused plant officials of 
withholding information about the fire when it occurred. 
"An explosion and extensive damage at a nuclear power 
plant is cause for tremendous concern and we need to get the 
straight facts out to the public as soon as humanly possible," 
Andrews said. 
Some other anti-nuclear activists talked of mounting a 
fourth referendum campaign to close the reactor, whose license 
runs through 2008. 
"Possibly it's time for people to reconsider the nuclear 
experiment here in Maine," said Tom Coffin of the Maine 
Nuclear Referendum Committee, which spearheaded unsuc-
cessful shutdown drives in 1980, 1982 and 1987. 
Adding to the controversy was an apparent I!reakdown in 
emergency notification procedures that left key civil-defense 
officials unaware of the seriousness of the situation until six 
hours after it had occurred. Gov. John R McKernan said he was 
not fully informed until more than 12 hours later. 
Charles Marschall, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
senior resident inspector at the plant, acknowledged that 
frequent shutdowns have occurred at the plant. He said the 
latest was the 12th since late 1988, and the ninth since a 
refueling outage last May. 
pool, restaurant and sewage 
treatment plant. But the 
board later rejected a plan to 
subdivide the shoreline into 
house lots. 
Diamond Cove last month 
submitted a revised applica-
tion that reduced the number 
of house lots from 65 to 35, 
creating more open space and 
common space to preserve 
scenic views in Casco Bay 
and avert damage to gun 
batteries and other artifacts 
from the former fort. 
Philip W. Conkling, 
director of the Island Insti-
tute, stopped short of calling 
the agreement final, saying 
there were still some details 
that had to be resolved. 
Mark Margerum, a project 
analyst at the DEP's bureau 
of land quality, said he is 
Associated Press 
reviewing the new applica-
tion and expects to make a 
recommendation to the board 
later this month that would 





Central Maine Power Co. 
paid Joe C. Collier Jr. $500,000 
when he resigned as chief 
executive officer last month, 
according to a notice to 
shareholders. The cash 
severance benefit, roughly 
equivalent to two years' 
salary, was to be paid April 
30 under the terms of Collier's 
termination agreement. 
• Continued on page 4 
Solid Steam Bent Ash 
Paired with one of our superbly crafted futons, this 
classic bed guarantees a beautiful sleep. Frame also 
accomodates a -conventional hard sided mattress. 
~ available in full size. Full package price, 
WIth 7 1/2" foam core futon as above: 
Spindle Bed ... 349. 
futon ... 139. 
less l00Al ... 488. 
Full Package ... 439.20 
We carry the largest in stock selection of frames, 
futons and covers in New England. 
We Carry no wood products from rain forests. 
Futons made especially for us by 1Ji!.:!..?r3!P.... 
FurON FURNISIDNGS 
For Mothe(s Day 
Jewelry 
by Michael Good 
19k gold single loop earrings 
abacus 
american crafts 
44 Exchange Street. Portland. ME 04101 (207) 772-4880 
, .. 
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Country potpourri 
wCkcti6ks . ftand crafts. fo£k..art 




PORTLAND (VERANDA STREET) 
Martin's Point Health Care 
Center is pleased to announce 
internal medicine physician 
Gary Green, M.D, has joined 
the medical staff of its facility 
on Veranda Street in Portland. 
Dr. Green is a graduate of 
the Temple University 
Medical School. He received 
his internal medicine training 
at the Wilford HaU USAF 
Medical Center in San 
Antonio, Texas, and is 
certified by the American 
Board of I nternal Medicine. 
Martin's Point Health Care 
Centcr of Portland (Vcranda 
Street) provides outpatient 
medical and diagnostic health 
care services for families in 
southern Maine. Martin's 
Point also operates a walk-in, 
urgent care health center at 595 
Brighton Avenue in Portland. 
Monday-F~iday, 8:00 AM-8:00 PM 
Appointments & Walk-Ins 
774-5801 • 1-800-322-0280 
331 Veranda Street Portland, Maine 04]04 
• Continued from page 3 
Collier resigned, effective 
March 29, and announced 
plans to start a ronsulting 
firm. He assumed the CMP 
presidency and became its 
chief executive officer on July 
1,1989, having previously 
worked at the Florida Power 
&: Ught Co. for 30 years. 
Collier was replaced as 
CMP chief executive officer 
by Matthew Hunter, who 
joined the utility in 1952. 
Hunter, who had been CMF's 
executive vice president and 
chief operating officer, 
received total cash rompensa-
tion of $184,544 for 1990, 
according to the company's 
April 25 notice. 
The notice also said 18 
executive officers were paid 
slightly more than $2 million 
in salaries for 1990. Besides 
Collier, whose total rompen-
sation for the year was 
reported at $251,914, and 
Hunter, the company listed 
three senior vice presidents 
whose total rompensation 
ranged from $147,497 to 
$149,556. 
Reported rape 
prompts USM rally 
A reported rape at a 
fraternity near the University 
of Southern Maine's Gorham 
campus prompted approxi-
mately 50 students and staff 
members to hold a rally May 
2 at the Portland campus, 
where they demanded 
mandatory education on 
sexual assaul t. 
The April 12 rape of a 19-
year-old woman at the Tau 
Kappa Epsilon fraternity was 
described as "brutal" by 
Gorham police. 
A university report 
completed last fall calls for 
USM staffers to teach stu-
dents how to respond to 
victims of sexual assault, 
according to Martha Barry, 
who chairs the Sexual Assault 
and Rape Prevention Com-
mittee, which wrote the 
report. The report also calls 
for the hiring of a campus 
coordinator and trained 
volunteers to assist rape 
victims. 
"Making people aware 
about sexual assault and 
educating people that rape is 
not just a woman's issue was 
one of the goals of the rally 
and one of the issues we dealt 
with in our report," Barry 
said. 
Trash giant buys 
Yarmouth recycler 
Resource Conservation 
Services Inc., a waste man-
agement and recycling 
company based in Yarmouth, 
was purchased on May 2 by 
Browning-Ferris Industries of 
Houston, Texas, for an 
undisclosed price. 
Browning-Ferris, the 
serond largest waste disposal 
company in the United States, 
operates over 100 landfills 
across the rountry. Bill 
Bingham, vice president of 
market development at 
Browning-Ferris' regional 
office in Boston, said Re-
source Conservation Services 
"will be an excellent addition 
to Browning Ferris' diversi-
fied plans for the 19905." 
Bill Ginn, president of 
Resource Conservation 
Services, said Browning-
Ferris offered the "best 
combination of financing for 
further expansion and solid-
waste experience." 
Resource Conservation 
Services, one of the largest 
recycling rompanies in New 
England, has seven offices 
and 100 employees in New 
England. In addition to 
recycling glass and corru-
gated paper, Resource 
Conservation Services also 
treats and handles industrial 
waste streams such as paper 
mill sludge and rompostable 
materials. 
Peace protestor at 
Bush church fined 
The anti-war protester 
who disrupted a 
Kennebunkport church 
service attended by President 
Bush has been fined $100 for 
disorderly conduct. 
John Schuchardt, 51, of 
Ipswich,Massachusetts, 
yelled at Bush during the Feb. 
17 service to "stop the 
massacre," referring to the 
U.5.-led coalition's bombing 
of Iraq in the Persian Gulf 
War. 
Schuchardt, who acted as 
his own attorney in the two-
day trial, tried to establish 
that his right to freedom of 
speech was violated when he 
was dragged by police from 
the First Congregational 
Church. 
But Schuchardt was told 
several times by District 
Judge Edward Gaulin that 
the case was not a test of First 
Amendment rights. He was 
not being prosecuted for 
what he said, but rather for 
his disruptive manner in 
church, the judge said. 
Prosecution witnesses said 
Schuchardt ruined the service 
and scared several children. 
About 50 of Schuchardt's 
supporters filled the court-
room. He vowed not to pay 
the fine. 
Bank to auction 
4 City Center 
A New Hampshire bank 
has filed for foreclosure on a 
Portland office building at 4 
City Center, a building 
owned by partners in 
financially troubled Maine 
trash-to-energy plants. 
Amoskeag Bank of 
Manchester, N.H., filed 
complaints earlier this month 
against five rompanies, 
including three that hold 
stakes in Maine Energy 
Recovery Co. of Biddeford 
and Penobscot Energy 
Recovery Co. of Orrington. 
The four-story building, 
which is scheduled to be 
auctioned on June 19, is the 
former Maine headquarters 
for the New Jersey-based 
partnership that owns the 
incinerators. 
The bank rontends that 
KMS Management Corp., 
formerly KTI Realty Inc., 
hasn't made payments on a 
$1 million loan since June. 
The complaint filed in 
Cumberland County Superior 
Court also names KTI Energy 
Inc. and KTI Holdings Inc. of 
Guttenberg, N.J., and KTI 
Energy of Maine Inc., of 
Portland. All three are ro-
owners of MERC and PERC. 
MERC and PERC officials 
said that the foreclosure 
would not affect the commu-
nities paying for trash 
diSposal. 
The two incinerators have 
been in financial trouble for 
the past two years, and 
recently increased trash fees 
to their municipal customers, 
saying they faced bankruptcy 
unless the towns agreed to 
the higher fees. 
ACT UP to protest 
UNE graduation 
Local AIDS activists are 
planning a demonstration at 
the University of New 
England rommencement 
exercises on May 25 at 
Portland City Hall. The AIDS 
Coalition To Unleash Power, 
or ACT UP, is targeting a 
scheduled commencement 
address by Louis Sullivan, 
U.S. secretary of health and 
human services. 
"Sullivan is insensitive to 
the plight of AIDS sufferers 
and has done little in his 
position as secretary of health 
and human services to fight 
the disease," said ACT UP 
member Toby Simon. 
"The university doesn't 
agree with every decision 
Secretary Sullivan has made," 
said Steve Price, the director 
of rommunications at UNE. 
"But we don't feel that gives 
others the right to ruin a 
graduating class's rom-
mencement ceremony." 
Price said ACT UP has 
hung posters on campus 
urging students to join the 
protest. He also said that 
UNE President Charles Ford 
and other university officials 
have also received phone 
calls from ACT UP support-
ers urging them to replace 
Sullivan with another 
speaker. 
"They have threatened to 
come inside Portland City 
Hall and disrupt the com-
mencement if Sullivan is 
allowed to speak," Price said. 
He noted that the univer-
sity will only allow people 
with tickets to attend the 
ceremony, adding that 
security for the event has 
been tightened. 
Plan would send 
prisoners home 
Gov. John R McKernan is 
considering a plan that 
would allow between 1()() 
and 150 minimum-security 
inmates to be released early 
and serve up to a year of their 
sentences at home while 
wearing electronic devices. 
The governor has made 
no decision on whether to 
support the proposal ad-
vanced by Corrections 
Commissioner Donald Allen, 
said McKernan's press 
secretary Willis Lyford, on 
May 3. 
Under the proposed 
program, selected inmates 
would be required to wear 
electronic monitoring 
devices. The program would 
cost about $10 to $15 per 
inmate per day, as opposed 
to the $55-a-<iay rost of 
incarceration, Allen said. 
Superior Court Chief 
Justice Thomas E. Delahanty 
II foresaw potential "constitu-
tional problems" with the 
proposal. It "appears to me to 
be another unique attempt to 
deal with the overcrowding 
situation they have and a 
backhanded attempt to 
institute parole," Delahanty 
said. Parole was abolished in 
Maine in the 1970s. 
Lifeguards wade 
through cuts 
Lifeguards may not work 
on rainy days and some 
w~kdays at several beaches 
in Maine this summer 
because of budget cutbacks, 
or they may have to cover 
larger areas, officials say. 
Four of the busiest state 
beaches - at Scarborough, 
Cape Elizabeth, Phippsburg 
and Georgetown - are 
scheduled for reductions in 
the number of lifeguards they 
have on duty this summer. 
The beach at Rangeley Park 
also stands to lose its only 
lifeguard. 
The reductions are being 
forced by a $55,000 cut in the 
state's $325,000 lifeguard 
budget. 
"If the cutbacks rontinue, 
it could have an impact on 
safety," said Stephen O. 
Curtis, operations director for 
the Maine Bureau of Parks. 
Municipal lifeguard 
budgets are also being pared 
this summer. In Old Orchard 
Beach, the lifeguard budget is 
being cut from $79,000 to 
$56,000, officials say. As a 
result, the town's 24-member 
lifeguard squad could be cut 
in half, meaning guards' 
hours would be reduced or 
their areas of responsibility 
doubled. 
Reported by Eric Hannelius, 
Andy Newmlln and 
the Associated Press. 
weird news 
Jolly Time, sick time 
... At least 69 people in 
Maine, New Hampshire and 
Vermont who ate Jolly Time 
microwave poprorn recently 
became sick. Symptoms 
included severe nausea and 
diarrhea. 
The manufacturer, 
American Popcorn Co. has 
not recalled the product, but 
health officials have recom-
mended that stores not sell it. 
Mily 9, 1991 
"Look what I found 
at the Factory Store' 
Jim Hughes 
Freeport, Maine 
"I just bought a ski parka as a surprise 
for my wife. It's discounted quite a 
bit... it's a good value at this point. I'm 
in here at least once a month. My 
wife is probably in more often." 
Visit our Freeport Factory Store for discounts from 25% to 60%. . 
Every day, we add great new L.L.Bean products to ou~ racks and bins. Were on I?epot Rd., 
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LLBean®Factory Stores 
A different store. Every day. 
• Environmentally safe products to keep 
your pool clean, clear & healthy 
• We carry an extensive selection of 
pool parts & accesssories 
• We carry the full line of Morgan Spas -
14 on display!! 
• Pump and filter repair: ALL makes 
and models, 24 hour service 
• Expert advice that's 
right the nrst time! 
480 RIVERSIDE ST. 
PORTLAND 
818-3000 
M-F 11h5. Sat. 10-3 








and gold filled . 
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'Ifte perfect occasion 
to sena distinctive 
7)5. Lalt:t 
7'ine 7'fowers •. ,: 
Jfowers fr()ftt 'D. S. Lilkt . d. cde jeweleps 
10 Exchonge St. 
468 :Fort. Strut, Portfatul, Maine 
1-207-772-3881 
Portland 772·5119 
Hours: Sun. 12·5 
Mon.·Sot. 106, 
Thurs. nil B 
'Defivery J!lvaifa6Ce 
s 
Doctors and nurses give and receive Information about patients In the central processing area. 
EMERGENT URGENCY 
Continued from front page 
It's a little after midnight on May 4 and Dr. George "Bud" 
Higgins, Maine Medical Center's ED chief, walks briskly into an 
examining room to see a patient with a painful spot on her 
upper jaw. As he enters, the woman's face registers both relief 
and apprehension. 
"Tell me if this hurts," says Dr. Higgins, pulling a tongue 
depressor out of a box and probing her gum line with it. 
"Ahhnnn ... " says the woman, her body jerking spasmodi-
cally. 
Success. Dr. Higgins has located the painful spot. 
Dr. Higgins tells her that the problem seems to be an ab-
scessed tooth, and directs Dr. Heidi Wolf, a first-year resident, 
t'o inject the patient's jaw with a non-narcotic painkiller. "Make 
sure you call your dentist on Monday," he admonishes, 
Dr. Higgins' next patient, a man in his mid-'20s, arrives by 
ambulance and is lying prone in what is called a "trauma" or 
"acute care" room shortly thereafter. 
"Alcohol poisoning," says the MEDCU paramedic as Dr. 
Higgins breezes in. "He's been drinking beer out of a funnel, a 
long thin glass. You're smashed before you know it." 
Dr. Kevin Wallace (center) administers a gastric lavage treatment to a patient 
suffering from an overdose. 
This would appear to be a sage diagnosis. The patient's 
condition could only be described as "drunk alive." 
Two nurses strip the man so fast that he seems to explode, 
while Dr. Higgins attempts to make contact with the patient in a 
loud voice. "Hey, bud! Can you hear me? Know where you 
are?" 
Mumble, "Party," mumble, mumble. 
"You're at the hospital, in the emergency department. Know 
what day it is?" 
"Thursday," mumble. 
"It's Saturday morning. Know where you are?" 
Mumble, "Party," mumble, mumble. 
'1 think his problem's pretty clear," says Dr. Higgins to his 
crew. "Give him some thiamine and just watch him for aw.hile." 
Time elapsed between patients: 10 minutes. The pace is brisk 
in the ED. 
Back in his office, Dr. Higgins relaxes his professional 
persona a bit and expounds on the history of his specialty: 
emergency medicine. 
"Emergency medicine has become a recognized, indepen-
dent specialty within the last decade," he says. '1t used to be 
anybody who wanted to sort of step down their practice would 
go to the ER (emergency room), so you would have people just 
sort of rotating through. During the day a doctor might have a 
pediatric practice and at night it would be his or her turn to do 
the ER So they'd come in at the end of a long day and practice 
emergency medicine. 
"When I was a first-year resident here in 1973, the attending 
(experienced, board-certified) physician went home at mid-
night," he says. "And I, as a first-year intern fresh out of 
medical school, would take over from midnight to 8 a.m. If I 
needed backup, I'd call a resident. And that was the standard of 
care back then. In fact, that was better than some places. 
"But it has become clear that you can't do that anymore," 
says Dr. Higgins. "The patients are too sick, it's too episodic, 
and you need to know a lot about a lot of things. So now there's 
a specialty called emergency medicine. We train our own 
residents (fledgling doctors). We have our own (examining) 
boards. 
"And right now, emergency medicine is one of the most 
popular residencies gOing," he says. "The problem is there 
aren't enough of them. There's about 30,000 emergency physi-
cian spots, and there's something like 8,000 to 10,000 board-
certified emergency physicians in the country. The colleges are 
turning out maybe 500 to 600 new emergency physicians a year, 
but there are maybe that many leaving (the field) every year. So 
there's a real need to get more emergency reSidency programs." 
What percentage of Maine Medical Center's ED staff is 
certified? 
"All of the attending physicians we have here are board-
certified in emergency medicine. And there's always at least 
one, if not two or three, attending physicians in the ED." 
All of which is good news for the people of southern Maine. 
Add to this the fact that job satisfaction is (currently) very high 
at the MMC ED (and job turnover therefore very low), and 
Maine Medical Center becomes a very desirable place to go for 
emergency medical care. 
In fact, the ED at Maine Medical Center is so strong that Dr. 
Higgins and his colleagues are actively looking to establish an 
emergency medicine residency there - only the third such 
residency in New England, which has been slow to recognize 
new disciplines and practices over the years. (Most emergency 
medicine Specialists are trained in California or the Midwest.) 
Regionally, at least, Maine Medical Center's EDis on the cutting 
edge. 
But from the waiting room, that edge may occasionally seem 
a bit dull. The triage system - where patients are seen in a 
descending order of life-threatening seriousness - contributes 
to the illusion of institutional coldness that many people 
connect with the MMC ED. 
(People with bleeding lacerations or broken bones have 
trouble believing that otherwise apparently healthy people-
who may be having heart attacks or severe asthma attacks -
have a more urgent need for treatment. Pain tends to derail 
logic, especially if you've been sitting around for a few hours.) 
Earlier in the evening, the phrase ''Maine Medical Factory" 
was repeated several times by disgruntled persons in the 
waiting room. Some people seem to take the triage system as a 
personal affron t. 
"I can understand that," says Dr. Higgins. "But sometimes 
the demands on the staff are such that it's hard to develop the 
kind of rapport you'd like. That's what you get when you work 
in a place that gets very, very, very busy. It affects how the 
patients see us. We are at times criticized - I think not inappro-
priately - for being too cut and dry, for not being empathetic 
enough with the patient 
"We're working hard to correct that." 
Brisk business 
Maryanne Russell, RN, has so much empathy that she may 
be reasonably accused of reading minds. Sitting on a stool in 
one of the ED's trauma rooms, Russell answers her 20 questions 
without hesitation, without reserve and (sometimes) without 
being asked. 
Russell has worked in EDs for six years and shows no sign of 
losing interest in it. 
"I love doing this," she says emphatically. "To me, it's a 
challenge to see that they're that stressed out and to know that I 
can take them from a very frightening place, calm them down 
and help them through it. You walk in and saying, 'Hi, I'm your 
nurse,' give them your name and tell them that you're there to 
help them, and watch their faces - so relieved that you really 
are there to help them. 
"But it can be a very stressful job." 
Mily 9,1991 7 
Portland pollee officers (left to right) Jamel Sweatt, Joseph Fagone and Sgt. Richard 
Gagliano walt while _ woman they brought to the emergency department receives 
treatment. 
What makes it stressful? 
"Patient flow," she says. "You're constantly being met by 
different challenges. Each patient has a need and it's always 
different from the one before it. If you-can't go from one patient 
to the next and completely change your thoughts and actions, 
you could get pretty hung up. 
"For example, when I went out to relieve the triage nurse 
earlier this evening, two rescues (ambulances) came in with 
teenagers who had injured their kn~ playing softball. Then a 
man tried to walk into the ED, an asthmatic who couldn't 
breath, couldn't make it into the department. So I went out with ' Photographs by 
a nursing assistant, put him in a wheelchair and brought him 
into the trauma room. Tonee Harbert 
"And then a mother came in whose child's face was bitten 
quite severely by a dog, so she was pretty frightened," she says. 
'That meant that I had to stop, turn from the man who couldn't 
breathe, go over to the mother with this poor little three-year-
old and calm them both - or at least attempt that. And then 
somebody walked in with a stab wound to the stomach. 
"All of that happened within 15 minutes," says Russell. "If 
you can't walk from one thing to the next - and really walk, 
Continued on page 8 
Janet Upham holds her mother's hands while recovering from a seizure. 
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because if you run you get a little bit too panicked - your 
stress level could build to where you couldn't manage it in 
many situations. 
"Sometimes it gets that way. But I love it." 
She's not alone. Everybody, from the ED representatives who 
answer the phone to the guard at the door, loves the ED. 
Dr. Peter Crum, a boyish, good-looking first-year resident 
from Virginia, loves the ED, too. Crum came to the ED in the 
normal course of his educational rotation but claims that he 
would be content to stay in emergency medicine forever - or a 
couple more months, at least. 
'1t's exhilarating," he says. '1 love it. This is my second 
month and I'd be perfectly happy to do this for awhile. The 
pace is brisk. There's very rarely a dull moment. There's a lot of 
patients coming in with a multitude of different problems. You 
see everything - minor injuries, major injuries, everything. 
There are very few times when you're bored." 
Sounds like heaven on earth. Is there anything you don't like 
about the ED? 
"One of the things that frustrates me is that a lot of people 
don't have follow-up care," he says. "For example, when these 
people come in with bad bronchitis, we can give them antibiot- . 
ics for it. But they still need to see somebody else for further 
care so it doesn't happen again. 
"We can't follow these people," says Crum. 'They don't 
have clinics, they don't have doctors who can follow them on a 
regular basis. It's kind of frustrating to see these people go. You 
wonder if they'll ever find further care." 
Shrinking cash, swelling business 
According to Dr. Richard Chandler, an Alan AIda look-alike 
and attending physician in the ED, the MMC ED is rapidly 
becoming the only source of care for many of southern Maine's 
mentally ill and homeless people. Their numbers are·measur-
ably swelling the patient flow at Maine Medical Center's ED. 
This swelling increases the number of people the ED staff has 
to see every day, of course, which in turn exacerbates the 
impatience of people waiting to see a doctor - even people 
who understand the triage system very well- which only 
serves to put more stress on the ED staff. And, says Dr. Chan-
dler, there is no remedy forthcoming in the near future. 
'The (MMC) psychiatric clinic is the major resource for this 
area," he says. "But they just don't have enough people to see 
all the folks that come in. So they had to cut back on the number 
of folks they could see. AMHI is cutting back, too. AMHI would 
like to have chronic mentally ill folks treated in the community 
now - which is great, but thus far those resources have not 
been developed. 
"So when I have somebod y who is very seriously ill from an 
emotional standpoint," he says, "somebody who needs to be 
hospitalized against their will- somebody who is suicidal, for 
instance - I can no longer help those people. 
"AMHI can no longer help us," he says. 'Their staff has been 
cut, their funding has been cut back and they just don't have 
enough beds. Jackson Brook Institute has helped to a major 
ext:nt, but when they're full and AMHI's full there aren't any 
options for us. So people will sit here under guard sometimes, 
tying up our hospital security for from five to as many as 24 
hours. 
"Shelters have been very helpful," says Chandler. "The 
Oxford Street Shelter has done a wonderful job. But as numbers 
increase and resources decrease, chronic substance abusers and 
the psychiatrically impaired have a very difficult time applying 
for treatment and follOwing through. 
"It's a revolving door for them," he says. 'They keep coming 
into emergency departments and short-term arrangements are 
found in the community somewhere. Then they're back in the 
emergency department. They end up here by virtue of no place 
else to go. So it becomes a real problem for us." 
It's also going to be a real problem one day soon for anybody 
who finds him or herself waiting in the ED - a problem that 
can only grow as the eronomy worsens and the federal govern-
ment continues to promote its current set of domestic un-
policies. 
Just listen to old Doc Higgins: 
"LIst year," says Dr. Higgins, "Ninety million people went 
to EDs." (That's 90 million out of a possible 250 million Ameri-
cans. A lot of people, in other words.) 'There are two reasons 
for that. Number one, we're always open and we do not 
discriminate. Number two, we don't ask for payment upfront. 
Patients can come into the ED and receive care, irregardless of 
their ability to pay. 
"So as the under-insured and non-insured populations have 
increased," he says, "the total number of ED visits have gone 
up. Our own non-paying population hasn't changed that much 
in recent years. We've always assumed a fairly high non-pay 
rate. We haven't seen a tremendous change in that." 
"But the closing of AMHI has had an effect on the commu-
nity," he says. "We've noticed it here. Patients with psychiatric 
illness are showing up here because we have a psychiatric 
department with a psychiatric residency. But many of those 
patients aren't seen by psychiatrists; they're seen by us. We 
determine whether or not those patients need to be admitted or 
committed. If they are not admitted or committed, then it's our 
job to find them a resource that is appropriate. 
"But more and more and more, those patients are going 
home with family members," he says. "There's a substantial 
paucity of resources for that patient group. I think it's a real 
problem. I think it has increased (the patient flow) here. The 
clinics downtown have done an incredible job, but we're in a 
sort of a dip right now. My optimistic nature says that somehow 
the communities will develop those resources, but I don't know 
when that's going to happen." 
If funds are not found for public shelters and clinics soon, 
won't the bottleneck be right here at Maine Medical Center's 
ED? 
"Sure," he says. "That just could be." 
If so, the golden age of emergency medicine at Maine 
Medical Center may be about to close. 
W.D. Cutlip takes his medicine seriously. 
Don DeWever of the housekeeping staff deans the floor In a trauma room. 
Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant Fictio·n 
Competition 
Cosco Boy Weekly Is accepting 
original, unpublished short sto-
ries on topics relevant to modern 
life In the Casco Bay region. A 
panel of three Judges will choose 
the most compelling, well-written 
and relevant short stories for 
Inclusion In Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant Fiction Issue, July 3, 
1991. 
We seek stories that raise questions 
about some facet of everyday life here 
in the Casco Bay region, and we are 
looking for stories that demand to be 
told: fiction that is evocative and finely 
tuned to the author's intention. (Please 
do not submit stories in the "genre" 
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, 
science fiction, supernatural, reminis-
cence or romance.) 
The judges are Diane Benedict, 
author of the short story collection 
"Shiny Objects," and winner of the 
Iowa Short Fiction award; David 
Turner, co-owner of Carlson & Turner 
Antiquarian Books in Portland; and 
Edgar Allen Beem, art critic for Maine 
Times and author of "Maine Art Now." 
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 
words or less will be accepted until 5 
p.m., Wednesday, May 29. (Longer 
stories will be disqualified.) The 
author's name, address and phone 
number must appear only on the first 
page of the manuscript. Subsequent 
pages should be identified by story 
titles and page numbers only. Do not 
submit unfinished stories. Proofread 
your stories carefully. 
Chosen authors will be notified 
within one month. Only manuscripts 
accompanied by a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope will be returned . 
In addition to being published, the 
selected authors will each receive $50 
and will join Casco Bay Weekly's judges 
and editors for dinner at Alberta's. 
Send your manuscript by 
WednesdilY, May 29 to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
SSlA Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101. 
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Continued from front page 
Echoes In the chamber 
From a windowless office on Portland's Free Street, Wi1liam 
Nugent presides over the Chamber of Commerce of the Greater 
Portland Region. And from where he sits, Nugent doesn't see a 
problem. 
'The chamber is probably more unified in its purpose than 
any other organization," said Nugent He described the 
chamber's job as twofold: to bring new businesses to Greater 
Portland and to improve the region's "economic environment" 
That job is done at both the regional and community levels. 
The regional chamber acts as a command ce!lter for the six 
community chambers, based in Portland, South Portland, 
Westbrook, Gorham, Scarborough and Falmouth/Cumberland. 
At the regional chamber, a staff of 13 organizes and runs the 
chamber's many programs and services, which include business 
networking get-togethers like "Eggs 'n' Issues" and "Business 
After Hours," and community events, such as the Deering Oaks 
Family Festival and Winter Family Festival. The regional 
chamber also supplies members with copious amounts of 
information about other businesses and business concerns, 
through its "Greater Portland Databook," "Wage and Salary 
Survey" and "Employee Practices & Benefits Survey." 
These full-time employees, including Nugent, are paid from 
the dues the regional chamber collects from its IPSO members. 
Sixty percent of those members do business out of Portland and 
range in size from two-employee businesses that pay $200 a 
year, to Fleet Bank, which pays $10,000 a year in dues. 
'1t's an umbrella structure that helps the other community 
chambers work together," said Nugent. "At the regional level 
we deal with issues that are regional in nature, such as trans-
portation issues, the jetport, business representation in Aususta, 
attraction of new businesses to the area .. . The local issues of 
dealing with the city are handled by the community chambers." 
But according to K.c. Hughes, president of the Falmouth/ 
Cumberland community chamber, that umbrella structure is the 
main problem with the chamber. 
'1t's a little funny to think that with all the committees we 
have, and all the duplication and overlapping that exists with 
the committees, that we need one more committee to solve this 
structural problem," said Hughes, who also chairs the regional 
chamber's restructuring committee. "But it looks like that is 
going to be the only way of streamlining this organization." 
Not surprisingly during this recessionary period, money is 
one of the main points of contention between the local and 
regional chambers. 
''The community chambers feel that they are not getting their 
fair share of the dues dollars that they pay to the regional 
chamber," said Hughes. '11 you are the Westbrook community 
chamber, for instance, and S.D. Warren kicks in $6,000 to the 
regional till and you only see $600 of it coming back to 
Westbrook ... you can see why they have a problem with the 
system." 
In addition to questioning the amount of money being spent 
on the regional chamber, some local chamber members have 
begun to question the expenditures themselves. "The business 
people in the community chambers are wondering what they 
are getting from the regional level for the dues they are pay-
ing," said Hughes. 
In response to these concerns, the six community cham~r 
presidents, vice presidents and past presidents met on Apnl12 
to draw up a list of issues to be resolved. They included the 
dues structure, a reorganization of the committees, and a 
recommendation that the regional chamber's budget be re-
viewed by each of the local chambers. "We wanted to put our 
concerns down on paper so that the members of the regional 
board knew what some of the problems were," said Hughes. 
Two specific problems that need to be addressed, according 
to Hughes, are the lack of an oversight group to review staff 
salaries. Currently the 13 staff salaries, including Nugent's own, 
are reviewed by Nugent himself. The community chambers 
have no voice in this process. 
'That is something that is going to have to change," Hughes 
said. "Our money goes to pay their salaries and we should have 
a voice in that process." 
Hughes also wants the community chambers to have an 
"active role" in reviewing the regional chamber's budget. 
"Again, money from our members goes into that till and we 
should know how it is being spent and on what" 
Still, Nugent does not appear concerned. 
'1'm not aware of any problems between the regional and 
community chambers," he said during an April 25 interview. '11 
anything, I think we are working even closer together now than 
in the past." 
Nugent's response was typical of the unconcerned attitu4e 
that Hughes and others suggested might destroy the regional 
chamber. 
'1t's unfortunately the typical old boys' network, where the 
people who sit on the board and exercise the power are with the 
big corporations," said Hughes. "One only has to look at the 
officers and directors to see where the small business owner fits 
in." 
A look at the regional chamber's 28 officers and directors 
shows that 16 of them come from large companies such as 
UNUM, Guy Gannett, Fleet Bank and New England Telephone. 
Twelve come from small companies. Hughes said that composi-
tion is not representative of the makeup of the chamber, which 
is 8S to 90 perren t small businesses. 
'The small business owner, who is in the majority, has been 
on the short end of the stick for some time when it comes to the 
chamber," said Hughes. 'That is going to have to change. 
''The economic landscape is changing from a few big compa-
nies to many small companies," said Hughes. '1t is up to the 
chamber to change with the times." 
Retailers react to IPE 
Jerry Devlin owns a small business. As proprietor of Ecology 
House on Exchange Street, he sees downtown Portland's 
problems from across the counter. 
And as president of Intown Portland Exchange, Devlin sees 
IPE's mission as fostering "an economic environment and 
quality of life that promotes economic growth in downtown 
Portland." 
IPE has a private membership of 280 businesses, 70 percent 
of which are small. IPE runs the Old Port Festival, the summer 
noontime performance series, a park-and-shop-program and a 
litter patrol; it also puts up Christmas decorations and places 
advertiSing promoting the downtown area. 
'1PE prides itself on being a diverse group that represents 
the full spectrum of businesses that you find in downtown," 
said Devlin. "And the work we do all goes towards making 
downtown a better place to live and work." 
But other small business owners say IPE just makes money. 
'The IPE doesn't do the right thing by the merchants," said 
Harold Sternburg, owner of Maine Camera on Congress Street. 
''They are in the business to grab a week's pay from the small 
business owner. IPE is an organization that is in business to 
make money. It's like all the other groUPSi it's the large corpora-
tions that pull the strings over there." 
'1t just seems like the money that I was giving to IPE wasn't 
going anywhere," said Theresa Coffey, owner of Classical Rags 
on Exchange Street. ''They said they were going to do things for 
us and improve areas like Tommy's Park, but it never hap-
pened. I just don't feel like they are representing the small 
business owner anymore." 
In response to these and similar concerns, Steve Brown, the 
owner of Silks and Greenery on Congress Street, and Mark 
Weiss, a business consultant, joined forces in early April and 
formed the Retail Merchants Association. 
"It was never our intention to work against IPE," said 
Brown. 'We wanted to take an informal survey of small 
merchants and see if their concerns were similar to ours." 
Brown said some of the concerns were as basic as not being able 
to pay $200 a year in dues to IPE for services that they felt did 
not benefit their businesses. 
'There are a group of small business owners out there who 
feel like they have been ignored by the other organizations," 
said Weiss. "There is a big difference between the needs of 
UNUM and the needs of a small merchant. The small retailers 
we met expressed a need for an organization that represented 
their unique views in conjunction with the views of IPE's 
broader membership." 
The city proposes a truce 
'Their concerns are very valid and we understand them," 
said Devlin of the retail merchants' concerns. "And that is why 
IPE and the Retail Merchants Association are working together 
in bringing about the emergence of the Downtown Improve-
ment District - which will benefit everyone and act as a 
unifying force." 
The Downtown Improvement District proposal, which could 
be voted on by the Portland City Council as early as July, would 
provide downtown businesses with many of the services 
currently provided by IPE. 
The plan calls for the new district to provide levels of 
maintenance, security and marketing above the levels provided 
by the city. The area to be served would include Free Street, the 
Old Port, Congress Street from Market Street to Longfellow 
Square, sections of Forest Avenue and High Street. 
The services provided by the Downtown Improvement 
District would be paid for by the property owners in the 
district, who would be charged a fee based on a percentage of 
their property tax. 
'The Downtown Improvement District would benefit 
everyone, especially the small business owners, because they 
would pay the least amount of money," said Devlin. 'Th~y will 
also have a prominent voice on the IS-member board which 
will be composed of a cross section of the business community 
and the city." 
Devlin said he hopes to see the district replace IPE altogether. 
'1 took this job as president of IPE to work towards the day 
when we would have a Downtown Improvement District," said 
Devlin. "That day is almost here, and hopefully I will soon be 
out of a job." 
'1 see the district as the one organization that can unify all of 
the other groups, and equitably assess the improvements that 
need to be made in downtown," he said. "All of the organiza-
tions are aiming towards the same thing: a better Portland. And 
all the groups are trying to increase the quality of life down 
here. The district will be able to do that" 
Virginia Hildreth, who together with her staff of one repre-
sents the city of Portland's commitment to this problem, agrees. 
But she admits that the lack of communication between the 
various business groups makes her job much harder. 
"For the last several years there has been very little coordina-
tion or communication between the chamber and IPE, for 
example," explained Hughes. "Each has gone off working on its 
own particular agenda without looking at the bigger picture." 
'We need to bring all these different voices together and 
coordinate them into one effort, so it all fits like a glove," said 
Hildreth. "What we need at this point in time is a comprehen-
sive effort spearheaded by one organization promoting the 
advantages of doing business in downtown Portland, and 
another organization that works at solving problems down-
town." 
Hildreth thinks the city-funded Downtown Portland Corpo-
ration could work in conjunction with the Downtown Improve-
ment District in attracting new businesses to Portland and 
keeping them from moving to the suburbs. 
Hildreth said there will still be a need for a "strong voice" 
from the other organizations. 'They will still continue to do 
their jobs and promote their unique agenda," said Hildreth, 
"but their collective voices will have a single forum in the 
corporation and the district that they didn't have before." 
Another organization needed? 
Still, some small business owners don't see how another 
layer of organizations is going to improve sales in their shops. 
Brown and Weiss said they support the goals of the Down-
town Improvement District, but they are concerned that the 
district could duplicate the services of IPE without addressing 
the needs of the small merchant. 
'We would be concerned about a clear path of communica-
tion between the Downtown Improvement District and small 
retailers as a group," said Weiss. '1t seems to us that a Retail 
Merchants Association could work well as a conduit between 
the improvement district and the small retailers." 
Other merchants see problems with any more organizations. 
"It seems to me to be just one more organization on top of all 
the others," said Coffey of Classical Rags. "I don't really see 
why we need one more organization. One united group seems 
like the only way to go." 
" If there is going to be this district, I just hope they come to 
us and ask us for our opinion for once," said Walter Eastman, 
owner of the Surplus Store in Monument Square. ''Those other 
organizations never once came in to ask me what my opinion 
might be. They were just looking for members." 
But, added Eastman, "I really don't see how another organi-
zation on top of all the others is supposed to fix things." 
Eric Han1li!Iius is a reporlo for Oisco Bay Weekly. 
For more Information, 
contact the following: 
Chamber of Commerce of the Greater 
Portland Region: 772-2811. 
Downtown Portland Corporation: 
Virginia Hildreth at 874-8300. 
Intown Portland Exchange: 
Jerry Devlin at 772-6828 or 775-1281. 
For Information on the proposed 
Downtown Improvement District, call 
Jay Hibbard at IPE: 772-6828. 
Retail Merchants Association: 
Steve Brown at 774-5071 or 
Mark Weiss at 772-3358. 
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UNIVEGA FUN DAY is MAY 11 th 
Join us Saturday for Off-road rides, Food, 
Clinics, Door Prizes & Great Savings! 
~ Off-road ride at Sam - all levels welcome 
Ji' Riding techniques clinic at 10:30 
~ Repair clinic at noon 
9 SAL EQ SAL EQ SAL EQ SAL EQ 
$3()llQ accessories free with every 
adult bicycle purchased on sale 
ICYCLE 
333 Forest Ave., Maine (207177H906 
Open M-f 10-6, Sat 1 ()'5, Sun 11-4 
DOWNEAST POOLS 














Decks & Fencing Optional 
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS ON ALL ROUND POOLS •.. 
18',21',24' and The Giant 27' Round! 
Open 7 Days A Week! • 9 AM - 9 PM 
CALL 1-800-698-3229 









~ 117 Brown Street 
Westbrook 
854-2518 
Free parking at both locations . • All major credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
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New ideas for a new council 
There's a fresh face on the Portland City Council- and now is the time for 
the council to make a fresh start. 
CB W's idea: engage volunteer Portlanders in improving and adding to the 
city's parks. 
Like so many urban areas, Greater Portland spent the 'BOs following the 
disastrous footsteps of Boston and Los Angeles - burgeoning outward along 
poorly planned highways and covering acre after acre of land with the lowest 
quality, most energy inefficient and automobile-dependent type of develop-
ment. 
• Build a first-class public transportation system. The development of a 
system that works well enough to be used by the majority of Portlanders (as 
opposed to the present METRO, which is so inconvenient that it is used mostly 
by those who cannot afford cars) is essential to the survival of a viable down-
town. 
Now is the time to stop. And the Portland City Council is the place to start. 
The present economic doldrums offer exactly the opportunity needed for a 
conscientious council to lay plans for a great, green Portland. 
What should the council do? Here are CBWs suggestions: 
CBWs idea: a broader mandate and a substantially greater subSidy for 
METRO - it will save us money in the long run. Furthermore, the council 
should insist that the planning board integrate transportation and land-use 
decisions. 
• Develop a sustainable economic focus for downtown Portland, one that 
provides fair and meaningful jobs and one that can comfortably coexist with 
Portland's historically residential neighborhoods. 
.-Celebrate Portland's cultural diverSity. Portland is horne to substantial 
Asian and European populations. At least a half-dozen local ethnic groups hold 
annual picnics or festivals- but Portland banishes these festivals to backyards 
and alleys. 
CBWs idea: use Downtown Portland Corporation money to develop the 500 
block of Congress Street into a Solar Energy Trade Center. Faraway wars and 
local fires have proven once again that oil and 
atoms do not make safe energy. But great solar 
technologies were quietly developed (and 
ignored) during the Reagan years. 
CB W s idea: block off Congress Street for several summer Saturdays and 
invite these important cultural festivals to come out in the open, where they can 
attract larger audiences and where we all can learn about and celebrate 
Portland's diversity. 
The manufacture and sale of products and services that generate electricity 
from the sun is already a billion-dollar-a-year business, and one that does not 
yet have a central marketplace. 
• Think regionally. Build alliances with the cities of South Portland and 
Westbrook as well as surrounding towns. Explore options for more powerful 
regional forms of government. The county seat and the Council of Govern-
ments (COG) would be good places to start. 
• Complete and maintain Portland's park system. Portland has long 
neglected its historic parks. Land is becoming affordable again, and it may soon 
be possible to acquire additional pieces of land and/ or rights of way to com-
plete a greenbelt walkway encircling the peninsula. 
CBWs idea: create a regional commission and empower it with real author-
ity over major transportation and land-use decisions. 
But Portland City Hall has thus far chosen instead to cut the Parks and 
Recreation budget, and to discourage citizens interested in volunteering their 
help - groups like PLANT, which has offered to garden unused city plots at 
no cost. 
By keeping such long-range goals in sight and by working cooperatively 
with the governments of neighboring cities and towns, the Portland City 
Council can stem the tide of suburban sprawl. And that would benefit all of us 
- Portlanders and suburbanites alike. 
Now is the time to build a great, green city. And this Portland City Council 
is the place to start. 
(MP) 
Two big bangs in two days for eMP 
• By Donald Maurice Kreis 
What a marvelous week it was for "unusual 
events" in the wacky world of Maine electricity 
generation. 
Around dinner time on Monday, April 29, there 
was a big bang in the turbine room at the Maine 
Yankee nuclear power plant in Wiscasset. Sparks 
ignited ultra-explosive hydrogen and the federal 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission declared an 
"unusual event" - which is the NRC's way of 
saying it didn't know whether Wiscasset was about 
to become the next Chernobyl or not. 
Citizens interested in learning about this worst 
accident ever at Maine Yankee could read about it 
the next morning in the Portland Press Herald - in 
the "Briefly" column of Section D where the paper 
runs shoplifting arrests, bean suppers and other 
news trivia. The three-paragraph dispatch quoted 
Maine Yankee as saying it didn't know how big the 
fire was, but that no one was hurt and the reactor 
was shut down. 
Tuesday, April 30, brought a different sort of 
"unusual event," this one entirely unreported in 
Portland's pitiful daily paper. Maine Yankee's 
principal owner, Central Maine Power, wrote a 
check for $500,000 - that's a half-million of your 
ratepaying dollars - to one Joe Collier Jr., to get 
him to quit his job as CMP preSident. That's only 
twice Collier's annual salary of$2SO,DOO. 
How many more such big bangs will Mainers 
withstand from the CMP monopolists? 
How much longer will the mainstream press 
allow CMP to decide what gets reported and what 
doesn't about the technological and economic 
disaster that is the story of how we get and pay for 
our energy? 
The Collier saga was there for the asking in 
CMP's annual proxy statement, distributed to 
thousands of CMP shareholders around Maine 
weeks before Collier got his wad of your cash. 
And as for the Maine Yankee fire, you make the 
call: You're the editor of the Press Herald, it's several 
hours before the deadline for tomorrow morning's 
paper, and word reaches you that a potentially 
serious fire has broken out in the turbine room right 
next to Maine Yankee' s nuclear reactor. What would 
you do? 
In the good old days, .when some other paper 
might have scooped the story before you, you would 
have dispatched a reporter to Wiscasset to scale 
Maine Yankee's fence, if necessary, to get the story. 
Nowadays you sit back and wait for CMP to issue a 
press release, certain that one monopoly wouldn't lie 
to another. 
In the aftermath of all this, Maine's two major 
dailies - the Portland Press Herald and the Bangor 
Daily News - festooned their front page~ for days 
with what were essentially elaborate excuses for 
having failed to report such a big story on the 
morning after it happened. 
It was all a "snafu," said the Press Herald; in this 
"virtual blackout of news" even the governor didn't 
find out. It seems a state,police dispatcher didn't 
know that when Maine Yankee calls with an "un-
usual event," that phrase is really supposed to mean: 
Wake up Jock, our reactor might be about to melt 
down. 
Farmer and writer Wendell Berry pointed out t/:le 
reason for such nuclear double talk by looking at the 
regulators' public pronouncements and private 
deliberations at a similar stage in the Three Mile 
Island disaster of 197B. "(T)heir language and their 
way of thought make it possible for them to think of 
the crisis only as a technical event or problem," Berry 
wrote in "Standing By Words." "Even a meltdown is 
fairly understandable and predictable within the 
terms of their expertise. What is unthinkable is the 
evacuation of a massively populated region ... The 
other, the human possibility, if they were to deal with 
it, would send them shouting into the streets." 
Already shouting endlessly in the streets is The 
Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee, which has 
waged a sustained effort to portray nuclear power 
as a cynical and evil scheme to make the world 




ties are at pains to 
appear cool and in 
control so as not to unleash a firestorm of panic for 
which the MNRC has provided the fodder. (Note 
that when the dailies needed anti-nuclear comment, 
the Portland paper called the Safe Energy Commu-
nication Council and the Bangor paper called Public 
Citizen - both in Washington.) 
Last week's events suggest there is no evil at 
work here, only a failure to ask questions: 
• Is it wise to rely on the most technically 
complicated (and therefore the most potentially 
dangerous) solution we can imagine for our supply 
of energy? 
• Is there something fundamentally wrong with 
our system of regulated public utilities, such that 
ratepayers have to pay someone $250,000 a year to 
run a company that li\ever has to hustle for business 
- and then give him $500,000 not to run it? 
• Is "unusual event" the best phrase our rich 
language can yield for describing a serious accident 
and potential disaster? 
The flaw is not in the design of Maine Yankee-
it is in our failure to imagine a way to make Maine 
Yankee unnecessary, and to find the words to talk 
about our energy problems clearly and honestly. 
Donald Maurice Kreis is willing to serve as CMP president 
for only $25,000 a year, if the rompany will buy a baseball 
team and turn Maine Yankee into Maine Yankee Stadium. 
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I thought you might want 
to extend consumer assis-
tance beyond the recent hug-
a-cop suggestion you made 
in response to police brutal-
ity in South Portland. 
The first suggestion is to 
make it mandatory that 
police departments maintain 
a file documenting citizen 
complaints and make that 
file open to the public. We 
don't know how many other 
times Officer Andrew 
Kennedy assaulted people he 
had stopped because there 
are no files kept dealing with 
citizen complaints. 
My second suggestion is 
tha t all officers applying for 
employment in the police 
department be tested for post 
traumatic stress. Vietnam 
vets now working on the 
police force have brought a 
lot of baggage with them to 
the job. The job itself pro-
duces post traumatic stress. 
What kind of psychological 
, 
screening and evaluation is 
being done to help officers 
cope with the stress of police 
employment? 
A third suggestion is to let 
the public know who is 
responsible for the hiring and 
firing of the police chief. That 
is the person you want to 
hold accountable. 
Fourth suggestion is that 
every officer and potential 
officer be tested with a voice 
stress analyzer to see if he or 
she belongs to the Ku Klux 
Klan or other secret racist 
organization. What you do 
with the information deter-
mines whether you let racists 
practice law enforcement. 
The voice stress analyzer is 90 
percent accurate. 
A fifth suggestion is to 
remove the cloak of sovereign 
immunity from police forces 
and have all officers assume 
liability insurance for their 
behavior. It is the voter and 
taxpayer, primary consumers 
of the law enforcement 
system, who pick up the tab 
each time an officer gets sued 
for police brutality and loses. 
Worrying about rising 
property taxes? You had 
better look at how much of . 
your tax dollars have been 
used to pay settlements in 
poor law enforcement 
practices. 
Unless you have heroic 
tendencies, my last sugges-
tion is for the majority of 
readers. Always remember 
the videotape of the brutal 
beating of Rodney King by 
Los Angeles police. If you 
attempt to implement any of 
these changes, you risk 
having the local police corne 





Regarding your story 
about demonstrators at the 
Exchange Street office of the 
Maine Civil Liberties Union 
("Pro-life group protests 
MCLU," CBW 4/1B/91), I feel 
that two important points not 
covered by the story should 
be told here. 
First, the group (of which I 
wasa member), was not 
picketing the Maine Civil 
Liberties Union so much as 
their national affiliate, the 
American Civil Liberties 
Union. Our protests were 
aimed at the national organi-
zation, and not merely their 
local group. 
Second, one of the main 
reasons we protested was not 
so much the stand of the 
ACLU on the aborticide issue 
itself, but instead their 
selective action on cases of 
police brutality. In Los 
Angeles, one man was 
brutally attacked by police, 
and the ACLU instantly went 
into action, demanding and 
working for justice. All well 
and good. In Atlanta, Pitts-
burgh and West Hartford, 
Conn., as well as Los Ange-
les, hundreds of pro-life 
activists affiliated with 
Operation Rescue were given 
much the same treatment as 
the unfortunate victim in Los 
Angeles. But where was the 
ACLU this time? They were 
completely silent on these 
cases, and this selecti ve 
silence on civil liberties 
violations is what caused us 
to protest them on April 13. 
Why did we choose April 
13th? Because it was the 
248th birth anniversary of 
Thomas Jefferson, that man 
who stated so forthrightly in 
the Declaration of Indepen-
Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
dence that man is gi ven by 
his creator the rights to life, 
liberty and the pursui t of 
happiness. Why has the 
ACLU not stood up and 
defended the first of 
Jefferson'S three rights, when 
it is prebohl in the womb? 
Without life, there can be no 
liberty or pursui t of happi-
ness. 
<----7 ..... ·-t ,/f ?-<.A..<L 
James A. Duclos 
Westbrook 
Peaks wharf a 
hardship 
Who built the wharf on 
Peaks Island for the state? It 
wasn't that long ago - not 
long at all. Now, it is unsafe 
and condemned! Isn't 
someone liable for this 
mistake? The wharves built 
years ago withstood all kinds 
of abuse from storms, wind, 
wave and weather. How 
corne the wharf at Peaks 
Island is declared unsafe-
no vehicles allowed - in a 
few short years? What went 
wrong? 
I When the ambulance, taxi, 
grocery trucks, pickup trucks, 
etc. aren't allowed on the 
wharf, it means a hardship 
for everyone. We really feel 
abused out here on Peaks 
Island. The wharf is our 
"road to the mainland" and 
now, "We can't get there 
from here!" 
Suddenly, one morning, 
there was a large rock 
blocking our access to the 
wharf. "Wha t's this?" we 
questioned, only to be told by 
someone standing around, 
"Oh, the wharf is con-
demned. No vehicles al-
lowed." 
When the wharves were 
owned by Casco ~y Lines, 
they repaired them regularly. 
If a hurricane knocked part or 
most of the dock down, it 
was repaired as soon as 
possible. Where did they get 
the money? They got it 
somewhere, and repaired the 
wharves so people who chose 
to live on our beautiful island 
wouldn't be inconvenienced. 
Did they have compassion -
and the state doesn't? 
I wouldn't want you to 
think the state didn't try. 
Some architect (another "off 
Islander," of course) designed 
an ingenious substitute for 
the planks on the wharf. A 
steel or aluminum and 
wooden ramp, about four feet 
wide with railings on each 
side. Lovely to look at, but 
very impractical for the needs 
of the Islanders. Grocery carts 
, 
cannot pass each other, and 
even large people can't pass 
one another. It's a one-way 
ramp! Everyone going out 
onto the wharf to board the 
boat must wait until those 
departing have walked across 
the ramp. We have named it 
the "Cattle Ramp" because 
we feel like a bunch of cattle 
being herded off from this 
useless thing. 
And so whoever did this 
to us - we would like to 
say,"Thank you very much . 
And may the Bird of Paradise 






Now I have seen the 
ultimate in greed. The poor 
South Portland taxpayer, if 
this school administration has 
its way, will get sacked again 
in the pocket book. 
The school board, last fall, 
asked for a $6.B million dollar 
school expansion and the 
council said no more than $4 
million, to which the school 
board half-heartedly agreed. 
Now we find that they are 
resuming their original 
agenda for $6.B million, 
which would be put out to 
bond this November. 
With B1 cents of the school 
budget dollar going for 
salaries, benefits and sti-
pends, does the taxpayer 
realize that only leaves 19 
cents on which to run the rest 
of school expenses such as 
buses, gas, lights, school 
supplies and sports? 
After reading the salaries 
recei ved by the teachers and 
administrators, I fail to see 
where they can be considered 
in the poverty class. Add 25 
percent more to these listed 
salaries for stipends and 
benefits and it comes out to a 
pretty hefty salary for 180 
days of work. 
At a time when many 
families are lOSing jobs and 
homes and having a difficult 
time making end s meet, I 
think this pushing for 
everything they want, not 
always necessary at this time, 
is absolutely reprehensible. 
Expecting us, the taxpay-
ers, to pay for this expansion 
at this time is absolutely 
without compassion. Tying 
us up for years to corne in 
this debt plus interest is 
insane in this economy. 
Mayor Soule and Coun-
cilor Howard seem to think 
that 27 persons speaking in 
M 9 1991 
favor of this huge debt out of 
a total city of 22,000 people is 
a mandate. 
Well, citizens, let's show 
them next November that 
they have miscalculated and 
vote NO against this unwar-
ranted debt and that they 
can't have their cake and eat 
it too. We must let them 
know that South Portland is 
not the money bags city they 
seem to think it is and that 
we are tired of being 
snookered into any more of 
their ludicrous spending. 
There has to be a spending 
line drawn sometime and 
that time is now. 
We must also insist on a 
line item budget from the 
school department to deter-
mine how and where our 
taxpayer dollar is being 
spent. It's long overdue. 
-, 
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Frances Adams 
South Portland 
Stiffed by CBW~ 
massage coverage 
Your newsbrief on mas-
sage parlors in Saco (4/11/ 
91) completely misses the 
crucial point regarding 
Portland's new licenSing law. 
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Since your main focus is on 
the raising of fees, it seems as 
if your reporter didn't read 
beyond the first page of the 
ordinance. The new Portland 
law requires proof of training 
in the art and science of 
massage therapy, such as 
"evidence of completion of a 
formal training course in 
massage therapy by a 
recognized school." Profes-
sional massage therapists 
have studied anatomy, 
phYSiology and pathology, 
among other subjects, in 
order to be able to address 
specific soft tissue dysfunc-
tions, as well as general stress 
reduction. Massage therapiSts 
work in private practice or in 
the offices of other health-
care providers. They are not 
found in "massage parlors." 
One of the ways to protect 
Maine communities and to 
reassure consumers who 
wish to consult a profeSSional 
is to pass an education-based 
state licensing law. In fact, 
such a bill is now before the 
Legislature. I urge the public 
to be supportive and ask 
Casco Bdy Weekly to write a 
more factual, comprehensive 
article. 
f I:)H C 1--",'1 
Eliott Cherry 
Portland 
Continued on page 14 
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Continued from page 13 
Gay rights bill 
moot 
Regardless of whether one 
is gay or straight, and 
notwithstanding the varieties 
of personal opinions on 
lifestyles, the simplest 
essence of the uselessness of 
the gay rights bill is its 
redundancy. Clearly stated, 
the protection alread y exists. 
One must wonder about the 
clarity of thought exhibited 
by our representatives in 
Augusta; I admit to being a 
little nonplussed that the 
evidence seems to be missed 






The Maine Human Rights 
Act bars discrimination on the 
basis of race, gender or 
religion. The American Heritage 
Dictionary, Second Edition, 
defines gender as "classifica-
tion of sex." Whether one is of 
the male or female wee-wee 
persuasion and irregardless of 
what category of wee-wee one 
wishes to rub with, that is all 
the protection needed. As far 
as I know, there is no third 
human sexual category; male 
and female seem to be it, 
Brother, although it may be 
hard to tell the difference 
sometimes. 
H one cannot discriminate 
against a male or a female, the 
sexual categories available to 
be discriminated against 
would appear to be covered. 
Gay bashing, gay liberation, or 
right wing religiOUS ethics 




Gay rights and 
legalized 
prostitution 
When are people going to 
wake up? Children are so 
confused today, they don't 
know what is right or wrong. 
It makes common sense that 
hetero sex is natural, but there 
have been so many taboos 
placed on it, it's no wonder 
that this world is full of 
perverts. Sex is a natural need, 
so why should laws be 
imposed against it? Some poor 
guy that can't find a loving 
woman should be able to buy 
sex. The rich and famous 
marry for money and get 
huge divorce settlements, so 
why should that be more 
righteous? The legislators 
should get their heads out of 
the sand and face reality. Why 
not legalize prostitution, 
regulate and tax it? It's going 
on anyway, and the govern-
ment is subsidizing it with 
food stamps, AFOC, housing, 
fuel assistance, you name it. 
To be realistic, what's the 
harm? Venereal disease can be 
controlled by mandatory 
check-ups and an updated 
health card to be carried by all 
participants. Outside of 
what's in some small, puri-
tanical minds, there is no 
harm! So what's all the 
hollering about gay rights and 
more money for AFDC about? 
Why not have something 
needed and create another 
bureaucratic tax base? 
JkQ 
Bradbury A. Rand Jr. 
Falmouth 
, 
No harm intended 
To all readers who were so 
"appalled" atCBWs attitude 
toward Kim Block: 
This is the funniest thing I 
have ever read. I really don't 
know the editor nor do I care 
to, but I'll bet he and his staff 
were sitting in the newsroom 
and they all said, "We're 
bored. Let's see how much we 
can stir up Portlanders!" Well, 
they did a heck of a job, just 
by writing that Kim Block has 
the worst hair and worst 
attire. Think about it. He (the 
editor) really stirred all of you 
up!! You all wrote these long 
letters telling him how only 
birds and cat litter boxes benefit 
from hiS paper. Well if that were 
true, how come you noticed the 
article in the first place? Appar-
ently you were prowling around 
in a cat box and decided to read 
CBW. 
C'mon Portland -lighten 
up! It was probably a joke! Kim 
Block probably pulled a joke on 
CBWand they wanted to get 
back at her. Or if not, so what? 
No harm was meant, I'm sure. 
Face the truth, didn't you just 
chuckle a little when you read 
it? 
We all know that she is a 
properly dressed professional 
newscaster, or so many of us 





Preborns In the 
Preamble 
Seth Berner of Portland 
(who wrote a letter to the 
editor in CBW 4/25/91), 
obviously rejects the Pre-
amble of the Constitution of 
the United States with his bias 
against preborn babies; 
namely, "We, the people of 
the United States, in order to 
form a more perfect Union, 
establish justice, insure 
domestic tranquility, provide 
for the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, 
and secure the blessings of 
liberty to ourselves and our 
posterity do ordain and 
establish this constitution for 
the United States of 
America." 
Mr. Berner, posterity means 
our children of the future. 
~-f:~ 
David S. Robertiello 
Portland 
Forgotten biology 
A letter by a Seth Berner in 
CBW of 4/25/91 questions 
the validity of a medical 
review of human open fetal 
surgery as reported by six 
specialists in this field of 
surgery, published in the 
"Journal of the American 
Medical Association." 
Frankly, I would think any 
concerned person would be 
delighted with the positive 
resul ts of this type of sur-
gery ... 
I don't think Mr. Berner is 
a medical surgeon, yet he 
conveys the impression that 
he has superior knowledge 
and expertise, for he calls the 
medical evaluation "an 
obscure, and facially suspect, 
statistic concerning in-utero 
fetal surgery ... " 
Perhaps expert Berner has 
forgotten the biology he 
learned in high school, 
because he would have 
known that a fetus of a 
human being is human, and a 
fetus of a dog is a dog - not a 
cat or a pig. The choice Mr. 
Berner strongly advocates is a 
right to destroy little human 
beings in the womb ... 
Had our mothers chosen to 
destroy us in-utero, neither he 
nor 1 would have written 
letters to Casco Bay Weekly. 
May Mr. Berner see the errors 
of his thinking and not 
embrace the anti-life philoso-
phy of King Herod. Let's 
work together to protect 
innocent human life at all 
stages of human develop-
ment. 
~~ ~ 
Deane S. Stevens, 
President, Pro Life Educa 




After reading your article 
on open mic nights in the 
Portland area, I was quite 
surprised to find no mention 
of the Wharf's End (a local 
pub that has featured Open 
Mic Mondays for well over a 
year). 
On any given Monday 
night you can find well-
known local musicians as 
well as amateurs who wish to 
try their hand before a live 
audience. Some of the 
regulars include Dan Tonini, 
Tim Emery, Bill Cameron and 
Jeremy Lester. On one 
occasion c.c. DeVille of the 
rock group Poison stopped 
by and played. 
Anyone who wishes to 
entertain is welcome, and a 
P A system and microphones 
are provided. Contrary to 
popular belief, there is still a 
place where musicians can 
congregate to listen or to be 
heard in an acoustic setting, 
with no strings attached. 
'-/./ 9/. () 
(U.11 //z, ,·'·'r0;· Ken Grimsley / Portland ( / 
Pro-morality, not 
anti-Semitic 
Several of the follow-up 
letters about the Somero 
bankruptcy have really 
bothered me, especially Mr. 
Joshua Krell's calling me an 
nti-Semite. 
In describing today's 
bankers as "immoral," "un-
Christian" and "greedy" (I 
also called them "venal" and 
"stupid") - I was speaking 
somewhat tongue-in-cheek. 
Okay: perhaps forked-
tongued. But wouldn't 
Charles Keating and Neil 
Bush qualify on all counts? 
Or has Bible-waving and 
hiding behind Daddy's office 
while stealing depositors' 
money become "Christian," 
moral and intelligent? 
Bankers used to be the most 
trustworthy, upright, honest, 
dependable people in the 
community. I think the 
current banking crisis speaks 
for itself. 
Mr. Krell accuses me of 
being anti-Semitic in my 
criticism of bankers and says 
that I was really pointing a 
finger at some imagined 
"Jewish Banking Con-
spiracy!" As a child raised in 
a family that took in victims 
of the Holocaust during 
World War II, I have nothing 
but admiration and respect 
for Jews and a hatred of all 
intolerance, based on my own 
experience as a member of 
three persecuted minorities. 
Perhaps it is Mr. Krell who 
perpetuates anti-Semirism 
wi th his stereotyping of all 
bankers as Jews. 
As for the Someros taking 
their loss and their lumps-
they did so with grace, grit 
and, as always, with first 
concern for their tenants. 
They may have been over-
ambitious, perhaps even 
foolish, but as Casco Bay 
Weekly's article indicated, the 
Someros may not have been 
entirely to blame. And they 
---no 
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didn't protest - we tenants, 
The Parkside Neighborhood 
Association and most of our 
elected local and federal 
representatives protested the 
banks' actions. 
Again, one would expect 
the experts - the lawyers, 
bankers, real-estate opera-
tives - to give investors 
dependable, accurate legal 
advice, free from conflicts of 
interest. The Someros are 
gone: the bankers and 
lawyers and property 
salesmen still have their jobs, 





Thank you for your 
incisive editorial "Monumen-
tal wastefulness" (CBW 4/ 
25/91). Like your Feb. 28 
editorial "Victory will not 
shroud our shame," its 
truthfulness cuts through 
rationalizations, propaganda, 
lies, fear of controversy and 
plain old human blindness. 
H our hypocrisy is ex-
posed, and we are willing to 
face the facts, there may be 
hope for survival- for us, 
our planet and its children. 
v...~ ,!J ?/k-hM ,.I~ 
Elaine G. McGillicuddy 
Portland 
MIly 9, 1991 
Purchase a 
3-Pack of Konica Film 
for only 
6.99 
Plus - Don't/orget ... The Big Deal! 
Free Film and 
Free 2nd Set of 4" Prints 
Every Day of the Week! 
30 City Center, Portland • 772-7296 




• Hefty. Solid Construction 
• Dolby" Pro-LogiC Surround 
Sound System 
• Central Channel 
• Programmable Remote 
Control (universal) 
• Easy La Use 
• All Dlscrele Front and Rear 
Channels 
• Multi Room CapacHy 
• Adjustable Time Delay 
• Onscreen Display Mode 
(some models) 
• Up to 7 Channels (some 
models) 
• 3 yrs. Parts & Labor 
Price reg. $630 
Now $545 
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, ME 04074' Telephone (207) 883 4173 
~Jusl one extra mIle south of the MaIne Mall" 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave. Portland 
Tickets available at PPAC Box Office from 
12 - 4 pm Tuesday thru Saturday. 
For more info: call (207) 774-0465 
Presented by Dionysian Productions 
15 
SPECIAL PHOTO VALUE 
• OCb EVERY DAY! 
t-~\~ 12 EXPOSURES .......... 2.99 Pl"" FREE 
e. DISCS (15) ................... 3.99 ... PlUS 15 .. FREE 
.., ~ 24 EXPOSURES .......... 5.99 ... PlUS24 .. FREE 
36 EXPOSURES .......... 7.99 ... PlUS 36 .. FREE 
FOR STANDARD SIZE GLOSSY PRINTS FROM 













Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections 
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior 
to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings 
Information to: Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
• West End story: The 
Shoestring Theater will 
perform "All My Life," an 
adult theater piece based on 
the oral histories of women 
from Portland's West End. 
The show reveals images of 
life in the West End during 
the early part of this century 
wi th puppets, shadows, 
music and dance. At Reiche 
School Gym, 166 Brackett St:, 
Portland (usc Clark Street 
entrance). May 9, 10 & 11, at 8 
p.m. sharp. $5 donation 
appreciated. For more 
information, call Nance 
Parker at 774-1502. 
See these comedians 
clean up their act, 
Thursday, May 16. 
LIVID LIGHT 
SHOW 
• Out & Out on the up and 
up: The Maine Lesbian & Gay 
Film Festival, presented by 
Out & Out Productions, is 
back for its second year. It 
opens at 7 tonight, at the 
Portland Museum of Art. On 
May 11-12, the festival will 
move to the Portland Per-
forming Arts Center. Films 
and videos will be shown 
simultaneously from 11 a.m. 
till midnight on Saturday, 
and from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. on 
Sunday. Independent, foreign 
and experimental films, 
major releases and shorts will 
all be shown. Two items of 
note on Saturday: a 3 p .m. 
viewing of "Gentlemen 
'tA77 : ~:: ;~~ u LL • great music 
• 5/9 Boston guitarist 
Garrison Fewel Trio with 
Frank Carlberg on piano 
• 5110 Myour Neighborhood 
Saxophone Qualfet~ 
from Boston 
o 5/11 from Boston WOW Soup 
o 5112 Bring mom to the 
"No" for Open Jazz Jan 
o 5/14 Open Poetry Reading 
o 5!16 Jazz Vocalist Toby 
Schneider & bassist 
Jimmy Lyden 
reeer •• tioaa welcome 
""oed mond.,.. 0 DO 
20 danforth .t. 0 
Prefer Blondes," starring 
Marilyn Monroe and Jane 
Russell, accompanied by a 
presentation/forum about 
how the lesbian and gay 
communities view "straight" 
films and uncover the gay / 
lesbian images and subtext in 
these films. See page 19 for 
more information on the 
festival and a schedule of 
events. 
• Down and out in Death 
Valley: visit The Last Chance 
Pump & Grille (also known 
as Mystery Cafe) for "Killing 
Mr. Withers," a comedy 
thriller. Though held captive 
in a seedy diner, you will be 
served a sumptuous four-
course dinner (by some not-
so-savory characters)! 
Mystery Cafe, Portland's only 
dinner theater, offers a choice 
of four diabolically delectable 
entrees: chicken marsala, 
vegetarian lasagna, sirloin 
steak or grilled swordfish 
with a smoked salmon and 
pesto cream sauce. Fridays 
and Saturdays at 8 p.m., in 
The Baker's Table banquet 
room, 434 Fore St. in the Old 
Port. Call 883-1035 for 
reservations. 
• Waiter, there's a wolf in 
my soup: Tonight at 9 & 11 
p.m., you can hear Bob 
Nieske's Wolf Soup perform 
a variety of music, from show 
tunes to modem jazz. 
Compositions are based 
primarily on melody rather 
than chord changes, lending 
the group an open sound in 
which the soloist frequently is 
the group. Wolf Soup's wide 
range of dynamiCS, high 
technical achievement, and 
varied, intriguing material 
will leave you whistling for 
more. At Cafe No, 20 
Danforth St., tel. 772-8114. 
• Walking with wolves: 
Wolfe's Neck Woods State 
ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN 
Come to Freeport, 
han~~~~~ 
t!JJ;: of Maine 
Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated 
Coach Tours • Nature Trails 
• Sand Artist .1783 Barn 
• World's largest Sand Painting 
• Gift Shop • Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
o Desert Rd . 0 Dept. CB 0 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
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In the library 
Since most people 
spend more time in the 
local video store than 
Portland's library, it's easy to 
forget the light and comfort this 
publicly funded institution offers, Childre 
gather weekly there to hear stories read 
aloud; street people shelter, newspapers in hand, 
from the bitter cold of winter; and a number of 
Portlanders munch brown bag lunches, listening to the 
noon-time lecture series and thinking thoughts delightfully 
impervious to the cankerworm of care. 
Other residents of the city stream purposefully past the 
library's massive wrought iron gate on a daily basis, deaf to 
a fainter, less familiar current lapping at the other side -
where the quality of light also changes imperceptibly, noise 
fades away, and a stillness settles down over building and 
spirit alike. You may not even know what's drawn you 
through that gate - until you've found it. 
This week, you'll find two good reasons to plot a course 
for the PPL. On May 14, from noon-1 p.m., you can sit on 
the jury of "Rights Court: The First Amendment on Trial," as 
attorneys Richard O'Meara and Patricia Peard argue a case 
involving freedom of speech for a politically controversial 
figure. On May 16 at 12:15 p,m., environmental leaders 
from Bolivia, Panama and Mexico will present "Sustaining 
the Land and Its People," a discussion of how economic and 
political considerations dominate conservation efforts in 
Latin America. Both events will take place in the Rines 
Room. For further information, call 871-1700. 
If only for an hour, lose yourself in the current ... 
Park (on Wolfe's Neck Road, 
Freeport) will be offering a 
two-mile hike on May 12 
through the spring woods to 
the cliffs above the 
Harraseeket River, and over 
the hills to the shores of 
Casco Bay. Estimated hiking 
time is two hours. Call ahead 
if the weather is questionable. 
The park will be offering 
other nature programs for the 
general public on Sundays in 
May and June. All programs, 
including the walk, begin at 2 
p .m. at the benches by the 
second parking lot. Programs 
are free, and reservations 
aren't necessary. For more 
info, call the park at 865-4465 
or the Bureau of Parks and 
Recreation at 289-3821 . 
• Acoustic accolades: Leo 








Phlharmonc Jazz Band 
Together on the same stage 
for a fun evening of Jazz. 
From Dixieland to Swing. 
Fri., May 17 - 7:30 pm 
Luther Bonney Auditorium 
University of So. Maine 
Bedford Street. Portland 
$10 @dooror 
$ 8 advance Gt Amadeus 
popular acoustic guitar 
players, will perform his 12-
string wizardry tonight at 7 
p .m. in a special non-smoking 
concert. (Smokers, take note: 
your concert is Sunday, May 
12, at the same time.) Seating 
is limited for these shows. 
Tickets are $15. For more 
information, call Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction (865 
Forest Ave.) at 773-6886. 
• Bending ears: Amnesty 
International (Group #355) 
will meet tonight at 7:30; 
interested persons are 
welcome to attend. Plans are 
underway for the group's 
local celebration of 
Amnesty's 30th anniversary 
this year. Amnesty Interna-
tional is an independent, 
worldwide movement 
working impartially for the 
RAFFLES 
features 
GET REAL FOOD@ 
Tofu Raspberry 
Cheesecake, 





555 CONGRESS STREET 





and prompt trials for 
political prisoners, and an 
end to torture and executions. 
Group members write letters, 
organize public attention and 
create public pressure for 
ending human rights abuse. 
At Merrill Memorial library, 
Main Street, Yarmouth. For 
information, contact Paul at 
781-3551, or write P.O. Box 
364, Yarmouth 04096. 
• Gender-bending in a night 
club atmosphere: Big 2 Do 
Productions presents "A Very 
Unusual Way," a musical 
diversion in two acts featur-
ing Marie Pressman with 
Edward Reichert. As Carter 
Diamond, Pressman sings 
male-oriented songs in the 
first act; transformed into 
herself for the second act, she 
performs women's songs, 
including some by Cole 
Porter, Stephen Sondheim 
and Rogers & Hammerstein 
- as well as newer material, 
including "Jonathan Wesley 
Oliver Jr.," a tribute to the 
AIDS names project quilt. 
Wednesday nights at 8 
through May 29, The 
Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Tickets are $10. For 
reservations, call 773-0634 




Monday, May 27 
8:00 PM 
Portland City Hall 
Auditorium 
Tickets $18 Call 77 4-0465 
Also available at 




at 8 p.m., starting 
tonight, comedians Tim 
Ferrell, Joanne Chessie & 
Kevin Shone will be bringing 
their improvisa tional corned y 
talents to the Cave (29 1/2 
Forest Ave.) These three are 
no strangers to comedy; you 
will surely remember Joanne 
Chessie's "Big Breasted 
Chain Smoking Girls" and 
Kevin Shone's "Shone 
Alone," two smash hits 
directed by Tim Ferrell (a 
former NYC stand-up 
comedian who produces, 
directs and teaches corned y 
workshops). The Thursday 
night shows will include 
imprOvisational comedy, new 
sketches and monologues -
all this for $3! For more 
information, call 879-0070. 
• "White Guys With Calen-
dars" is just one of the 
numbers Sam Costa & 
Dancers will perform tonight 
at 8 in their show "Inverted 
Cow and Other Works." 
Noted for a style featuring 
daring phYSicality, graceful 
control and unconventional 
partnering, this dance 
company explores human 
issues with wit and sympa-
thy. At the Portland Perform-
ing Arts Center, 25A Forest 
Ave. Reserved tickets are $10, 
$8 for students and seniors; 
call PP AC at 774-0465. 
• White guys with swasti-





and the Maine 
Lesbian & Gay 
Festival happening 
May 9-11, this seems like a 
good time to go see "Blood in 
the Face." This darkly 
humorous documentary 
visits with members of the 
American Nazi Party, the 
Aryan Nations, the Ku Klux 
Klan, and other white 
supremacy hate groups, 
whose activities range from 
down-home cookouts to the 
murder of Alan Berg, and 
whose members take such 
labels as 'bigot' and 'racist' as 
compliments. "I hate them 
all," declares one picnic host; 
"so 5ieg Heil! and let's go 
eat." At The Movies on 
Exchange Street. For more 
info, call 772-9600. 
NEW SHOW! 
"Killing Mr. Withers" 







· 3 Baker's Table ReservatIons' 883·10 5 Banquet Room 
• Old Port 
Life on a shoestring In 
the West End: See 
Thursday, May 9. 
• Woman wisdom: Goddess 
Gospel is an a cappella 
ensemble of eight woman 
singing the spirit, depth and 
truth of woman in all of her 
ways. The group's music is 
fed by classical repertoire 
from medieval to 20th 
century, jazz and blues 
explorations, folk, rock and 
R&B, as well as gospel. Ride 
the waves of Goddess 
Gospel's sweet, gritty, exotic 
melodies. Hear the deeper 
teachings, joyful praises and 
grounding rhythms singing 
the stories of life and woman 
Entrees Under $10 
Seven Nights A Week, 
Even Monday. 
You Can Afford To 
Dine Out In Style! 
IIII 
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Open Every Night. 
Also Breakfast, Lunch 
& Sunday Brunch. 
58 Pine Street 
773-8223 
Come 
on out for 
the Maine Le!5blan 
& Gay Film Festival, 
May 10-12. 
wisdom. Feel the rich, 
intricate texture of the voice 
of your own Goddess within. 
At the Swedenborgian 
Church (302 Stevens Ave., 
Portland), at 6:30 & 9 p.m. 
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191 Main St., Saco 
283-1400 
.~ "Traditional i outfitters for men 
'u and women. " 
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Moo - Friday 
9-5pm 
·36 Danforth Street· Portland, Maine 04101 .772-8600 • 
THANK MOM 
FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE 





40,000 copies distributed. 
Beginning July 3. 
ADVERTISING DEADUNE IS JUNE 14 
IlEtii.I:£t'l Con~ct Holly, 
Manlyn, Maureen 
1~1';Ij 3 rJ orCaiya~ 77M60_1 
for more mfonnation, 
Entertainment SILVER STAGE 
I rJlmm· · SCREEN Am .... c:.n llllilet &'t wiN perform _ ! "Can Can PIIrtslan," a lavish, high-
kicking comedy, and other selections, 
• Ctmli,,~d from 10-1IIIy CALENDAR including "The Holberg Suite· and 
"Chance and Britten." May 18, at 2 & 8 
WHAJ' S Blood In the F_ This dat1dy humorous pm, Portland Performing Arts Cenler, documentary visits with members of the 25A Forest Ave. Tickets are $10, $8 for 
WHERE ~!:~:~~:~eo~~~~~~:: sE~~::~==~~::::A::~ 
General Cinema. 
Maine Mall Aoad, S. Portland 
774-1022 
A Kiss Before Dying (A) 
12:50,2:55,5:05,7:15,9:15 
Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles II (PG) 
12:30,2:45,5,7:05,9:05 
Home Alone (PG) 
12:45,3, 5:20, 7:40, 10 
Out for Justice (R) 
t :10, 3:10, 5:15,7:35,9:45 
One Good Cop (A) 
1 :40,4:10,6:50,9:20 
SWItch (A) 
1 :30,4, 7, 9:30 
White Fang (PG) 
1,3:25 
Green Card (PG-13) 
7:20,9:35 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Ad., S. Pordand 
879-1511 
All shows May 10-16 
Wo showing May 11; 7:30 
sneak preview 
of "Thelma and Louise" 
Mlsery(R) 
1 :40,4:40,7:30, 10 
Goodfella. (R) 
12:40, 3:40, 6:45, 9:45 
SI .. plng With the Enemy (A) 
1 :50,4:50,7:35, 10:05 




Defending Your Life (PG) 
1:10,4:10,7:05,9:30 
Awakenings (PG-13) 








Wed-Fri 7, 9:15 
Sat-Sun 1,7 
Blood in the Face 
May tl-14 
Sat-Sun 3:15, 9:15 
Mon-Tues 7:30,9 
1l1li1 Festival of Animation 
May 15-19 
Wed-Fri 7, 9 
Sat-Sun 1, 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
No /irst showing weekdays; 
all shows Sat & Sun 
Long Walk Home (PG) 
1 :50,4:20,7:20,9:55 
Silence of the Lambs (A) 
1 :30,4,6:50,9:30 
Dances with Wolves (PG 13) 
4:40,8 
Mortal Thoughts (R) 
2:00, 4:30, 7:30, 10 




1991 MaJ .. Lesblaa a Gay 
FilII festival 
Portland Museum of Art 
7 Congress Square & 
The Portland Performing Arts 
Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
May 10-12 
Sse pa!JB 19 lor schBduIe 
Pride'. Corner Drive-In 
Route 302, Westbrook 
797-3154 
All showings Friday, Saturday & 
Sundayon/y 
Klnderprtan Cop (PG-13) 
8:15 
King Ralph (PG) 
10:20 
Defending Your LIfe Albert Brooks' af- and other Works Noted for a style 
terlife comedy, starring Mery! Streep, featuring daring physicality, graceful 
Rip Tom & Mr. Brooks himself. control and unconventional partnering, 
FX.2 The adventures of a dnematic sp&- the company turns its energies toward 
cial effects expert who becomes em- exploring human issues with wit and 
broiled in a crime. Starring Brian Brown sympathy. May 17, at 8 pm, at the Port-
and Brian Dennehy. land PerformingAris Center, 25A Forest 
Ave. Reserved tickets are $10, $8 lor 
GoodFelias Martin Scorsese's brilliant students or seniors; call PPAC office at 
horrifying and funny portrait of small: 774-0465. 
time Mafia hoods demythologizes the 
gangster movie. With Ray Liotta, Aobert "KIlling Mr. Wlthe,..' Comedy thriller set in Dealh Valley at The Last Chance 
Pump & Grille. Although you will be 
captive in a seedy diner, you will be 
served a sumptuous four-course dinner 
(by some not-sa-savory characters)! 
Mystery Cafe, Portland's only dinner 
theater, offers four different delicious 
entree choices: chicken marsala, vag-
elarian lasagna, sirloin steak or grilled 
De Niro and Joe Pesci. 
The Grlfte,.. Hard-boiled, 4Os-styte film 
noire about a mother, son & girlfriend trio 
in a quest~nable line of work. With John 
Cusack, Angelica Huston and Annette 
Bening. 
King Ralph John Goodman and Peter 
O'Toole star in this comedy about an 
entire royal famity accidentally electro-
cuted. John Goodman, a Las Vegas 
lounge pianist, plays their closest heir, 
brought over to England to be molded for 
swordfish with a smoked salmon and 
pesto cream sauce. Shows every Friday 
and Saturday at 8 pm, in The Baker's 
Table banquet room, 434 Fore St in the 
Old Port. Call 683-1035 for reservations 
and further information. 
his now role. 
A KI .. Before Dying Starring Matt Dillon 
and Diane Ladd A young woman un-
knowingly marnesthe psychopathic killer 
of her twin sister and then must roght for 
her life when the truth becomes known to 
her. 
Long Walk Home Directed by Aichard 
Pearce, with Sissy Spacek, Whoopie 
Goldberg and Dwight Shultz Odessa is a 
quietly dignified woman awho worlls as 
ahousekeeperforMiriam. When Odessa 
honors the 1955 Montgomery, Ala., bus 
boycott by walking an exhausting nine 
miles to and from work, Miriam takes a 
stand against her husband and the 
powerful white citizens' council and of-
fers her a ride. This is the beginning of a 
new relat~nship between the two brave 
women. 
Mannalds Cher and Winona Ayder star In 
this comedy set in 1963 about a mother 
so unabashedly ·hip· and outrageous 
that her daughter wants to become a 
nun, although the family is Jewish. 
Misery James Caan and Kathy Bates star 
in this screenplay of a Stephen King 
comedy thriller about a romance novelist 
held captive in Ihe Colorado Rockies by 
an obsessed fan. 
Mortal Thoughts Direcled by Alan 
Audolph, this isadark, blu&-collarthriller 
about two Bayonne, N.J., beauticians 
who conspire to cover up a murder. With 
Demi Moore, Glenne Headly, Bruce Winis 
and Harvey Keitel. 
11191 Festival of AnImation Fifteen 
animated shorts, including the entire 
category of this year's Oscar nominees. 
111111 Maine lesbian & Gay Film Fes. 
tlval See page 19 for more information 
on Ihe festival and a schedule 01 evenls. 
One Good Cop Michael Keaton is an 
N.Y.P.D.deleclive who is given lempo-
rary custody of three young girls when 
his long-time partner is killed in the line of 
duty. They become a family until he's 
forced to compromise his ethics to adopt 
them. 
Oscar Rambon ehead Sylvester Stallone's 
Aunyonesque farce, directed by John 
Landis. With Peter Riegert, Chazz 
Palminteri and Tin Curry. 
Out for Justice Two men who grow up 
together then find themselves on differ-
ent sidesofthe law. Steven Segal plays 
a police detective who uses martial arts. 
Slieneeofthe LambsJonathan Demma's 
darkly disturbing movie about serial kill-
ers. With outstanding performances from 
Jodie Foster and Anflony Hopkins. 
SWItch A body-SWitching cannedy about a 
nolarious womanizer who dies and is 
reincarnated as a beautiful woman sent 
back to earth to leam a lesson. He (in the 
body of Ellen Barkin) must endure all the 
mistreatmenl that he had bestowed upon 
women in his earlier Hfe. With Ellen 
Barkin, Jobeth Williams and Tony Rob-
erts. 
.... pl ... Whh the Enemy Julia Roberts 
and Patrick Bergin star in this thr.ler 
about a young woman who discovers 
that the man she married is a psycho 
who wi' kill her If she leaves him. 
"Last of the Red Hot Love,..,' Neil 
Simon's romantic COmedy, will be pre-
sented by Community Little Theatre on 
May 17, 18,24 & 25, at 8 pm. There will 
be a senior citizen/sludent dress re-
hearsal May t 6 at 7:30 pm. Tickets are 
$8.50 and $6. At the Performing Arts 
Center, Great Falls School, Auburn. For 
reservations, call 795-5653. 
"Man of La Mancha' The Portland Lyric 
Theatre presents this musical comedy 
adaptation of "Don Quixote; a work 
dealing wnh a crudal few hours in the life 
of the playwright and poet Miguel de 
Cervantes. The play merges his spirn 
and identity with that of his fictional cre-
ation, Don Quixote, and in so doing, 
asserts the value of truth over facts and 
the absurd quest for value over the logical 
acceptance of absurdity. Due to popular 
demand, the show's run has been ex-
tended through May to & II, with a 
curtain at 8 pm. The theatre is located at 
176 Sawyer S~ S. Portland. For tickets, 
call 799-t421 or 799-6509. 
"Peter Pan' The City Theater Assodates 
present the Captain or Ihe Lost Boys as 
he leads Wendy, John and Michael to 
Nevenand, where they meet Tiger Lily 
and her band of Eurythmics, as well as 
Captain Hook. Show runs through May 
19; Friday curtain is at 8 pm, Saturday & 
Sunday's at 2 pm. Tickets are $12 for 
adults, $1 o for kids 12 and under, $10 for 
seniors 60 and over. For reservations, 
call 262-0849. 
"A Very Unusual Way,· a musical di-
version in two acts, features Marie 
Pressman wilh Edward Aeichert. Gen-
der-bending cabaret in a night club at-
mosphere. Presented by Big 2 Do Pro-
ductions, Wednosday nights at 6, through 
May 29, at The Wherehouse, 29 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Tickets: $10. For infor-
mation and reservations, call 773-0634 
from t 1 am-2 pm daily. 
A Weekend of Storytelling Workshops 
and Performanc_ "Poetry,· with Gary 
Lawless, May II, 1-5 pm, at the Thealer 
Project. The emphasis of this workshop 
wil be on telling your own stories through 
poetry. "Story Theater; with Al Miller 
and Brad Terry, May II, 1-5 pm, at the 
Theater Project. Brad Terry and AI Mihar 
win work wnh participants on tuming a 
particular story int a theater piece. 
"Sudden Fiction; with Nicole 
d'Enltemont, May 1 t, t -5 pm, at Maine 
Writers and Publishers Alliance. Students 
will write and share short stories. 
"Storytelling: with Martin Steingesser, 
May II, 1-3 pm or later, at the Theater 
Project. Explore ways of storyteKing, in-
cluding acting out, making a "movie 
scroll: improving your oral delivery or 
dramatizing the telling of slaries. All 
workshops are $30 for members & 
friends, and are Irriited 10 15 participants 
ages 14 and up. The Theater Project is 
located at 14 School St, and MWPA is 
located at t 9 Mason St, both in 
Brunswick. Class performances and 
madings win IoIIow workshops. For in-
formalion, call 729-6333 or 729-8584. 
Tor SoIdIe,.. Colombian narcoterrorists 
take over a prep school full of bad rich 
kids, only 10 rllld thelTlSQlYes blackballed 
from the Spring Cotillion and shot fun of 
holes. With Lou Gossett Jr., Denholm 
Elliott and a bunch of baby-faced macho 
AUDITIONS 
men. 
Vintage Repertory Company is castirog 
its sunvner production of "Private Lives." 
They are looking for a female who can 
play 20-30 and carry off a British aocent. 
Call Jane for more Info at 828-4654. 
• Ctmlin""d on pGge 20 
Gue .. who's comIng to the Maine Lesbian" Gay Film Festival? 
Gentle persuasion 
• The Maine Lesbian" Gay Film Festival 
Showing May 10-12 
Movie lovers rejoice. Portland's only major film festival is 
back for its second year, opening this Friday night at the 
Portland Museum of Art and continuing Saturday and Sunday 
at the Performing Arts Center. 
The fact that this happens to be the Maine Lesbian &: Ga y 
Film Festival may, however, give you pause. Visions of endless 
reels of angry propaganda, Mapplethorpian shock images or 
dire meditations on AIDS may leap to mind. Ignore them. 
Because while it is true that all of the festival's movies include 
gay or lesbian themes or characters, each was selected on the 
basis of artistic merit rather than political correctness. 
"We're more interested in art than in messages," says Penny 
Pollard, who produced this year's festival for Out & Out 
Productions, a non-profit group devoted solely to presenting 
this annual event. "Our intent is to expose the widest possible 
audience to gay and lesbian themes which are relatively 
inaccessible in mainstream cinema." 
But that means finding movies that general audiences will 
want to see. So for the past year, Pollard and six other members 
of Out &: Out's screening committee have been working to 
screen 
select the dozens of films to 
be shown this weekend. It 
hasn't been easy. "It's still a 
relatively naive genre," 
Pollard admits. "We had to view a lot of movies and we 
rejected a lot of them because of poor production values, even if 
their intentions were good. Sometimes we found ourselves 
groaning." 
One film that left the committee groaning was "Nocturne," a 
British movie that had received favorable notices in The Village 
Voice and at other film festivals. "It was dreadful," says Pollard. 
"Ambitious but no pleasure to watch. None of us liked it." 
Originally scheduled to open the festival, "Nocturne" was 
dropped. 
"Our intent is not to hit people over the head," says Pollard. 
H A lot of the films we previewed are very dark in nature. But 
our intention is to be uplifting and positive." 
Positive but not namby-pamby. Certainly, these are daring, 
original films, rarel y seen on multiplex screens, yet it seems 
each was chosen for its evocation of such universal positives as 
courage, decency and friendship. And there are some witty 
surprises as well, including a 1914 social comedy and a Marilyn 
Monroe classic. 
Here's an overview of the film festival's varied highlights: 
Friday, May 10 
A Florida Enchantment An off-the-wall choice that seems 
to symbolize the free.ranging spirit of this year's festival, 
"Enchantment" is a 1914 silent film, directed by Sidney Drew. It 
stars Edith Storey as a young woman who swallows a magic 
seed and turns into a man, to tum the tables on her boyfriend. 
While not overtly gay or lesbian in content, the gender-bending 
humor is a wry comment on sexual role-playing. The film will 
be accompanied by a pianist. 
Salut Vlctorl This French-Canadian film is back for its 
second festival showing, after receiving a warm welcome last 
year. Director Anne Gaire Poirier tells the story of two older 
gay men in a nursing home, one a quiet, staid individual, the' 
other an exuberant mischief-maker. In French with subtitles. 
1991 Maine Lesbian k Gay Festival 
Friday, May 10 at The 
Portland Museum of Art (7 
Congress Square): 
7:00-7:30 p.m. Introductions 
7:30-8:30 p.m. ':A Horida 
Enchantment" 
8:30-9:10 p .m. Gala Reception 
9:15-10:45 p.m. "Salut Victor!" 
Saturday, May 11 at The 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center (25A Forest Ave.): 
11:00 a.m.-12:3O p.m. Short 
films: "Relatively Speaking," 
"Dreams of Passion," 
"Exposure," "How to Kill 
Her," "justine's Film" 
1:00-2:20 p .m . "Mala Noche" 
2:20-3:00 p.m. Break 
3:00-5:30 p.m. "Gentlemen 
Prefer Blondes," presented 
with a forum discussion 
5:30-{':3O p.m. Dinner Break 
6:30-9:10 p.m. "Oranges Are 
Not the Only Fruit" (free 
admission) 
9:15-10:00 p.m. Reception 
10:00-11:00 p.m. 'Tongues 
Untied" 
11:00-11:50 p.m. "Night Out" 
11 :50 p.m. Dancing at Zootz 
Saturday, May 11 
Sunday, May 12 at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center: 
11:00 a.m.-l;OO p.m. "Wendel" 
and 'The Empty Bed" 
1 :30-2:45 p.m. Short films: "La 
Divina," "Double Exposure," 
"We're Talkin' Vulva," 
"Butch Femme in Paradise," 
"I Cot Th.js Way from 
Kissing Girls" 
3:15-5:00 p.m. "Reading Gaol" 
and "James Baldwin: The 
Price of the Ticket" 
5:30-{';45 p.m. "Common 
Threads" 
6:45-7:30 p .m. DinnerBrcak 
7:30-9:00 p.m. "I've Heard the 
Mermaids Singing" 
TIcket prices: 
Single Showing: $5 
Day Pass: $12 Friday &: 
Sunday; $17 Saturday 
Weekend Pass: $27 
Admission to video screenings 
is on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. Any festival ticket will 
admit you to the video 
screening room. Tickets may 
be purchased at Amadeus 
Music, Drop Me A Line or 
The Whole Grocer. 
Mala Nache This was director Gus Van Sant's feature film 
debut, shot on a shoestring on 16mm film. (He went on to make 
the highly acclaimed "Drugstore Cowboy.") It stars Tim Streeter 
as a shabby young fellow in Portland, Ore., who becomes 
desperately obsessed with a worldly 16-year-old Mexican boy. 
Sad and funny, "Mala Noche" has been compared to such films 
as "Streetwise" and "Stranger Than Paradise." 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes Yes, this is the 1953 classic with 
Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell. Its showing will be accompa-
nied by a forum discussion chaired by film scholar Lucie 
Arbuthnot on how gays and lesbians have viewed mainstream 
Hollywood movies. (Anyone who recalls Jane Russell's dance 
number with the shipboard Olympic team will illso note the 
movie's homoerotic subtext.l 
Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit A two-and-a-half hour 
film originally made for British television by director Beeban 
Kidron, and shown here by special permission of the BBC. Based 
on a novel by Jeanette Winterson, "Oranges" tells the story of a 
young girl overcoming her upbringing in a repressive religiOUS 
household. It stars Charlotte Coleman. 
Tongues Untied A documentary film by Marlon Riggs about 
the gay black experience. Filmed in San Francisco, the film 
includes interviews, poetry, music and dance. 
Sunday, May 1 ~ 
A series of lesbian short films will be shown at 1:30 p.m. 
Festival producer Penny Pollard calls this "the soap opera bloc," 
and urges audiences to "get vocal" at these movies' humorously 
steamy dramas, whose titles include 'We're Talkin' Vulva" and 
"Butch Femme in Paradise." 
'ames Baldwin: The Price of the TIcket Karen Thorsen's 
film biography of the late black novelist includes interviews with 
Baldwin and many of his contemporaries. 
Common Threads The well-known and deeply moving 
documentary on the AIDS quilt, directed by Robert Epstein and 
Jeff Friedman. 
I've Heard the Mermaids Singing Written and directed by 
Patricia Rozema, this 1987 Canadian film is a quirky delight. It 
stars Sheila McCarthy as a shy young office temp who stumbles 
into Toronto's trendy art scene, and in so doing unleashes her 
own creative spirit. There is a dignified lesbian subtext, but the 
movie's central theme is the very nature of art. McCarthy is a 
wonderfully appealing screen presence, and the film scores some 
nicely satirical points against the pretentiousness of the big-bucks 
art world. 
One final note: the Railroad Square Cinema it' Waterville will 
continue this year's film festival with two special showings next 
weekend, Todd Haynes' controversial new film "Poison" 
(released too late for inclusion in the festival), and Chantal 
Ackerman's "Je, Tu, II, Elle." Both reflect the daring originality of 
the film festival and are well worth the trip up 1-95. 
Peter Weyl 
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osprey 
Wed. to Sun. 
5:30 to 9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at 
Robinhood Marine Center. 
TustofTRoute 127 South 
Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reservations appreciated. 
Entertainment TUESDAY 5.14 
I 
rmN Lefty L.nov.,. (surprise band) Gritty's, I " , 
396 Fore St, Portland 772-2739 
.. .. Th. &en .. (rock) Old' Port Ta~m, 11 
Moulton S~ Portland. 7744444. 
..... So_M._ Blu •• Socl.ty (blues jam) 
• Ctmlinwd from 1"'8' 18 Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 5.9 
Garrl80fl F.wel Trio Oazz) Cafe No, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Curt Be ... tt. (acoustic) Horsefealhers 
193 Middle 51, Portland. 773-3501 . ' 
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 
11 Moulton St , Porlland. 774-0444. 
Intransition (funk-jazz fusion) Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave, Porlland. 773-6886. 
Peter Gleason (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheralon Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Wing" A Pray.r (rock) Spring Point Cale, 
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
FRIDAY 5.10 
Your Neighborhood Saxaphon. 
Quartet (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth 51, 
PorUand.772-$114. 
Only Motion (RAB) Horsefealhers, 193 
Middle 51, Portland. 773-3501 . 
Entropy (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market 51, 
PorUand. 774-5246. 
Hot Ch.rry PI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Johnny Cop.l.nd (blues) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
WI"1I" A Prayer (rock) Spring Point Cafe 
175 Pidwll St, S. Portland. 767-4627. ' 
Curt Bessett. (acoustic) TJpperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
Adrl.n W.lker (Sing-O-Medlan) The 
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
SATURDAY 5.11 
Wolf Soup (jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St 
Portland. 772-$114. ' 
WI"1I .. A Pre,..- (rock) Horsefeathers 
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501 . ' 
Entropy (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Marf<et St 
Portland. 774-5246. ' 
HotCh.rryPle(rock)OIdPortTavem, 11 
Moullon 51. Portland. 774>0444. 
Dev_qu .... (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Th.WlId Hearts (rock) Spring Point Cafe 
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. ' 
Jim Ciampi Band (rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 . 
K.n Grlmsl.y .. Gr.t. Sch •• fer 
(acoustic, open me) The Wrong Broth-
ers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
PorUand. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 5.12 
Open Jazz J.m .very Sunday (b .y.o. 
jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St, PorUand. 
772-8114. 
10 Cent T.ngo (R&aboogie Mother's 
Day party) '50s Pub, 225 Congress St, 
Portland. 772-6398. 
Kevin MIdgeI)' (folk btJes) Gritty McDuffs, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Hardware (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 7744444. 
Sunday B"lnch In the Ballroom (clas-
sical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, 
Portland. 774-4200. 
Lee Kottk. (12-Slring acoustic guitar) 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
The Subdudee (acoustic) Wharf's End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
MONDAY 5.13 
MondIIr Night lit the Mo¥Iee rohost") 
Moose Alley, 48 Market St, Portland. 
774-5246. 
H ...... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton S~ Portland. 7744444. 
Leo Kottke (12-strlng acoustic gUitar) 
Raoul's,865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open MIc: with K., Gr1me1ey(b.y .0. jam) 
Whar1's End,52 WharlSt, Portland. 773-
0093. 
6886. 
Open Mlc Night with Pet.r GI .... n 
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175Pid<en 
St, S. PorUand. 767-462.7. 
Sol.tlce (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
St, PorUand. 773-()()93. 
WEDNESDAY 5.15 
Acou~tlc Classic, no cover. Tonight: 
DaVid Geod, Vinny Dermody. 
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland. 
773-3501 . 
Bachelo ... • Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Th. Sen .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 7744444. 
Red Light Revu. (big band dance party) 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6888. 
Zan. Michael Rave" (acoustic) Wharfs 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
DANCING 
The Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sal until 3 am. 
Cover: $2.871-0663. 
Salut ... 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nighUy 
until! am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Binl'a, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Fri-
Sat, Dancing '50s A '60s; Wed, Contem-
poraries. 773-8040. 
Wherehou .. Chern Free Dance Club 29 
Forest Ave, Portland. Progressivemu~. 
Thu: Glean & Sober Dance Night, 8-12 





Phi.h (rock) 8 pm, at Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Tid<ets: 
$12. Call PPAC Tues-Sat, 12-4 pm, at 
774-0465. 
FRIDAY 5.10 
Jim Wallis, editor of Sojourners mag & 
Ken Medema, singer/songwriter (music, 
storyteling, inspirational speaIcing) 8pm. 
at the Church of fie Nazarene, 525 
Highland Av •. , S. Portand. "Let Justice 
Rot" concert. Adnisaion: S10attle door. 
772-11118 
SATURDAY 5.11 
Donn. Campion, Pet.r C.mplon, 
Judith Quimby & guest ballerina 
(ciassicaQ 8 pm, at Saco River Grange, 
~ Mills. "Songs for Springtime: fea-
tunng songs by Schubert, Wolf, Debussy 
& Radlmaniloff. Tickets: $5. Reserva-
tions: 929-&472 or 772-2029. 
Downeast.,. Barb .... hop Chorua .. 
Qu.rt~ta (barbershop) 7:30 pm, Port-
land City Hall Aucitorium, 30 Myrtle St, 
Portland. Tid<ets: $7-$10. 772-5839. 
Christine L.vln (folk) 8 pm, at the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, 
Bath. TICkets: $10, $8 for seniors. 442-
8455. 
UPCOMING 
Ballamy Jazz Band" the Royal River 
Phll'-tnonlc Jazz Band 5117191 (jazz) 
7:30 pm, luther Bonney Auditorium. 
Bedford St, USM Portland. Jazz Reunion: 
an evening of fun jazz from Dixieland to 
swing. Tickets: $10 at the door, $8 in 
advance. 772~16. 
Tony Cuff. 5/18191 (traditional & con-
temporary Scollish) 8 pm, at the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St. 
Bath. Opening set by Finn McCool. fVj-
mission: $7 in advance, $9 at the door. 
729-3185. 
Godd ... Gospel 5118191 (eight-woman 
a cappella ensemble) 6:30 & 9 pm, allhe 
Swedenborgian Church , 302 Slevens 
Ave, Portland. Goddess Gospel , a 
women's multiculturai singing group is 
fed by classical repertoire from medie~al 
10 20th century; jazz and blues explora-
tIOns; folk, rock and R & 8; as well as 
gospel and lilurgical upbringing. Tickets: 
$9. 772-8277. 
Oratorio Choral. 5/18191 (40-volce cho-
rale) 8 pm, at St. John the Baplist Church. 
37 Pleasant St, Brunswick. Mozart's Re-
quiem, as well as his Ave Verum Corpus 
and Symphony No. 29. Tickets: $8, $4 
for age 21 and under. 725-7103. 
ART 
OPENING 
Are. Gellery, Por1and Campus Center, 
96 Falmouth St. Opening reception and 
prev_ May 12, from 5-$ pm, for Tim 
Mack's paintings and drawings, and 
Stuart Kirsh's drawings and prints. Se-
nior exhibition runs through May 25. 
780-4090. 
The Cald..--d Building, Portland 
School of ArI, 61 Pleasant St, PorUand. 
Open house for "Continuing Studies Adu" 
Student Show" May II, from 5-7 pm. 
Free admission. 775-3052. 
Dean V.I.ntg •• GaII.ry, 60 Hampshire 
St, Portland. Opening reoaption May 18, 
!>-8 pm., for "Kurdish Life; photographs 
and art~acts. " The Maine Kurdish Relief 
fund will. mount an exhibition depicting 
the KurdISh peopie and their 2O\h-<:entury 
!Ifestyle. The Kurdish people in Iraq are 
I~volved ina situation of tragic propor-
tions, but there is scant informalion 
available locally on this culture in jeop-
ardy. Photographs by Katarina Weslien. 
May 18-June2. Gailery hours: Thurs 12-
8 pm, Fri & Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm, 
and by appoinlment. 772-2042. 
AROUND TOWN 
Th. Art C.II.ry at Six Deering St, 
Portland. Jonathan Hotz's new oil 
paintings. Showing through May 25. 
Gallery hours: Tues-Sal, 11 am-5 pm; 
firsl two -.lis of the month, thereafter 
by chance or appointment. 772-9605. 
Th. Baxter Gall.ry, Portland School of 
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. Public 
reception May 18 at 7 pm for "Senior 
Thesis Exhibition: which will. be on ex-
hibit May 13-31 . Gailery hours: Mon-Fri, 
10 am-5 pm. 775-3052. 
Conllr ... Squ.r. G.II.ry, 42 Ex-
change St, Portland. Group show with 
Pamela Moore, Margaret Gercing, Philip 
Barter, Donald Duncan and other gallery 
artists, through May 18. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Fri, 10:30 am-5 pm; Sat, noon-5 
pm. 774-3369. 
Eva,. Callery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland. 
"Moving Pictures,' an exhibit of 
Cibachrome photographs by Bernard C. 
M~ers. Writing about his wort<., Meyers 
writes, "There is an excitement in mak-
ing these photographs akin to dance. 
Stepping through a scene, choreo-
graphing the score of elements, then 
recorded by the notion of the 6 x 9 
camera through "e extended moment 
of a second. The aaft of transposing the 
patterns of light and the gesture of coior 
are dimatically performed in the dart<.-
room on Cibachrome paper in the flOal 
movement." Exhibit runs through June 
8. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri, 10 am-6 pm, 
Sat, 11 am-4 pm, or by appointmen t. 
• Conlinwd em prig. 22 
Katherine Porter: "Th. Truth Of It Is_ .. ," 011 on linen, 
n 1/2 x 791/4"_ 
Katherine Porter: 
Paintings, Drawings 
• Bowdoin College MU5eum of Art. Brunswick 
Showing through July 12 
It has something to do with the creation of the universe. Or is it 
the flight of Icarus fulfilled - straight into the heart of the sun? 
Perhaps it's that brief flash in a night sky - the fleeing comet that 
hints at an entire human life begun and ended in a split second . It's 
splintering chaos that somehow doesn't quite splinter, held 
together by some kind of tension - mysterious chaos that is 
somehow simultaneously cohesion, and therefore the sum of that 
perplexing experience cal1ed life ... Anyhow, it's one or al1 of these 
major themes. These are not paintings that one can simply walk by 
and not be involved in. They are mesmerizing; they pull you in 
before you can decide whether you're willing or not. And the 
ingredients that make them so are, to start with, their hugeness, the 
intensity of their colors, the complexity of the language, and their 
thematic enormity. 
You have to be ready for these paintings. And when you 
encounter themal1 together in a moderate-sized room with 
spotlights on them, the experience is a little like staring straight at 
'the sun. The friend who came along to Brunswick With me, just to 
chat, had not been forewarned. She came down over that ramp 
leading to the room holding 
the paintings, rounded the 
corner at the landing, made a 
hunkering down gesture with 
her shoulders, did a spin on the bal1 of her foot, sped back up the 
ramp, and 1ay sheltering for the rest of the evening in the room 
filled with Winslow Homer drawings. 
Not me, though. I was ready for it - indeed, eager. It's not 
often that you get to spend time surrounded by the intuitive, 
cerebral output of an unassuming, gentle-looking woman who 
simply seems to have daily conversations with God, and casual 
insights into the meaning of the universe, which she can then 
translate for the rest of us! 
When Katherine Porter paints, she just does what she wants, or 
what she deems is necessary, with very little regard for what the 
painting is "supposed" to be, It 's kind of like having a party and 
inviting people drawn from different aspects of your life who 
don't know each other, and don't technical1y have anything in 
common. Yet the party works because these people, who are used 
to partying only with themselves, are real1y interested in what the 
other people do, and a lot of non-boring conversation gets going. 
And because these people do a lot of different things, a kind of 
happy, energetiC wholeness is created. And when the evening's 
over you realize how interesting the whole thing's been, how 
energized you are, because you haven't just had a conversation 
with the same person you had one with the night before. 
That's what a Katherine Porter painting is like. She casual1y 
throws a gesture through or across a geometric shape, has figura-
tive images having conversations with abstract forms, gets 
interrupted from a conversation she's having with an ecclesiastical 
mosaic by a passing diagonal line, and deftly includes him in the 
conversation. One hell of a dialogue gets going, and at the end of 
the evening, you realize how intelligently and thoughtfully she has 
organized the guest list. 
The movement of her paintings is elaborate, and again highly 
organized. She sets up movement and then breaks it with soft 
mosaic passages. She takes simple geometric shapes - circles and 
squares _ and with the control of a circus ringmaster, she makes 
the circles dance for her and the square perform magic tricks. Each 
form shimmers magically and becomes a hypnotist. The square 
becomes a maze, then a vortex, and you are drunkenly riveted as 
planes swap places with each other. 
Porter can do what she wants in a painting precisely because 
she has the skill and the intelligence to do so. However chaotic or 
unrelated the elements might seem, what emerges are works of 
visual complexity and perfect, brilliant equilibrium, She paints 
with huge, strong, liquid strokes, and the intense tonality of color 
as well as the way she cuts up the planes are reminiscent of 
Georges Braque. Porter is an artist with intensity of vision who is 
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Corner of Stevens Ave. & 
Brentwood (behind Pompeos) 
So, Portlancl 
Corner of Ocean St. 
(Rt. 77) & Sawyer Rd. 
767-6500 774-8900 
**** "A haven to head to 
when you need a 
preSCription for 
pleasure." 
t.Qe 1.Ept(Urean 1Jnn 
• Fine dining, unpretentious style ME Sunday 
Telegram 
• Outstanding wine selection 
• Wednesday - Sunday, 5-9pm 
• A short drive from Portland 
Route 302, Naples • 693-3839 
.I>:~V()"'SQU~~I; ~ 
. "... ".-n., •• l'mC Kec.oJU)IN~ MlUm . , . . 
· Tom DctaD - .v~als.& Guitar • Alana McDonald· 
· . ' .... Vocals & :Violin .. Herb Ludwig '- 'Vocals, · ... . ........ . ............... . 
* * UPCONIING 
CONCERTS 
* 
MAY 9 .. IN TRANSITION 
MAY 10 .. JOHNNY "CLYDE" COPELAND 
~!~ ~~: LEO KOTTKE 
MAY 16 .. EIGHT TO THE BAR 
Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Darn Day! 
'; ::, '::" .': ::, 
5 Forest 
TIcket Info" 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
May 9, 1991 21 
Fun & Frivolity 
Come Experience 
Portland's Best Sports 
Participation Club 
PeaRT BILUARDS 
39 Forest Ave. L'l loWt\ ?crtl;:md 
N c>. t til Zootz. 'Be hIn d l~c Soncsta. 
775· 194.4 
Appearing ~ /24-611 
MARLENE DALEY 
An incomparable 
singer- stylist playing 
a unique b lend 
of music, from 
classical PIOno 
to the electronic 
sounds of the '90s 
Wed 8-11pm 
Thurs a- midnight 
Fri 5 7pm - c omplimenfory 
hors d 'oeuvres 
Frt 9 --midnlgh1. Sot a- midnight 
-~TbP 
OF THE EAST 





of vintage and 
contemporary 
fashion Jewelry, gifts 
and decorative 
accessories, 
Only at Conceits. 
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET 
PORTLAND MAINE 04101 
761-4681 
Welcome to 




• Johnny D's, Old 
Port, Portland 
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NDUlGENCE5 
ONLY 3 DAYS 'til MOTHER'S DAY' 
gift certificates available at special prices through May. 
781-7203 · 170 U.S. ROUTE 1· SUITE 150· FALMOUTH 
.----[):t~\N$g$- J 
Intenor & Exterior 
Transform an open space with a bold new look! 
Prlnt your logo, message or graphics on a banner and 
883·4184 
41t8 Payne Rd. 
Scarborough 
Let it Fly! 
Leavitt & Parris Inc. 
free estimates) installation & delivery 
We're in the NYNE" Yellow Page • . 
Maine-Made for Mom! 
~ Jewelry ~ Pottery ~ Specialty Foods ~ 
Tapes & Videos for Relaxing 
(She deserves itl) 
1?euroeMieJ.f-6JtcWte 
422 Fore Street, Old Pon , 761-5690 ... Maine Mall, n54268 
Thursday & Friday, 







THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
Requests your presence at our 
ANNUAL SPRING BALL 
• 
Friday, June 7th at 7:00 PM 
at Eastland Ballroom 
SONESTA HOTEL 
Admission $25 per person 
Music provided by Red Light Revue 
Dress will be Creative Black lie 
DJ by Greg Powers • Hors d'oeuvres provided 
• 
cash bar Send S.A.5.E wim check payable to Red U"'t Revue 
no one under 21 admitted Unit 71, 309 Blade Point Rd. 
Benefit money will be given to Susan Curtis Foondation Scarborough, ME 04074 
No lIcket Sales at Door • More Info! Call 883·2802 
Entertainment 
• Omlin""d from ,..8< 20 
ART 
F .... t Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, 
Portland. A new group exhibition featuring 
the works of all gallery artists, including 
oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculpture 
in a wide range of styles and subjects. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
The Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress St, 
Porijand. Michael Wolstat displays his 
recent worX, through May 15. 775-1514. 
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine 
St, Brunswick. "Anita Bartlett - New 
WorX.· Abstract expressionism, about 
which Bartlett says: "The excitement of 
chaos and the restoration of order are 
primary elements of my work. The marks 
are sometimes ladders to the next 
painting, other times bars of restraint.· 
Showing through May 25. Gallery hours 
are Thurs-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191 . 
The Lewl. Gallery, Portland Public li-
brary, Five Monument Square, Portland. 
"The Bill of Rights, 1791-1991," state-
wide traveling exhibition illustrating or 
representing the first 10 amendments to 
the Constitution. Created by the Union of 
Maine Visual Artists, the exhib~ will in-
clude works by UMVA members Alan 
Crichton, Jane Gilbert, Natasha Mayers. 
Carlo Pittore and Robert Shetterley. 
Through May 30. The library's hours are 
Mon, Wed & Fri, 9 arrHl pm; Tues & 
Thurs, noon-9 pm; Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 871 -
1710. 
TIle Mal.,. Emporium, 85 York St, Port-
land. "In Tranquility and Harmony With 
Nature," an exhibit of American rustic 
twig furniture and lawn sculptures by 
Michael Porter of Por1land. Through June 
9. Hours: Fri. Sat, Mon 11 am-6 pm; Sun, 
noon-5 pm. 871-0112. 
.10M WhItner Payson Gall.ry of Art, 
Weslbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave, 
P~nd. Carley Warren, whose large 
wood sculptures use imagery to evoke 
memories of familiar places; and Noriko 
Sakanishi, whose work evidences her 
interest in structure and surface. Show-
ing through June 9. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 
am-4 pm (Thu till 9 pm); Sat·Sun, 1-5 
pm. 797-9546. 
The Pine Tr.. Shop and Bayvlaw 
Gallery, 75 Market St, Portland. Mixed 
media collages by Mary Brosnan and 
watercolors and oils by Lesia Sochor. 
Through May. GaMery hours: Mon-Sat, 
10 arrHl pm. 773-3007. 
Portland M .... um of Art, Seven Con-
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat, 
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till 
9 pm. Admission : adults $3.50, senior 
citizens and students with 10 $2.50, chil-
dren under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Free 
admission Thu Irom 5-9 pm. 773-2787. 
"Richard Estes: Urban Landscapes 
Realist Estes' work describes a world 
more visually complex than that the 
camera can capture; his contemporary 
urban landscapes contain much more 
detail than the eye can actually perceive. 
Working from several photographs at 
once, Estes adds and subtracts ele-
ments, shifts position and perspective, 
and manipulates the focus wilhin his 
irrages to control the viewer's experience 
and to give \he finished piece an aura of 
reality beyond what is possible in a 
photograph: superreality. Snowing May 
1~uly21 . 
"VIncent Canacle Pastel still Ii fes , land-
scapes, and an oil portrait by this artist 
ciscovered in the 1930sby Joseph Stella. 
Canade's paintings are marked by 
compact, massive composiUons painted 
In a warm, muted palette. He preferred to 
'MlI1<in pasleI, and this exhibition in<iJdes 
a group of sensuously rendered still-life 
CClfT4>OSitions in that medium. Through 
May 12. 
-wlnsl_ Homer Watercolors Twelve 
watercolors and three oil paintings given 
to the museum by Charles Shipman 
Payson will be joined by two oils, 40 
wood engravings, tour sketches, and a 
watercolor lent by priva\e donors. The 
works represent Homer's talent for 
capturing the great ou1doors. Through 
July 14. 
....... pec:tlvea: Paul Heroux brings to-
gether recent etchings and ceramic 
pottery to crea1e a comparison of 
Heroux's style and artistic process. His 
etchllgsdemonstrale the same painterly 
approach that distinguishes Heroux's 
pots, which feature brightly colored, 
decorative designs applied with layers of 
glaze and linear drawings. On view 
through June 30. 
*The Art of Con .. rvatlon An exhibition 
of paintings and sculpture from the 
museum's pennanent collection - in· 
cluding a pair of paintings by Charles 
Codman, several bronzes by Franklin 
Simmons, a painting by Maty Cassatt, 
and prints by Whistler and ChildeHassam 
- that have undergone conservation 
treatmen1. Before-and-after photographs 
and detaHed explanations of the con· 
servation work involved accompany each 
piece. Through June 9. 
Raffle. caf. Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St, Portland. Ana R. Kist, mixed media 
dealing with war issues, patriotism and 
violence, through May. 761-3930. 
Spirited Gourmet, 142 St. John St, Port-
land. Compositions by Lee Tnompson, 
through May 26. 773·2919. 
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Por1Iand. 
Peter Andres' sensual, sculptural biown 
and cast glass vessel form constructions 
in bright primary colors. Interesting use 
of blown bowi-shaped pieces suspended 
in various angles on constructed "legs.· 
Through May 31. Gallery Hours: Mon-
Sat, 11 arrHl pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-
9072. 
Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, PorUand. 
Group show with works by Miles 
Danaher, Dave Dyer, Scott Flanders, 
Doug Frati, Kevin Freeman, Mike 
Haberkom, Dennis Levasseur, as well 
as work by Harvest Gold Jewelers. 
Through June 8. Gallery hours: Wed-
Sat. 11 arrHl pm, and by appointment. 
828-4760 or 773-8816 for appt. 
OUT OF TOWN 
The Art Gallery .t the Chocolat. 
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. 
Paintings by Charles Goodhue and 
sculpture and mixed media works by 
Ann Weber. Goodhue will exhibit oils, 
watercolors and pastels of the Maine 
coast. Featured in the show will be his 
"Vitreous nux· paintings that are water· 
colors on a prepared acrylic panel. 
Through June 1. Gallery hours: Tues-
Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, noon-4 pm, 443-
4090. 
Bowdoin College Mu .. um of Art, 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunwick. "Katherine Porter: Paintings, 
Drawings.· Stacey Moss, the exhibition 
catalogue author, describes Porter as 
having "repeatedly met her self-imposed 
challenge to expand the accepted limits 
of abstract painting. To this quest she 
brings sensual lushness, masterful 
compositional skills. and a strong sense 
of morality." Showing through July 14. 
Also : "Mannerism: 16th-Century Italian 
Works on Paper." Italy in the middle and 
late 16th century produced an elegant, 
complex art that formerly was disparag-
ingly relerred to as mannerism Thestyle, 
which has regained favor among histo-
rians and critics, is well represented in 
the museum's graphics collections. 
Showing Through June 16. The museum 
is open to the public free of charge. 
Hours: Tuesday·Saturday, 10 am-5 pm: 
Sunday, 2-5 pm. For further information, 
call 725-3275. 
Cry of the Loon Gallery, Route 302, 
South Casco. "Les Fleurs,· works by 11 
Maine artists: Chris Nielsen, Sherry 
Miller, Wendy Newcomb, Lois Leonard 
Stock, Joan Wood. Diana Hertz, Maddie 
Chaplin, Alice Wickson , Joe Farigno, 
Terre Lefferts and David Cedrone (with 
his "Les Fleurs a la Cedrone·) . Through 
June 2. Gallery hours: Tues·Sun, 9 :30 
am-5:3O pm. 655-5060. 
EII,menta Gallery, 56 Maine St , 
Brunswick. "Watershed Fifth Anniversary 
Show,· with a group show and gallery 
talks by invited faculty from the Water-
shed Center for Ceramic Arts. Through 
July 6. Galery nours: Tues-Sat, 10 am-
5 pm. 729-1108. 
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm, 
118 Route 1, Falmouth. Harriet Gallant 
of Kennebunk will exhibit her watercolor 
paintings of flowers, landscapes and 
marsh scenes. Through May 15. Hours: 
Mon-Sat, 9 am-5 pm; Sun, noon-5 pm. 
781 ·2330. 
Th. York Instltut. Museum of Maine, 
371 Main SI. Saco. "My Bes1 Wearing 
Apparel: Maine Women and Fashion, 
18()()-184O," wil be on exhibit through 
Sept 6. The show highlights the exquisite 
but little-known collections of the Maine 
Historical Society. Assembly dresses, 
silk ball gowns, traveling garb, wedding 
dresses and mourning clothing are fea· 
tured. Made, owned and wom by Maine 
women, these garments renect the style 
of downeast ladies during the years be-
tween the Revolutionary and Civil wars. 
Museumhours:Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm; Thurs, 
1-8 pm. For intonnation, call 282-3031. 
OTHER 
Th. au.ln_ of Art A program on taxes 
and record-keeping for artists, by CPA 
Lu Bauer, May 17, at 7. pm, at Maine 
Writers Center, 190 Mason St, 
Brunswick. Free and open to the public. 
For more intonnation, call 799-5150. 
Pr .. Summer Workshop for ArtIN at 
HaystackThe Maine Crafts Association, 
in cooperation with the Haystack Moun· 
!;>in Scnool of Crafts, is sponsoring an 
intensive program of workshops at 
Haystack, May 16-19. Participants will 
have the opportunity to s1udy with some 
of the country's finest craft artists as well 
as to Interact with their peers in an ex-
tremely stimulating environment. Space 
Is limited and registration is first~, 
first-serve. For complete information and 
a brochure, contact the association at 
P.O. Box 228, Deer Isle 04627, tel. 348-
9943. 
Through the Looking Glas.: a gallery 
talk by Portland Museum of Art docent 
Kathleen Rummier, who will look at 
mirrors in the museum's collection and 
their functional anddeoorative uses. May 
9 a15:15 pm (free), and May 10, at 12:30 
pm (free with museum admission). The 
lTlUS9umisIocaledat 7 CongressSquare. 
For more information, call 775-6148. 
1/ 
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ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers 
uniled i[l anger and committed to non-
violent, direct action to end the AIDS 
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday 
from 7-9 pm at the People's Building, 
155 Brackett St, Portland. New mem-
bers are always welcome . For more in-
formation, wrile to ACT UPlMaine, P.O. 
Box 5267 , PorUand04101, tel. 774-7224 
or 774-5082. 
Art Therapy and Edueatlon Waynftete 
School presents author and artist Bruce 
st. Thomas, a psychotherapist special-
izing in art therapy and education , 
speaking May 9, at 7 pm, in Waynflete's 
library, 64 Emery St, Pordand. st. Tho-
mas believes that study of the arts en-
hances understanding of many other 
subjects, including math, science and 
technology. He says schools that ac-
knowledge this relationship have seen 
positive changes in teaching styles. 
student motivation and performance. 
Free but seating is limited. To make a 
reservation, call Fran Kierstead at 774-
5721. 
Book Sale The Cape Elizabeth Thomas 
Memorial Library will hold a used book 
sale May 18, from 9 am-2 pm. Awaiting 
your gentle hands and devouring eyes 
wil be hundreds of hard cover and pa-
perback books, including best sellers 
(fiction & non· fiction) , children's books, 
mysteries, science fiction, "how-to" 
books, history, travel, biography and 
cookbooks. The library is located at 6 
Scott Dyer Rd. For info, call 799-1720. 
The Casco Bay Greena monthly meet-
ing will be held May 19, at 6:30 pm. on 
the second floor of the People's Building, 
155 Brackett St , PorUand. The public is 
invited to anend. Meetings are held ev-
ery third Sunday of the month. For in-
formation, call 774·4599. 
Emergency Skill. Pordand Red Cross 
wi" be offering the following courses this 
month: standard first aid, adult CPR, 
infant and child CPR, community CPR, 
child care, standard first aid and 
babysitting, review challenge programs, 
and instructor candidate training course 
(a prerequisite for any of the Red Cross 
instructor programs). For timesandcosts, 
contact Red Cross at 524 Forest Ave, 
Portland, tel. 874-1192. 
Enhance Your Parenting Skill. Leam 
about practical discipline and communi-
cation strategies, ways to build your 
child's self-esteem, and much more . 
Early Childhood STEP-Systematic 
Training for effective parenting of children 
under six is offered at The Children's 
Discovery Center of Maine in Windham. 
Meets seven Tuesdays, 6 :30-8 :30 pm, 
May 21 through July 2. Instructor: Lisa 
Freitas, M.S. in early childhood devel-
opment. Fee: $65 (includes text) . For 
information and registration, cal 797-
5791. 
Environmental Solution. for Small 
Portland Biz WasteCap Portland is a 
community-based waste reduction and 
recycling program designed tor bus~ 
nesses with 50 employees or fewer. If 
you are inlerested in participating in this 
program, you can obtain a questionnaire 
from The Junior League of Por1land, 618 
Congress St, Por1land 04102, tel. 772-
0624. 
IIFirst Sight of Land" 
• Poems by Gary Lawless 
Blackberry Books, 1990 
When you open this book you enter a world of peat fires and 
fishermen, oracle bones, migrations and light. A world where 
everything is sacred. Yet in describing such a world Gary Lawless 
is not lamenting the past; he believes in a sacred present and future 
based, as his old friend Gary Snyder says in the preface, on a 
"vocabulary of life choices.""First Sight of Land" does not tell you 
exactly which choices to make. But it frames them in their proper 
perspective: as the expression of a deep kinship with the land. 
Publisher-activist Lawless has spent years cultivating spirit and 
action in defense of nature. It is clear from the opening lines of this 
book that he is also out both to challenge and celebrate: "When the 
animals come to us, asking for our help, will we know what they 
are saying?" he asks. Quiet and meditative on one page, blunt on 
the next, his words force us to confront something very basic: our 
true spiritual heritage, that of an honorable relationship with land. 
To do this, Lawless, like native storytellers, (re)creates an entire 
cosmogony: the poems relate the dignity and spirituality of 
modern-day fisherfolk to that of indigenous hunter-gatherers. 
Native peoples are connected 
to bears, glaciers, and fish. 
And everything is derived 
from elements - stars, ice, 
bone, salt water - which are spare, powerful and immutable. This 
is the work's real value; it traces a lineage with heart and soul, 
infusing the environmental movement with a much-needed dose 
of spirit. You won't find words like "resource" anywhere here. 
The book opens with "For The Animals," the most blatantly 
activist group of poems. "a spel against developers" curses "the 
straight line," "the clean angle," and "scenic views/if only humans 
are left to see them." A poem called "the good news" watches as 
''TIle beaver gets tired of it, reaches through the ice, grabs the 
trapper's feet, pulls him down." 
Lawless also begins the chief work of the book erasing (or at 
least blurring) the line between man and nature: 
You are the last whale, 
washed up on a far beach. 
The waves are pushing against you. 
Your brothers and sisters are gone. 
The light is too bright for your eyes. 
You cannot breathe. 
Small children are throwing rocks and laughing, 
climbing onto your body. 
You die alone, your ears full of wind. 
Having thus laid out his political territory, Lawless moves 
deeper into the world of spirit. 
In "Labrador South" (actually about Newfoundland), he reveals 
that province's landscape as one still very much defined by its 
essentials - ice, fish, bogs, berries, hunter-gatherers and the 
animals of sea and land. A fisherman's life becomes something 
numinous and extraordinary; 
My arms are tired of fish, nets and oars, my shoulders ache, my 
hips, my hands are tired of cold water, rope, the movements of the 
knife, my eyes are tired of light off water, off ice, watching down 
lines, staring into snow, I want to be covered with water.. .. 
In "Ice Tattoo," the book's spiritual heart (illustrated with 
Stephen Petroff s gloriously primitive drawings), it is increasingly 
the Native American voice speaking; 
After the ground dried 
we tasted ice in the meat of animals 
for a long time .... 
We split open the rocks. 
There were faces inside. 
What were they saying? 
By the time Lawless returns to Maine in the book's final poems, 
he has built up this vocabulary of spiritual relations. He can write 
"Rainbow is brother to Milky Way./Crows in the morning rain," 
and we intuitively perceive a certain link. He can write "the gate to 
the center was, here -" and make us feel both loss and possibility. 
Thus do the poems complete a cycle, diving first beneath and 
behind the face of the ordinary, then surfacing in a modern world 
of lobstermen, coastal fog, and increasingly complex choices. 
lt's clear Lawless is captivated by storytelling and the power of 
names, and as homage he weaves Native myths, ceremonies, and 
objects into the narrative. This reverence for the spoken word is a 
key to his work: it is more a book of chants than anything else. 
Beautifully as these poems read on the page, they are really meant 
to be spoken or even sung, 
"Sometimes I hear voices, I dream. Sometimes I don't know if 
I'm caribou or whale, man or woman, sometimes I don't know but 
I'm the whole damn thing, ocean, trees, and sky." 
Do yourseU a favor and sing them. 
Free Money Managem.nt Semlnarfor 
Women A.G. Edwards & Sons invites 
women to attend a two-part seminar 
designed to help them overcome the 
obstacles of inflation, taxation and pro-
crastination . Featured speaker is Kerry 
Courtice, who has over seven years of 
experience planning investment strate-
gies. Part one will be held May 15, from 
5:30-7:30 pm. Part two will be held at the 
same time May 22. Both will be held at 
the offices of AG. Edwards, 185 Middle 
St, Portland. Audience size limited. For 
information or registration, call 77 4-5626. 
Gettlnll Publl.hed A workshop for fiction 
and non-fiction writers. on May 18 from 
10 am-3:3O pm. Taught by novelist Ri-
chard Grant, author of "Rumors of 
Spring" and "Views From the Oldest 
House: this workshop will cover manu-
script formats, cover letters, marketing, 
literary agents, and other aspects of 
getting published. Cost is $30 for MWPA 
members,$35 foro\hers. Preregistration 
is required ; no walk-ins will be admitted. 
Send payment in full to Maine Writers 
and Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick 040 11 (which is also where 
the workshop will be held) . To reserve a 
space, call 729-6333. 
Language Tables Students and commu-
nity members who want to practice 
speaking a foreign tongue are invited to 
participate in a tree series 01 language 
tables at Por~and's USM. The weekly 
schedule is as follows: French, 2:30· 
3:30 pm Wednesdays; German, 11 :30 
am-1 pm Mondays; Russian, 1-2 pm 
Mondays: Spanish. 12-1 pm Wednes-
days. All the tables are held in the Lan-
guage House, 55 Exeter St. Portland. 
For more information, contact the USM 
Dept of Foreign Languages and Classics 
at 780-4290. 
Meet Mercy Lovejoy Yarmouth Histori-
cal Society presents a member of the 
Norlands Living History Center in 
Livermore Falls, in this first·person in· 
terpretation of Mercy Lovejoy. a 19th· 
century pauper. She will tell what it was 
like to be poor in Maine between 1817 
and 1870. May 20, at 7:30 pm. in Merrill 
Memorial Library Meeting Room, Main 
Street, Yarmou1h. Free, but donations 
encouraged. For more information, call 
846-6259. 
Parenti nil Education for Divorcing 
Families A lour-hour program for par· 
ents who have minor-age children and 
who are involved in a court case involving 
those children, whether it be a separa-
tion, divorce or other change of parental 
rights and responsibilities. Program 
provides practical , helpful suggestions 
and information to parents enabling them 
to assis1 their children through one of the 
most stressful periods any family system 
will undergo. Offered by Resources for 
Divorced Families, a non-profit Maine 
corporation composed of judges, law-
yers, mental health professionals, me· 
diators, legislators and consumers. 
Programs will be held at the following 
times and places: May 13, 5 :30-9:30 pm. 
USM Portland campus, Campus Center, 
Rooms A & B; June 1, 8 :30 am-12 :30 
pm, Room 250, Portland Regional Vo-
cationalTechnical Center, 196AllenAve, 
Por~and ; June 14, 8:30 am-12:3O pm, 
USM Portland campus, Campus Center, 
Rooms A & B. Program fee is $30 per 
participant; tees may be waived for in-
digent persons. A registration form and 
payment must be mailed in prior to the 
seminar; call program director Kathryn 
Monahan Ainsworth at 773-2296 for a 
form and further inlormation. 
Recycling at Shop 'n Save Hannaford 
Bros. now recycles "Hi-Cone" plastic 
carriers. The six-pack carriers, custom-
arily used tor carrying soda, beer and 
other multi· pack beverages, may be re-
tumed by customers and placed in the 
plastic recycling bins located in all Shop 
'n Save supermarkets in Maine. For more 
information, call 1-800-442-6045, ext 
2488. 
Sustaining the Land and It. People: 
Con.ervatlon Efforts In Latin 
America The World Affairs Council of 
Maine and the Nature Conservancy will 
present a discussion of how economic 
and pol~ical considerations dominate 
conservation efforts in Latin America. 
Participants will be environmental Iead-
ers from Bolivia. Panama and Mexico. 
May 16, at 12:15 pm, Rines Meeting 
Room Auditorium, Por1Iand Public Li· 
brary, 5 Monument Square. Free and 
open to the public. Brown Bag lunches 
encouraged. Drinks and cookies avail-
able. For information, call 780-4551 . 
• Omtin""d on page 24 
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DROP ME A LINE. .. 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
144 HIGtf"ST.( PORTLAND 773.5547 
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CELEBRATE A SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY 
AT THE OYSTER CLUB!!! 
All Moms Eat for 1/2 Price 
Special Dinner Menu Served in Main Dining Room, 
Noon-8PM 
Brunch served in Grill Room, 1 1-4PM 
Children's Menu Available 
Reservations Encouraged. 773-3760 
Corner of Middle & Market Sts .• In the Old Port 
rtr Super cho\lrdE,rR// 
rtr Fresh scafood 
rtr Scrumptious desserts 
... Weekly beer specials 
rtr Wicked good starn 
& MORE 
On the Waterfront In the Old Port 
84 Commercial St" Portland, Maine 
774-3550 
NESN for aU Red Sox Games!! 
[ 
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Unique Skin Care 
Treatment 
A Ritual That Refreshes 
• herbal steam 
• hot and cold 
compresses 
with essential oils 
• mask prepared 
specially 
for your skin type 
799-2792 • lymphatic stimulation 
Gift Certificates Available 
for Mother's Day 
< < 
~~~\. 
Maine's /\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Of/otel' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from 11AM to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town , 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of Q,_,S __ 






__ ._--- These days the gifts moms appreciate the most 
, 
\ 
~'Itl~ are the ones they can really use. Valid at dozens of 
~ ~ downtown businesses, Downtown Gift Certilicates 
lPeoples are custom-fit & guaranteed to satisfy even the most 
Heritage particular moms on their special day. 
~k R.: ~ Speak to your friends at any downtown People's 
~i ::¢'::::J/ Heritage Bank about this perfect gift idea - or call 
~ ~ IPE at 772-S828. 
~~~"~t~ llli ~' rl) ·f"Y. . ~~ ~ ~li" ~,~. 
~iO'I ...... 
~1 ~ 
An Old Port Tradition 
Mother's Day Special Dinners 
$10.95 
Sirloin Petite Fresh Swordfish 
Roast Turkey Dinner Baked Stuffed Haddock 
Served with 
Tossed Salad. Mashed Potato 
Butternut Squash. Green Beans 
Rolls & Butter 
Kids Meal Deals and Our Regular Menu Available 
Mothers Dill Spec;lIls seneti. Noon -llpm 
83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTIAND, ME • 773-4731 
Entertainment 
• Om tinued from pagt 23 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Big Brother.tBlg SI.t .... of Portland 
introduoos children and adulls who are 
open to and seeking friendship. The 
~dults are not to be counselors, part-
time parents, baby sitters or social 
workers. They are expected to befriend 
a child and to spend time doing activities 
that are mutually satisfying. You must be 
at least 18 years of age, out of high 
school and an area resident for at least 
six months to be a big brother or sister. 
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at 
874-1015 for more information. 
Donations for Refugees The Refugee 
ReseUiement Program urgently needs 
donatiOns for newly arrived refugees. 
Items needed are mattresses and 
boxsprings, towels. blankets, sheets. 
cooking pots, silverware, tables and 
chairs. For more information, call 871-
7437. 
Give Blood The Portland Red Cross needs 
you! 524 Forest Ave. For more informa-
tion, call 775-2367. 
Help People With AIDS All donations of 
items big or smaN will be appreciated for 
men, women and ch ildren who are living 
wijh AIDS In Greater Portland. All gifts 
can be received at 377 CumbertandAve, 
Portland. 04102. For more information 
call David at People with AIDS Coafitio~ 
of Maine, 773-8500. 
OIleR for "-- Collection Again this 
spring Maine churches, synagogues and 
peace groups are collecting humanitar-
ian aid for the needy poor of Nicaragua. 
School supplies are the highest priority 
thIS year, but clean spring and summer 
weight clothing, sewing matenals, blan-
kets, hand tools, sports equipment 
poWdered milk and toys (no English word 
games) are requested. Medical supplies 
are accepted only by special arrange-
ment. Fundsare also needed for shipping 
- approximately $2 per box. Portland's 
collection point will be in the Westgate 
Shopping Center lot neXlto St. Patrick's 
Church on Outer Congress Street, May 
11, at 12:45 pm. For information on 
assisting in the collection, contact Pax 
Christi Maine, 242 Ludlow St, Portland 
04102, tel . 773-6562. 
HELP 
A.R. T -S. Anonymoua is a group of local 
artists recovering through the 12 Steps, 
who have come together to form a sup-
port group that meets every Monday at7 
pm at st. Luke's Cathedraf State St 
PorUand. " 
Battered Women The Family Crisis 
Shelter, a battered women's advocacy 
project, is looking for volunlgers who 
really want to get involved and wori\ lor 
social change. Volunteer advocates 
provide peer support to women in the 
shelter, help women through the court 
system and play whh children. Are you 
ready to lose some sleep, lose your 
patience, lose your apathy? Volunteer 
training begins May 14. Contact Barbara 
Hester at 874-1197 for more inlormation. 
ABralnTumorSupportGroupwill~t 
May 9, at 7 pm, at New England Reha-
bilitation Hospital of Portland (NERH-
PorUand) , 13ChartesSt. This new group 
has been designed by NERH-Portland 
and the American Canoor Society to 
meet the special needs of adults with 
brain turrors and their families. The group 
meets the second and fourth Thursdays 
of the month. Interested participants 
should contact Rev. Wish prior 10 their 
first. meeting for a brief preliminary in-
telV_. People are encouraged to join 
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000, 
ext. 542. 
Connect'- Womenspace COUn ... • 
Ing Center announces the beginning of 
its faci~tated, peer-support group foraOOk 
women sulViIIOrs of childhood sexuaf 
abuselincest. The group atmosphete is 
structured around mutual confidentiality, 
safety, and the promotion of shared-
caring while focusing on group discussion 
about common survivor concerns. 
Regularly scheduled meetings on 
Tuesdays, from 7-8 :30 pm. Sugg ested 
sliding scale fee is $7-$10 per meeting. 
For more information, call Vivian Wadas 
M.A., at 871-()377. ' 
Crohn'. and Colltl. Support Group 
meets May 16, from 7-8 :30 pm, in 
Classroom'3, The Dana Center Section 
of Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall 
St, Portland. The group meets the third 
Thursday of every month. For more in-
formation, call Yvette Nason at 767-
6133. 
Divorced Perspective. is a weekly 
meeting held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at 
Woodlords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. For further in-
formation, call 774-HELP. 
Expressive Therapy Recovery Group 
A psychotherapy group with assistance 
of art, movement and drama to increase 
self-esteem and spontaneity and to de-
velop positive healthy relationships. Lisa 
M.Sgamboli, M.A., Expressive Therapist, 
and Molly Hoadley, M .A . , Drama 
Therapist. Ongoing group in Portland. 
Call 879-1959 lor more inlormation. 
Grieving Support Group for bereaved 
persons healing from the death of a 
loved one. Meets in PorUand Tuesday 
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call 
Kristine Watson, M.A., at 775-0366. 
H.O.P.E. self-support groups with facilita-
tor meet weekly 10 help heal ,he emotional 
pain associated with chronic or serious 
diseases, injury, life, death and childhood 
issues. Group meets at Mercy Hospital 
on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm, and at 
the Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd, 
Portland, on Thursdays from 1 (}-12 noon. 
There's also a support group for the 
family and friends of the ill that meets 
every other Thursday from 7-9 pm; and 
a Next Step Group for 12-Steppers who 
want to go deeper into feelings, that 
meets every Monday at Unity from 7-9 
pm. For more information call 1-800-
33~HOPE. ' 
Ingraham Volunt ..... Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. CaM 774-HELP. 
Injured Won.. ... Meeting for wor1<ers 
having diHiculty with workers' comp 
system, 7:30 pm (Wery Wed at Goodall 
Hafl next 10 Sanford Unitarian Church, 
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets 
San lord. ' 
O.C:D. Support Group meets weekly on 
Fridays at 6 :30 pm, Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. Free. 
For more information, call 773-0976. 
Outright, the Pordand Alliance of Gay 
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning 
Youth, ofters support and information for 
young people 22 and under, in a safe 
environment, every Friday from 7:30-
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel, 
comer of Preble and Cumberland av-
enues. For information, write or call: 
Outright, P.O. Box 5028 Station A 
Portland 04101, teL 774-HElP. ' 
S.nlor Outreach SelYle .. In response 
to the needs of oider people, Southern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging is provid-
ing Senior Outreach Services to the fol-
lowing locations: Agency's offioosat237 
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from 
1.0 am-l pm; Pride's Corner Congrega-
tlonat Church , 235 Pride St, Westbrook. 
first Thursday of each monlh. for resi-
dents of Westbrook and Gorham, from 
10 am-l ; Ross Center, 38 Washington 
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each 
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco 
& 009, from 10 am-l pm. An Elder 
Advocate will be available 10 assist resi-
dents with their aging-related issues and 
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance, 
housing, social security , etc. This service 
is provided free of charge. 775-6503 or 
1-800-427-7411 . 
Speclallnt.reat AAMeeting for people 
living with AIDS meets weekly on 
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition. 
377 CumbertandAve, Porlland. Meeting 
designed 10 provide a safe space in 
which to discuss HIV issues, while living 
positively sober. This meeting is open 
only to those who have tested HIVI 
Positive or have been diagnosed with 
AIDS. For more information, call 871 -
9211 . 
WI NGS, a non-profit organization dedi-
cated to providing support for low-in-
come single parents announces The 
Kids' Plaoo, providing day care for chil-
dren from infancy to eight years in South 
Pordand. Reasonable rates and nurtur-
ing environment. For more information, 
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support 
group helps set goals that lead 10 self-
suffICiency and 10 facilitate discussion of 
problems single parents encounter. 
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S. 
Pordand and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 
Day St, Westbrook. Also: WINGS now 
sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for 
Single parents who are seeking to get the 
stale to collect child support payments. 
WELL 
NESS 
Adutt He.lth Screening Community 
Health SelVices will sponsor screenings 
for dabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and choleslerollevel. 
Two or more tests per person are avail-
able, time permitting. Donation. The 
screenings will be given at the following 
times and plaoos: May 13,10 am-l pm, 
Casco Town Hall; May 14,10:30 am-12 
noon, Freeport Oak Leaf Terrace; May 
15, 9:30-11:30 am, Windham Commu-
nity Building; May 29, 9:3(}-11:3O am, 
Gorham St. Anne's Church. For more 
information. call 775-7231, eXl 527; or 
(toll free) 1-800-47~4331 . 
Buddhl.t·Orlented Meditation Group 
now meeting every Sunday, from 1(}-11 
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Smal 
donation. For more information , caN 774-
2174. 
Dance for H.art Volunteers from all over 
PorUand will participate in this 3 112 hour 
dance extravaganza, May 18. from8:15-
11 : 15 am. Sponsored by the International 
Dance Exercise Association and the 
Women's Fitness Studio, the danoo will 
raise funds for the American Heart 
Association's cardiovascular research 
and education programs. For information 
on how to sign up for the dance, contact 
Women's Fitness Studio, 170 U.S. Route 
1, Fafmouth, tel. 781-4502. 
The Dynamic. and Devastation ofthe 
S.xually and Physically Abu •• d 
Per.on Rado intelViews hosted by 
JoAnn Clark on WBLM 102.9, Sunday 
mornings at 6:30 am. May 12: The Re-
covery Process & Personal Perspective, 
With Jane Gagnier, R.N., L.M .T. & 
anonymous male and lemale. May 19: 
Medical and Professional Awareness 
with Dr. Christiane Northrup. For mor~ 
Information, call Denise D'Amboise at 
774-6364. 
Group Medlbtlon with focus on inner 
peace and personal transformation, 
Thursdays, May ~3O, at 7 pm. $40 Main 
St, Topsham. Free. For information, call 
the Sri Chinmoy Centm at 729-5825. 
Growing & U.lng Medicinal Herb. An 
herbaf workshop by Deb Soule, Maine 
herbalist, sponsored by The Good Day 
Market. Workshop w~lincorporate a slide 
presentation and a question and answer 
period. May 21, 6:30 pm, at Portland's 
USM campus, Room III , Payson Smith 
Hall, 96 Falmouth S~ Portland. $3 dona-
tion suggested for non-members. 
Healing Lou and Tran.ltlon: Sat~­
day Won.ahop A safe plaoo 10 leam 
about and express emotions, to move 
beyond fear 10 the relief of sharing feel-
IngS such as anger, grief and love. Gentle 
Gestalt exercises, teachings, time tOr 
indiVidual extemalization work and vi-
sualization with music. May 18, from 9 
am-4 pm. Fee : $75. led by Jacob 
Watson, Portland psychotherapist and 
staft member of the Elisabeth Kubler-
Ross. Center. For inlormation and reg-
Istration, contact Jacob at41 Glenwood 
Ave. Portland 04103, tei. 87(}-8656. 
Iyengar Yoga Claases classes are cur-
rently in session at The Yoga Center 
through June 7. Thecenteroffersseveral 
levels of yoga, meditation programs Tai 
Chi Chuan, prenatal and therapeutic yoga 
special workshops. T en-w99k summer 
sessions begin June 17. Classes are 
held in Building 1 A, Sewall St, 
Thompson's Point. Portland. Call 799-
4449 or 775-0975 for more information. 
Male Pertn.r. of Inceal Survlvore 
Southern Maine Pastoral Counseling 
Center will hold a workshop May 11 to 
provide new skills and understanding for 
the partners. Dr. Denis T. Noonan III a 
cerfified pastoral counselor at the dipio-
mate level, wiN lead the workshop. Dr. 
Noonan has led similar workshops for 
several years, and says: "Through small 
group sharing. networking, questions and 
answers, participants will gain support 
and a better understandng of their own 
needs: For time of the workshop and 
other info, caU 772-6313, or wr~e the 
center at 159 State St, Portland. 
Preventing Child Abu .. Join the caring 
team at Parents Anonymous of Maine 
and help families grow stronger and 
healthier. Volunteers are needed for 
parent helpline, parent support groups 
and children's groups. The next volun-
teer training program will be in June. For 
information, call 871-7445. 
WlshcrattlT.amwon.a Support Group 
This is a team of motivated people who 
want to make things happen. By the 
giving of support, ideas, accurate steps 
and the faith in one anothers' ability to 
succeed, we won't let you quit. For more 
information, call Brian at 773-6226. 
Romng Lecture and Demonstmlon: 
"Restoring Our Natural BodW" RoIfing 
is a method for releasing long-held struc-
tural pattems to restore a natural, bal-
anood alignment. This lecture indudes 
an ovelView of other approaches to 
structural healing, and an introduction to 
Structural Analysis (body-reading), as 
well as a demonstration of the Aolfing 
technique. May 16, 7-8:30 pm, at Acu-
puncture Heallh Care, 278 State St 
(Deering Oaks end), Portland. For more 
information, call Tom Myers at 883-2756. 
Self· Realization I. Your Birthright 
Discover Sahaja Yoga: the meditation 
that awakens your own mechanism for 
transformation. Meetings every Tues-
day, from 7-8:30 pm, in the USM Portland 
Facully Lounge, Campus Center, 
Bedford Street. Free of charge. For more 
information, call 767-4819. 
A Silent Pres.nce for Peace Interfaith. 
non-political silent observance of inner 
peace to bring outer peace. Every 
Wednesday, 5:30 pm, at Unitarian Uni-
versalist Church, 15 Pleasant St. 
Brunswick. Open to ali. For information, 
call Sukanya Csenge at 729-5825. 
Stre ... and Tension often occur in 
women's relationships with partners, 
children, parents and self. Group now 
forming to help reduoo stress and ten-
sion due to childhood issues. Call Donna 
Godfrey, M.S., at 846-1260, for details. 
Stretching the Spirit, a yoga class of 
gentle breathing and stretching ending 
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to 
this creative approach to body, mind and 
spiritual well-being . Wednesdays from 
5:30-6 :30 pm, Saturdays from ~10 am 
al the Swedenborgian Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. $3 donation. For 
more information, call 772-8277. 
Transplant Support Group H_O.P_E_ 
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a 
statewide system of support for persons 
with ~Iness or injury that prevents them 
from living life in the manner 10 which 
they had been accustomed. If you are 
waiting or have had a transplant of any 
kind, we would like you to join us every 
Wednesday, starting May 22, from 6-8 
pm, at United Methodist Church, 618 
Washington Ave, Portland. Handicapped 




Basic Bicycle Malntenanc. Won.ahop 
Freeworkshop teaching you how 10 keep 
your bike in tune. Leam about lubrication 
chain maintenance, changing tires. Hav~ 
your questions answered May 16, 7 pm, 
at Allspeed Bicycle, 1041 Washington 
St, Portland. Pre-registration is required. 
Sponsored by Good Day Mar1<et and 
Gary Buck of Allspeed Bicycle. You can 
register at the Good Day Market, 155 
Brackett St, Portland, or call Jo Ann at 
874-2353. 
Bike & Pizza Ride. Bike for one to two 
hours along the beautiful ooast and 
marshes of Cape Elizabeth and 
Scarborough with the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle Club, every Thursday at6 pm. All 
abilities welcome. Just show up. Meet at 
Pat's Pizza, Route 1 (near Oak Hill), 
Scarborough. Park in rear of restaurant. 
Atterwards, join the group for pizza and 
socia~zing . For mom information, call 
Keith at 799-1085. 
Fun Ride and Family Day Come cel-
ebrate Nationaf Bike Month with the 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club May 18, from 
9:30 am-2 pm. There will be clinics on 
bikesalety, road etiquette, bicycle rides, 
a picnic at PorUand Head Light and much 
more. At Cape Elizabeth High School, 
Route 77, Pond Cove. Bring bicycle, bag 
lunch, helmets. For more information, 
call Ketra at 829-4402. Join the club for 
evening rides every Wednesday at6 pm, 
in the YarmouthlFreeport area. Leisurely 
paced 15-20 miles, low traffIC. Dinner 
after at a local eatery . Helmets recom-
mended! Call Charley at 865-3636 or 
Ketra at829-4402 fordates and locations. 
The dub also has the following rides 
scheduled: May 12, Kennebunkarea, 40 
miles, meet at Dept Human Services, 5 
Corners, Route 1, Biddeford, 10 am, for 
info call Roger Coulomb at 282-2606; 
May 19, Wells area, 25 miles, meet at 
Merriland Ridge Restaurant, ROUE 9, 
Wells, 9 am, for info call Bob Porter at 
854-5029. 
• Continued on page 26 
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26 MILK STREET 
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Il4RDING~ BOOK ~HO~ I 
538 Congress Street 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Pr i nts 
Boughl & Sold 
Highesl Pr ices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Slogle lIems or large collections wanted 
BROWSERS ALWAYS WElCOME 
10 am to 5 :30 pm .Mon .-Sal. 
Membo , 
An loCluonon Book'5oelll9" Aswx;lOt lO n 0 ' Arnel1CO 
1-800-228·1398 
761-2150 646-8785 
538 Congress St. Route 1, Wells 
••• • • •• • • Dress, ~uit • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
&.. Accessory 
L 
250Al OFF EVERYTHING 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY • • • MACLASsfcAC 11 
• -6i RAGS : 
86 EXCHANGE STREET OLD PORT. 774,9746 
• HOURS: MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10-6 • 
Jt j{ome Store 
In crime for Mottier s 1Jay 
• Custom Made Dried & Silk Arrangements 
Fresh Arrangements by Advance Order 
20% OFF Natural Dried Flowers, more than lS,OOO bunches available! 
• Mother's Day Gift Certificates Available. 
• Decorative Gifts, Antigues and Heirloom items. 
~ ~~!!fjftung;;;~::;:s 
?'~"' (/t ~<;.i\' ParrOT & Pantry 
'Tradifiona£%mu ~ories - 'Jor In. '}(jrufiLs. 
."We are always home, 7 Days A Week." 
Rte 77, Cape Elinlbeth • 767-5668 
{next to Jorden'S Lawn & Carden} 




Southern Cooked Rabbit 
with Tomato Gravy 
... ~~~~~ . .... 
~-RESTAURANTU! 
t1cJ\ tli" bifOIliJOi ...... ,. ... iJI.OIAJI ot)~1C' 
Dinner Hours: 
Monday - Saturd\lY 5-9pm 
We serve small parties. 
Call for take out 773-8964 
14VERANDAST.ePORTLAND 
30 award winning 






47 m iddle 81. 
port lard 774-9399 
NEED A CAR? 
DO YOU HAVE PAST CREDIT 
PROBLEMS OR NO CREDIT? 
NEED AN ALTERNATIVE? 
Because of tight credit policies by banks and other 
lending institutions, you may not be able to purchase 
the vehicle you need. Lee Dodge can help. We have 
new credit sources not available to anyone else. 
* YOUR JOB IS YOUR CREDIT! 
* LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTS! * REESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT! 
LEE DODGE I HYUNDAI 
200 Main Street, Westbrook 
856-6685 ext. 2720 
Richard Estes: 
Richard Estes 34fh Street. Manhattan, 1979 
Urban Landscapes 
May 15-July 21 
Paintings and prints describing the world's greatest cities in 
~inute detail, creating an aura of reality beyond what is possible 
In a photograph - super-reality. 
The exhib~ion is ,made possible by a generous contribution from 
Mr. and Mrs. David Hibbs Donnan, w~h addition support from 6 Alive (WCSH-TV) . 
Call 773-ARTS for information. 
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART 
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r---------------------~ I -0 l1\.TG 1501 OFF with this coupon. I 
I SPJV-l~ Gt 10 exp. 51t6/9t I 
ICL~lN slip covers • curtains • bedspreads I 
I • other dry cleaning too! I 
I • Free Pick-up & Detivery • Same Day Service if dropped off I 
I Alterations· Reweaving. Shirt Service I 
I DIscount prices do not apply to PIU & delivery. ~"''' /.i ... 
I f£,[m Street 'lJry Cleaners ~~\:'~~~:,~'~ 
1.i2..!1~ .§L ... P.2.rtJ!lQ!! !.1jl,!cttr:!!.m_LU!r,!."C ll!:712.f~~ 
F~~~ICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Adu/t/P~du.tTic Medicine· Office Gynec%8) 
MI<nlpU/M.on • P"",entlltipe Medicine 
Walk-In and by Appointment 
222 St. John St., Suite #322 














and it's HERE! 
PERSONAL CALL® 
The phone call that could 
change your life. 
See classified section for details, 
Entertainment 
.~ .. ~~~~ KIDS 
OUT 
SIDE 
Kayak Roiling Clinic Learn to roll or 
second dass is froo . Also offered: sea 
kayak rescue ctinic, assisted and self-
rescues. Leam Ihe basics in the comfort 
of a pool . Low instructor : student ratio. 
No experience necessary. Call Saco 
River Ou tfitters at 773-0910 for more 
information. 
L.L. Bean's Discovery Program offers 
the following :Getting Kids Ready to Fish: 
young parents and young fishermen will 
learn how to get slarted fresh and sall-
water fishing - assembling the right 
gear, fishing techniques, and where to 
go. May 17, from 7-8 pm, at L.L. Bean 
Casco Conference Center, Route I , 
Freepor1. Free. Sea Kayak Rescue In-
struction : Solo and group rescues are 
good basic skills every sea kayaker 
should have. We'll work with you in Ihe 
poof on wet exits and ;)on-rolling solo 
and group rescues that work. Partici-
pants should halle some previous ex-
perience. May 12 or 26, from 9-11 am. 
Fee : $40, equipment provided; call 865-
4761, ext 7800 or 1-800-341-4341, ext 
7800, to register or receive brochure. 
Held at Durham Leisure Center Pool 
Durham. ' 
Matne \Nomen Outdoors sponsors hik-
lng, biking and camping trips for women 
18 years of age and older. Their next 
activity is an easy wildtlower hike on May 
5 along China Lake, near Waterville. For 
more infonnation, call Leann Diehl at 
547-3919. 
MOAC (Maine OUtdoor Adllenture Club) 
oNers the foflowing events: May 12, day 
hike to M1. Carrigan, call 892-7250; May 
18, day hike to Mt. Adams in the White 
Mountains, raindate May 19, meet at 
Back Cove Shop 'n Save at 7 am, call 
772-2311; May 18, sea kayaking in the 
Camden area, call 236-3516; evening 
walks around lhe Back Cove, meet at 
Payson Park Tuesdays at 6 :30 pm and 
Thursdays at 6 pm, call 829-4124 ; surf-
ing al Higgins Beach, call 871-1216. 
Outdoor Hotline Call774-1118 for a list-
ing of bicycing, hiking, cross country 
skiing , canoetng and other outdoor ac-
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle Club. 
Spring Bird Walk Maine Audubon Soci-
ety offers froo Saturday morning bird 
walks throughout May and June. The 
walks will take place at various locations 
in Greater Portland and begin promptly 
at either 6:30 or 7 a.m. , rain or shine 
This week, on May II , meet at parking 
lot gate of Reid State Park at 7 am. Your 
leader will be Dale Dorr. Questions? Call 
the Audubon Society at 781 -2330. 
l~K Setr-Gulded Walk Portland Rec-
reation and the Rose Garden Voft-ssport 
Associalion will hold this ellent May 18. 
Come join other walkers from aH Oller as 
they enjoy the beauty 01 Peaks Island. 
You can slart anytime between 10:30 
am and I pm, and should finish before 4 
pm. Pre-registration is encouraged. All 
walkers must receive a start card at the 
slarting point. The event is free to any-
one who wishes to walk without receiv-
ing an award or IW (Intemational Fed-
eration 01 Popular Sports) cred~. IW 
credit only: $1.50; IW credit and award: 
$6. For more infonnation, call Denise 
Macaronas at 766-2970 or 874-8793 or 
Dick Chapman at 781 -4060. ' 
Unlvega Day Is May 11 Join Back Bay 
Cycle for off-road rides, food, clinics, 
door prizes and savings on bikes. Off-
road ride at 8 am, all levels welcome' 
ridi':19 techniques dinic at 10:30 ; repai; 
cliniC at noon. $30 of accessories free 
w~h ellery adult bicycle purchased on 
sale. 333 Forest Aile, PorUand. For fur-
ther inlormation, call 773-6906. 
Big 51st.,. and Brothe ... To-Be A two-
hour activities session to help prepare 
children for the arrival of a new baby 
designed for 3 112 through lo-year-olds: 
Children are asked to bring a newborn T-
shirt so they can create a gift for their 
baby. Activities include movie slories 
C?1orirl!! books to keep official big brolheri 
s!ster diploma, articles for parents and a 
birthday cake lor the children. May 12, 
from 3-5 pm, In the first floor conference 
room at the Brighton Medical Center 
619 Brighton Ave, PorUand. Class lee i~ 
$10 per child . Call 781 -2694 to register. 
Flower Pictures for kids 3-5 will be 01-
fered by The Children'S Resource Cen-
ter May 9,14,15, 16,21 , 22,23,28,29 
& 30 at 10:30 am & I pm. The center 
offers these art fun sessions Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Sessions 
focus on a creative activity and cost $1 
perchild . Children must be accompanied 
by an adult and reservations are nec-
essary. Activities for 6- to 12-year-olds 
are also scheduled. Cost varies ac-
cording to activity. Thompson's Poinl, 
Building lA, 741 Stevens Ave, PorUand. 
Register for all activities by calling 773-
3045; reservations are necessary. 
Mal ... Student Film and Video Festl-
vaf The Maine Alliance of Media Arts 
announces Ihe May ~ 5 deadline for Ihe 
festival , open to Maine residents 19 or 
younger. Entries are judged in Ihree 
categories: pre-teen division, grades K-
6; junior division, grades 7-9: and senior 
division, grades 10-12. For an entryform, 
wnte MAMA, Box 4320, Station A, Port-
land 04101, tel . 773-1130 after 3:30 pm. 
Mon, Wed & Fri, try 874-8175 from 12-1 
pm. 
Pet.r Pan a Winnie the Pooh Maine 
Music & Mime Kids present two shows 
dir~1ed by Edie Doughty, by and fo; 
children. May II, 1:30 & 4 pm, at the 88 
String Guitar, 100 Front St, Bath. Ad-
mission is $5 al the door. For more 
information, call 443-9603. 
The Portland Public Library's 
Chlld ... n's Room Scheelul. for the 
week of May 9 is as follows: May 10, 
10:30am, Tales for Twos; May II , 10:30 
am, Movies (Children of all ages) ; May 
13, 10:30 am, Preschool Story Time; 
May 15, 9 :30am, Finger Fun for Babies: 
MayI5,10:30am, Preschool Story Time; 
May 17, 10:30 am, Tales for Twos; May 
18, 10:30 am, Movies. AN programs are 
free and open to the public. Five Monu-
ment Square, Portland. For more «1for-
mation, call 87H700. 
Po.t.r Cont.st Children who enler 
Maine's first state park and historic site 
poster contest halle Ihe opportunity to 
win free use of state parks for themselves 
and their families. Thecontest, sponsored 
by the Maine Dept of Conservation's 
Bureau of P arks and Recreation is aimed 
at increasing public awaren~ of state 
parks and historic sites and the recre-
ational opportunities Ihey provide. Baxter 
State Park is not included in the con lest. 
Contest rules require aN posters to be 
drawn horizontally on 9 x 12 paper with 
crayon, colored pencil , or crayon resist. 
The poster must be freehand artwork 
withoul lettering. The artist's name: 
grade, school , school address and tele-
phone number must be on Ihe back. 
Entries will be judged on Ihe grade level 
of Ihe artist. For more information call 
Pat Bailey at 289-3821 or Marshall Wiebe 
at 289-4909. 
Riverton Branch Library offers the fol-
lowing programs for children : Wednes-
days - Tales for Twos, 10:30 am; 
Thursdays - Alterschool Films, aN ages, 
3:30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies, 
9.30-9 :45 am: Preschool Story Time (3-
t05-year-oIds), 10:30am. Library hours: 
Wednesdays, 9 anHi pm; Thursdays, 
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600 
Forest Ave . For further infomnation, call 
797-2915. 
Summer Day Camp The Jewish Com-
munity Center has begun registering 
children for its non-profit, non-sectarian 
day camp, which has served all children 
01 G~ater Portland for 43 years. The 
followmg program options are avaiable: 
New Horizens, a preschool camp for 
children 3 112-kin!jergarten; Day Camp, 
for kids enteringgrades 1-8; Teen Camp, 
for kids entering grades 7-9. Day carf'4l 
runs 8 weeks and is divided as foflows: 
full session fromJune24-August 16, first 
sesSIOn from June 24-July 19, second 
session from July 22-August 16. Super-
vised ' before and alter carf'4l care is 
available for carf'4lers al Ihe Jewish 
Community Center, 57 Ashmont St, 
Portland. Fora brochureandappiication, 
call 772-1959. 
Track Club For the past 10 years, the 
Chebeague Island Track Ctub has been 
training young Portland area cross 
country runners, and sending most of 
them to Stale and New EIl!I:and regional 
l' AC' competitions. Each year quaify-
Ing team members have the opportunity 
to compete nationally and to travei. The 
club is managed by the parents of its 
members and financed by fund raising' 
and donations. Its members compete in 
fille age groups: 10 and under, II & 12, 
13 & 14, 15 & 16, 17 & 18. Organized 
team practices slart during Ihe first week 
of September, and are usually held in the 
Cumberland area. If your child enjoys 
running, and you want to get involved, 
please jOtn the dub. This year the club is 
also in need of a coach and coach's 
assistants. Next meeting is May 14, and 
meetings Will be held on the first Tues-
day of each month thereafter. For more 
info, contact Don Belanger at 829-6486 
or 829-6477, or Debbie Brown at 781 -
3436. 
Young People's Center for the Per-
forming Arts A unique ballet-plus- lhe-
atre experience lor children. Ballet for 
ages 7-16, pre-ballet lor ages 4-6 . Sec-
ond semester workshops: musical com-
edy: scenic design, lighting, costume 
deSign and jau dance. For more infor-
mation or to register, call Barbara 
Goelman at 766-2857. 
Friday Fre. Movies offered by S. Port-
land Public Library from 3:30-4:30 pm. 
All ages welcome. (No movies during 
school vacations or snow days.) 482 
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835. 
SPORT 
Adult Indoor Soccer PorUand Recre-
ation sponsors pickup games every 
Wednesday and Friday night, from 7:30-
9 pm, with skills ranging from intermediate 
to advanced. For those 18 and ofder. 
Cost: $1 .50 for residents, $3 for non-
residents. Reiche Center, at the Reiche 
School, 166 Bracken st. For more in -
lormation, call 874-8873. 
Hot Shot MIni-Golf Tournament 
Tuesday night goll tournament with tee-
oN at 6:30 pm. Prizes for low scores. 
Everyone welcome. Hot Shot Mini-Go" 
is located at87 Marginal Way, Portland. 
For more information, call n3-1441 . 
Men's Basketball Pol1land Recreation is 
offering pickup b-ball games ellery Mon, 
from 6:30-8:30 pm, and Wed, from 5:30-
7 pm. The games are held at Reiche 
Community Center, 166 Brackett St, 
Portland. There's a fee of $1 .50 for 
residents and $3 Iornon-residents. Proof 
of residency is required. For more infor-
mation, call 874-8873. 
Mother'. Day Four-Mile Road Race to 
benefit the Family Crisis Shelter will be-
gin May II ,at 9 am, at the intersection of 
Baxter Blvd and Preble Street with 
registration from 7 :30-8:45 am: The 
course is four wheel-measured miles, 
fiat and traffic-controlled . The first 100 
preregistered runners Will receive a free 
T-shirt. Awards will be given in a number 
of dinerent categories. The cost is $7 
preregistered, $8 the day of the race. To 
register, contact Monique Isherwood, at 
871 -1861. 
1991 BIcycle Trek Across Mal ... will 
accept Ihe first 700 applications lor "From 
Sunday River to the Sea,' the largest 
three-day bicycle ride in the Northeast. 
(Last year the ride raised over $200,000.) 
For Information on the trek, which will 
take place June 14-16, call the American 
Lung Association of Maine at 1-800-
462-LUNG. 
Portland Rugby Club practices Tues & 
Thurs eves, at 5:30 pm, at Fox Street 
Field oN Marginal Way. Players of all 
abilities are welcome. Games and tour-
naments are scheduled throughout the 
summer. For more infomnation, call Pe-
ter at 829-4607 or John at 774-5221 . 
The Portland Women's Rugby Club is 
looking for new members. All levels wel-
come. Praclice on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, at 5:30 pm, al Maine Youth 
Center. For more infomnation, calt Rose 
at 772-5630 or Karen at 772-2942. 
Senior Adult Water Exercise Program 
The City of Portland is offering classes at 
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave) 
every Friday aftemoon from 12:15-1 :15 
pm. Transportation to and from the pool 
is available (a van lealles the Cummings 
Center, 134 Congress St, Portland, at 
11 :30 am and returns at2 pm). Costis75 
cents. For more information, caN 874-
8870. 
Tal chi: total balance 
There is a world of difference between describing the philoso-
phy of a sport and observing that same sport in action. Nuances 
can only be experienced by competition and participation_ Earlier 
in the year I interviewed a tai chi master who had just moved to 
Portland. His stories and enthusiasm were contagious and highly 
entertaining. 
You ought to see Gene Golden in action. He allowed me to sit 
in on two of his classes last week, one for beginners, the other 
advanced. The beginner's class was about six months along and 
they moved together with a beautiful fluidity, Tai chi is an ancient 
Chinese discipline but the six students moved like synchronized 
swimmers, perfectionists training for the 1992 Summer Olympics. 
They glided through a mystical dance, transferring energy, 
working with themselves gracefully up and down, side to side, 
sweeping, extending, a natural ebb and flow - All students 
exhibited qualities of intrinsic energy, rotating all motion around 
the waist, performing linear movements i;lnd then connecting 
them in a circular pattern_ These human gyroscopes made me 
dizzy, as they eliminated tension from every point in their bodies. 
Tai chi involves keeping yourself in total balance. And after a 
time, these movements become as natural and thoughtless as 
walking, Gene Golden takes a break and tells his beginning class 
that by conserving energy in their daily movements, they may live 
20 to 25 years longer_ 
There are 108 movements in tai chi, which Golden has con-
densed to 60. This class is about one-third of the way through the · 
program. Golden stops the form movements if he sees anything 
that is not perfect. In a subdued tone that flows out effortlessly, his 
voice fills the room. He says, ''The minor movement always 
follows the major. Get the 
majors down. The desire to be 
tense occurs allover the place. 
We must resist this urge and 
not allow the locking of the muscles. The byproducts of perfect 
execution are stimulation and separation of the organs, creating a 
better working bloodstream." 
These movements and the required dedication sound like total 
madness, but if you see a class in action, I guarantee you'll be 
impressed-
Moving on to the senior class, the big difference is the interac-
tion of movements in response to other students. Sinking, rooting, 
twisting, lifting, compressing the energy, sensing the center line, 
generating power from softness - after a year's training, this class 
of four is about two-thirds through the form movements. Golden 
explains, "If an opponent can find tension anywhere in your body, 
he or she can break it. By eliminating tension. solid blows become 
glancing ones. Speed and force are not the right answers. Be 
relaxed, fluid; your body will sense and know when to push_" 
Golden mentions his teacher William Chen, a tai chi grandmas-
ter. Chen's body reacted so intuitively to external action that he 
was able to catch an arrow with his hands (do not try this at 
home) . Years ago, Chen and the late Bruce Lee were scheduled to 
have a fight. Fortunately, wiser heads prevailed and this frighten-
ing encounter was avoided - which was appropriate, because tai 
chi is not an aggressive discipline. It teaches balance and the 
positive use of energy. It is suitable for athletes, librarians, and 
candlestick makers. It is beautiful to watch. I might even try it 
someday if I can get rid of my second left foot . 
Old Port Festival Seeks Sp ..... o,. The 
19-year-old festival offers exposure to 
participating organizations and shows 
them as an organization interested in the 
vitality and well-being of Portland. Op-
portunities for sponsorship and partici-
pation are varied and flexible. For more 
information, call Intown Portland Ex-
change at 772-6828. 
Maine Animal Sanctuary will hold its 
monthly meeting May 14, at 7:30 pm, at 
Clark Memorial Church , 15 Pleasant Ave, 
Portland. Anyone interested in animal 
welfare is invited to attend. For turther 
information, call Laura Sioenwhite at 761-
4599. 
Pictorial History of Portland, the first 
350 years, is available in ~mited qJanti-
ties from the Chamber of Commerce. 
The book includes more than 125 illus-
trations - rare photographs, sketches 
and paintings - of people and now 
vanished local scenes. Available for 
$3.50 at the chamber's reception desk, 
or $5 by mail or phone. The chamber is 
located at 142 Free St, Portland 04101, 
tei. 772-2811. 
Portland High School, CI .. s of 1951 
win hold its 30th reunion July 27. Until 
then, caw will publish the names of 
missing dassmates in this space: Fred 
G . Smith, Michael S. Smilh, Stephen R. 
St. Laurent, John F. Stone, Conslance 
E. Strout, Marie A. Thibodeau, Sally 
(Thomas) Cushman, Alicia M. (Thomp-
son) Roulard , Diana M. Timmons, Mary 
C. Towle, Kennelh R. Wallace, Ronald 
F. Watson , Russell E. Webber, Barbara 
I. West , Daniel E. Wildes, Richard O. 
Willey, Warren E. Wilson, Eleanor C. 
(Wiskont) Moore, CarietonB. Yde, Melvin 
Zimelman. If you know Ihe whereabouts 
of any of Ihese people, contact Ann 
Marie (Lee) Weeman at 16 Asselyn Dr, 
Scarborough 04074, tel. 883-9721 
Sneak Preview of Hoyts Clark's Pond 
Cinema to raise money for Maine kids 
wilh cancer, May 9, at 7 pm. $10 ticket 
entitles you to see one of Ihe following : 
"Dr. Zhivago,' "Pretty Woman: -The 
Maltese Falcon,' 1'he Sound of Music,' 
"Raidersoilhe Lost Ark,' "Ghost,' "2001 : 
A Space Odyssey' or 1'he Rescuers 
Down Under." It also inctudes free pop-
com & soda, plus two additional free 
admissions to Hoyts Cinemas in Portland 
or South PorUand. For additional infor-
mation, calI781-4352 or Maine Children's 
Cancer Program at 775-5481. 
Southem Main. Slngtes Social Group 
meets on weekends at various locations 
Irom Portland to Biddeford. Meet new 
friends, ages 35 and over. No fees. 
Please call us at 934-1692, 284-9322 or 
775-1553. 
Southworth Planetarium Summer 
Schedule Astronomy shows: Wednes-
days, Fridays & Saturdays at 7 pm; La-
ser light shows: Fridays & Saturdays at 
8:30 pm. Astronomy presen\ations in-
clude A Tour 01 the Solar System and 
The Mars Show. The planetarium's 
Skywatch line offers recorded informa-
tion about what is currently visible in Ihe 
night sky: call 780-4719. Prices: adults 
$3 for one show, $5 for two ; sen iors 
$2.50 lor one show, $4 for two ; under 18 
$2.50 for one show, $4 for two. The 
ptanetarium is located in Ihe Sdence 
Building, USM Portland, Falmoulh Street. 
For further information, call 780-4249. 
Spring Ctothtng Sale, May II , from 9 
am-I 2 :30 pm, Route 35, Hollis Elemen-
tary Cafeteria . Everything 25 cents . New 
items from Levinsky's and the mall. 
Swing Into Spring A dance and ratneto 
benefit Ihe Portland Stage Company, is 
scheduled to take place at 7 pm, May 11 , 
and will include the USM Jau Combo 
with Bill Street, ballroom dance lessons 
Mike Quinn 
on Ihe dance floor of Mariners Church, a 
light fare supper by Foodworks and a 
chance to win some great prizes. Raffle 
prizes inctude a house in Jamaica for 
one week with roundtrip airfare lor two; a 
condominium in Hilton Head; a week in 
Orlando, Florida; Sunday River ski tick-
ets: a landscaping package: the pool 
Iable from"Mlrandoina' ; and much more. 
A limited number of raffle tickets are 
available at the $100 level, along with 
$50 and $25 tickets . They can be pur-
chased at POll land Stage Co. by calling 
774-1043 or from Margot Drusche\ by 
calling 878·3590. Ticket holders do not 
halle to be present at lhe benefit to win 
prizes. 
ETC 
All-Breed Dog ShOW, May 18-19, from 8 
am-4 pm, at Cumberland County Civic 
Center, One Civic Center Square, Port-
land. Admission : $3 adUlts, $2 seniors & 
children. For more information , call 775-
3825. 
Bop Shoo Bop Pol1land's monthty swing 
dance record hop will happen May 10, 
from 7 :30-11 :30 pm, with great dance 
music from Glen M iller to Chuck Berry to 
the Stray Cats. Alt ages welcome, no 
partners needed. Smoke and alcohol-
free. At Chestnut Street Church Hall, 
behindlbeside Portland City Hall. Ad-
mission: $4. For more information , call 
774-2718 or 725-8216. 
Contradance with New Shen_nlgans 
Band May II , at Newbegin Gym in 
Gray. Waltz workshop at 8 pm, 
contrabasics at 8 :30, with dance to fol-
low. All dances taught, beginners & 
singles welcome. Admission: $4. Call 
428-3986 for more inlormation. 
HAGS (Hysterical Angry Girls Sororily) 
Women's performance terrorism. For 
more inlormation, write P.O. Box 5031, 
Portland 04101. 
Dateline Every Tuesday Dateline hosts 
an adult singles dance (ages 28-60 pius) , 
at the PorUand Marriott'sSables Lounge, 
off Maine Mall Rd. in S. Porttand. Dance 
starts at 8 pm. Buffet, deejay and dOOr 
prizes, but no jeans. For more inlorma-
tion, call 645-4751 . 
Th. Enriched Golden Ag. Club inv~es 
men and women 60 and over to lun-
cheons and programs as follows: May 9, 
auction to raise tunds fortheGolden Age 
Center; May 22, Bob Demers, Channel 
8'smeteorologist, will present"Weather': 
May 29, Birlhday party lor May birth-
days, with music by Beau & David. Res-
ervations must be made in advance by 
calling the Salvation Army at 774-8974. 
Faux Flnlshtng Workshops Learn 
sponging , ragging, rag rofling , combing , 
cotor wash and marbling. This two-night 
workshop will be held May 16 and May 
23, from 6:30-9 pm. Costs $85, and 
includes all supplies. Class size is limited. 
Private group instruction also available 
on faux finishing and other decorative 
applications for the home. For info and 
registration, call Decor-able, 645 Forest 
Aile, Portland, tel . 772-1939. 
Waynn.te Spring Fling Fair: lamily fun, 
food, games and booths, May 11, 9 am-
1 pm, rain or shine. Proceeds to benel~ 
WaynlJete's scholarship lund. For infor-
mation, call 774-5721 . 
Unused Musical Instrument DrIve 
Portland schools and the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra have organized 
this drive to make musical instruction 
available to children who neither own nor 
can rent instruments. Individuals are 
asked to search their attics for unused 
instruments, cases and music stands, 
and bring them 10 King Middle Schoof 
(92 Deering Aile, Portland) between 8 
am and 3:30 pm, Mon-Fri, through May, 
and 9 am-noon Saturday, June 1. For 
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Don't Go Kiteless This Spring ... 
The Winds Are Up! 
Take advantage of this low cost. environmentally 
sound fuel source. 
~~O£~ POt! XJP£J~om "",. 3 Wharf St-Old Port 
for all yo mighty wind related needs 871-0035 
What is Wellness? 
Come find out at the 
Chiropractic Family 
Wellness Center 
Dr. Carroll Ann Coyle 
Dr. Meg Rushford 
Monday - Saturday by Appointment 
~~----------------) 
243 US Route 1, Scarborough e883-5549 
Across from the Scarborough Fire Department 




• TACKLE BOXES 
• HIP BOOTS 
• CHEST WADERS 
• LIFE PRESERVERS 
• RAIN WEAR "- - -~ 
60 DIFFERENT ,;;--,.o;c;;;~-;..,;.,.,· -",,-
REELS ON DISPLAY 
Save More at the 
Surplus Store 
28 Monument Square, Portland 
Hours: 9 to 5:30 Mon_ thru Sat. 
Free Parking With Park & Shop Stamps 
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lost & found 
line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775·6601. 
personals 
Winner receives two free movie tickets compliments of 
Maine Mall Cinema! 
Silver Celica pink sunglasses looking for the 
good lookin' guy on 295 at 1 :15 in Portland on 
5/1 driving Tech Air Truck, plate ##71138W. Let's 
get together soon! 11' 5286. 
If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals, your ad is 
automatically entered in the PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest. We are 
looking for ads that are creative, witty and fun. Winners will receive their 
tickets in the mail. 
Married oouple looking for men or 
women for fun and adventure and to 
fullill our fantasies and yours as well. 
. Write P.O. Box 295, Portland, ME 
04112 "B' 5282. 
ARE YOU AN ATTRACTIVE MAR-
RIED WOMAN, not satisfied at 
home, yet very oommitted? Similar 
drcumstance MWM, 39, attractive 
professional, trim, seeks one married 
woman for sensuous times. Mutual 
respect, trust, class and no risk a 
must. 202 Rt 1, Box 144, Falmouth. 
04105. 
ATTENTION COUPLES: Profes-
sional, employed, safe, whita mar-
ried male, straight, 40 is looking for 
one special oouple to share intimate 
friendship based upon mutual 
respect, appredation and discretion. 
caw Box 644. 
Are you a woman who takes time to 
smell the flowers? When lilacs 
bloom, so do I. Blossom with me this 
Spring. I am a married woman, look-
ing for a kindred spirit, female only. 
P.O. Box 4417, Sta. A, Portland, ME 
04101. 
Attractive married man, 44. 5'11, 
160, very fit. college educated 
professional, seeks married lady for 
intimate friendship only. More to this 
ad than what appears. Don't be 
afraid to live life, write me. CBW Box 
648. 
Attractive, down-to~arth oouple, 29, 
are looking for just the right women 
who shares common interest for both 
friendship and romance. Friendship 
needs to be established first. If you 
are at all intrigued, don't be afraid 10 
write us. All letters answered. PholO 
appreciated. CBW Box 637. 
BiMF professional seeks BiMF as 
Companion/Confidante/Confederate. 
Friendship the priority; sense of 
humor gets extra points. CBW Box 
647 'If 5281 
BiWF 23 seeking same/GWF for sun 
and rain, joy and pain, candycane, 
down the drain, whooping 
crane ... Oops, got carried away! So 
call. I dare you. Contact Frizbee, 
anyone?· 'If 5288. 
Bisexual female (married) seeks 
woman of like nature to share 
friendship, laughter, intimate times 
and travel specifically seeking oon-
sort from Brunswick area or 
Downeast I would like to hear from 
you 'If 5290. 
Cub-less Mama Bear seeks well-
seasoned Papa Bear, with or without 
cubs, to enjoy the rites of spring. 
Send favorite porridge recipe. CBW 
Box 635 'If 5280. 
DWM nls, 45, tall, athletic enjoys 
beaches, massage and quiet times, 
would like to meet interesting woman 
DWF, professional in mid-thirties, 
non-smoker, great sense of humor, 
and a passion for adventure, seeks 
an intelligent, sensitive and sincere 
S1DWM to share mutual interests. 
Loves dining, theatre, travel, camD-
ing, canoeing, boating and skiing. If 
you can feel comfortable in a profes-
sional setting as well as kicked back 
in a pair of jeans, please respond . 
Photo appreciated but not necessary. 
caw Box 641. 
DWM, 41 attractive non-smoking, 
drug-free, well educated professional 
who is monagamous financially 
secure, spontaneous and mentally 
stable seeks same for adventure, 
romance and persual of one 
another's interests. Photo ap-
predated. caw Box 651 . 
DWM, businessman, non-smoker, 
light sodal drinker, ·Energetic Teddy 
Bear", seeks non-smoking SWF 
between 38 and 55 to help pursue 
business and other interests includ-
ing but not limited to, gardening, 
dancing and ooastal outings. CBW 
Box 643. 
GWM 26 medium build, handsome, 
straight acting/appearing, respon-
sible, chern-free not into bar scene. 
Ukes are beaches, cars, malls, 
dining out. Would like to meet GWM 
24-32 with similar attributes for 
friendship and possible relationship. 
CBW Box 63J3. 
GWM, upper 20's, 155 Ibs., likes 
aerobic, tennis, movies, the ooast, 
and wiffle ball. Seeking oompanion 
with similar likes, UNDER 30 and 
small to medium build. Let's enjoy 
Summer. 'If 5289. 
Gay Men's Group - Looking to form 
small group for get-togethers, dining 
out, movies, local trips, etc. We're 
ages 30 to 45. Spring's here, let's 
have fun. Portland-Saco area. CBW 
Box 650 'If 5295. 
HAGS: SWASHBUCKLERS HERE. 
We have treasure map. 
Happily married professional white 
male, young 40's seeks understand-
ing single/married woman for in-
timate friendship based upon respect 
or each others marital status and 
need for discretion and safeness. 
CBW Box 645. 
How about some fun in the sun! 
SWM, 38, professional, would love 
SF to accompany him for an ·all ex-
penses paid" trip to Florida. Leaving 
May 16, call today! 'If 5287. 
Ladies: Would you like an exciting 
relationship with an experienced 
gentleman without undue involve-
ment? Discrete MWM, 50+ seeks 
SMDIF in the greater Portland area 
for romance and an intimate 
relationship. If you need someone 
who is gende, caring, safe and 
for adventure or ? caw Box 649 'If loving, then let's get acquainted! 
5283. It caw Box 619. 
~~~~-----------
Very casual, laid-back, 40's DWM 
seeks easy-going, relaxed, 30's 
S1DF for summer fun, such as camp-
ing, hiking, swimming, and just enjoy-
ing the outdoors. More info on re-
quest 'If 5292. 
Where is that attractive, agreeable 
and loving ledy between 40 and 60 
who'd like to keep me company 
while I build a little house in the 
oountry? If your city/oountry oriented, 
oompatible, caring, mate seeking, 
educated and good natured so am I. 
CBW Box 630. 'If 5269 
Wicked romantic tall (5' 7"), strong 
(140 Ibs.) adventurer seeks slender 
outdoorsy woman 30-35 to hold the 
other end of the string planting the 
garden 'U' 5284. 
SANOY- our love IS the most beauti-
ful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm so 
rotten. I love you . I need you. Please 
take me back.-JOHN 
Ufe is not a spectator sport. Profes-
sional GWM, 26, 6', 160 Ibs. Seeks 
similar male for 
friendshiplrealtionship. Interests: 
hiking , camping, biking, skiing, art, 
music, movies. Phone/photo ap-
preciated. Cbw Box 632 "B' 5274. 
Looking for divorced, single, tall, 
slim, long haired, middle aged 
woman 40 to 55 years old. country or 
cily girl. Biggest interest in life (yard 
sales, flea markets, yankee trading, 
(buying or selling anything or 
everything) Willing to take on hall in-
terest in a great idea. I having the 
selling product (will split 50150 in ex-
penses & profit, no money needed, 
all ready started) Just transportation, 
who knows maybe because of our in-
terest in the same things plus ambi-
tion, love of life. It might tum into 
something wonderful . I'm 52, 6'1·, 
180 Ibs., tall, slim, (no pot belly) 
yankee/trader, saw mill, logging, 
recycling. On a large scale, lots of 
hours at work, willing to back off for 
the right woman, no drugs, smokers, 
drinkers, self centered or selfish per-
sons, need respond or call. Maybe if 
I help you, you can help me. Trust & 
truth a must! Write P.O. Box 1213-A 
Pownal, Maine 04069 'If 5293. 
A VINTAGE CROPI Full bodied, full 
of spirit... This plump S-m.om is ripe 
for the pickin. Men of good taste 
should only reply. 'If 5285. 
SF, black, 5'3·, 115 Ibs., attracbve, 
seeks $10M, 27-35, chem-free, non-
smoker, honest, humorous, who en-
joys outdoors & quiet time at home. 
The materialistic and superficial need 
not call 'If 5291 . 
SWM 26, 1601bs., 6'1·, nice, friendly, 
and reverent, seeks SF of similar 
age for fun and dating. Write 295 
Forest Avenue, Suite 203, Portland, 
ME 04101 'If 5256. 
SWM 37 would like to meet N/S 
woman for friendship and dating. My 
interests are movies, the ocean, 
sports, music, videos, reading, word 
games, theatre and ooncerts. caw 
Box 646. 
SWM, 34 , easy-going, tall, attractive, 
enjoys dancing, ooncerts, sports, 
dining out, photography. Interested in 
meeting SWF, 24-36, for possible 
relationship. Incurable romantic? 
Reply Box 204, Hallowell, ME 04347. 
Silver Celica pink sunglasses looking 
for the good lookin guy on 295 in 
Portland at 1:15 on 5/1 driving Tech 
Air Truck plate 1J71138W. Lets get 
together soon I 'If 5286. 
Thiry-something male looking for 
female partner to share intimate fan-
tasies and joumeys to naturist 
(nudist) areas. Photo appreciated, I'll 
respond to all. CBW Box 633 'If 
5275. 
dating services 
HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL~ 
a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers! 
Ask for PERSONAL CALL service when you place your Casco 
Bay Weekly personal ad. Then, you'll receive yourown PERSONAL 
CALL(J!) number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800 
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative! 
You can change your message as often as you like to satisty the 
whim of the moment. 
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people 
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you 
10 call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address. 
When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONAL CALL® 
number and your private security code, the system will immediately 
tell you how many new responses you have. From there, just follow 
the easy prompts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2 
to hear your responses. 
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the 
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to 
listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ad appears 
in the paper. 
RESPONDING TO AN AD 
WITH PERSONAL CALL® SERVICE: 
UsingPERSONALCALL to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal 
ads is fast and fu n! 
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay 
Weekly personal column and circle the ads that interest you. 
The small telephone symbol-tt- nelct to the four digit number tells 
you the person has PERSONAL CALLi!!lservice. With PERSONAL 
CALL®you don'l have to listen to one message after another until 
you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These 
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears in 
Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date of the paper you're reading! 
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-370-
2041 . 
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions. 
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You will 
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can 
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and 
another and another .... Of the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet 
on line, you can still leave your response.} 
The cost for using PERSONAL CALli'!lto respond to Casco Bay 
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and will appear on 
your telephone bill under ·Prsnlcall." 
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touch-
tone phone that is on tone, not pulse. 
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALL® 
, just call us at 775-6601 . We like to hear from you. 
ACADEMIC COMPANIONS is a Iow-
oost singles network for creative, in-
tellectual individuals from a wide 
variety of professional fields. Ustings 
for Portland arealthe Northeast. First 
month's ad is free WIO obligation. 
For an information packet, write : 
Academic Companions, P.O. Box 
346, Clinton, NY 13323. 
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo 
brochure and details of the beau~ful, 
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from 
overseas in our pen- pal club call 
702-451 -3070 and leave your mail-
ing address. 
Compatibles 
"The Dating Service That Cares" 
Remember when you were in 
school? Everyone you knew 
was Single. So is everyone we 
know. 
That's how we've introduced 
thousands of relationship-
oriented Singles. Through our 
caring concern and personal-
ized service, we can introduce 





Money back guarantee 
body & soul 
'JOY OF RECOVERY THROUGH 
THE SHAMANIC EXPERIENCE', 
weekend experiential workshop in-
tegrating recovery woril with ancient 
Shamanic methods, led by Sheldon 
R.F. Ganberg, D. Ac., and Doris Bell, 
RNC, June 7-9 at Rockcrah Lodge, 
Sebago Lake. For information, call 
775-0808. 
COUNSELING. By June Lizotte 
LSAC, for substance abuser and 
family members. Appointments by 
the hour. 865-4295. 
CURRENT OPENINGS FOR MEN-
in on-going MlF Psychotherapy 
group. Relationship, boundary, self-
esteem issues as well as dream and 
body/mind integration included in 
experiential approach. Individual ini-
tial session reuired. Contact, Barbara 
Hare Noonan- Center for Personal & 
Professional Well-Being. 772-1896. 
Chemical depending and ACOA 
Counseling. Individuals and oouples. 
Early recovery and relapse preven-
tion groups. Reasonable rates. 
Rachel Sager, M.A., RSAC. Call 
775-7927 or 725-8705. 
MEN'S GROUP- Opening in on-
going men's group. Explore issues 
such as commitment, relationships, 
the absent father, fear of intimacy, 
stuck feelings. Whether you've had 
group experience or not, if any of 
these topics presents a concem for 
you, you're invited to call Rick Lynch 
at 871-<l681 for information or an in-
lBrview. 
body & soul 
Incest Survivors Group Therapy 
openings. Led by Louise Bennett, 
LCSW, insurance reimbursable. IN-
DIVIDUAL sessions also available. 
Call 772-1910. 
Let the wisdom of your self be heard. 
TAROT readings ... 799-8648. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE - Karen 
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Mas-
sage Therapist. Alleviate chronic 
backaches, headaches, neck and 
shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress. 
Improve flexibility, muscle tone, cir-
culation, athletic performance. By 
appointment, 865-0072. 
REBUILDING AFTER YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP ENDS - 10 week 
class for men and women. Call Car-
rie Peterson, M.A., M.S., 773-9625. 
T'ai Chi Chuan is an ancient chinese 
martial arts system based on mental 
and physical balance, unity and 
harmony. T'ai Chi is a gentle dis-
cipline whre one leams to blend with 
an opponent's energy to gain oontrol 
of it. The T'ai Chi Form is meditation 
in movement. Excellent for spiritual 
growth, radiant physical health and 
unequaled in reducing the effects of 
stress and tension in one's life. An ef-
fective method of developing fluidity 
awareness, focus and peace with 
oneself, Beginners through Advan-
ced Classes including Push-Hands. 
VisilOrs welcome. For information 
and registration call Gene Golden 
772-9039. 
TAl CHI CHUAN, martial art em-
phasizing a slow, relaxed, meditative 
approach to body-mind interactions 
and movement. On-going classes 
Tues. 6:30 pm, 861 Main St. 
Westbrook. Instructor, Don Labbe, 
854-9257. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax 
tired, aching, stiff muscles while im-
proving circulation and soothing ten-
sion. Sliding scale. Call Pam 
Richards, A.B. M.P. Certified. 775-
66313. 
Trying to get in shape, but don't 
know where to begin? Try fitness 
and nutrition counseling by a cer-
tified instructor. First oonsultation 
FREE! Call Risa at 878-3784. 
Your body reveals . Introduction to 
Core Energetics, a dynamic ex-
periential workshop. Through group 
and individual work, we will dispover 
the blocks and fears that keep us 
from having love and joy in our lives 
and begin to unblock and work with 
these issues. With experienced 
therapistlteacherihealer, Pam Chub-
buck, MA, CBT. Saturday, June 8, 
Augusta. Information 846-0800. 
SEFERLIS & TROTTIER 
Brief Therapy with 
CHILDREN, ADOLESCENTS. ADULTS 
COUNSEUNG & HYPNOTHERAPY 
.BMw.oior-8dlooi ...... RlllAUtion·H.t:ll Contrgl· 
EOEY&nwE~=~OJlMt'~::==F:' 
M6 NATIONAL 8Qo\RO Of CERTIAEO COUN6El.ORA 
232 St. John St. Ptld, 871-8134 
GAIA CHIROPRACfIC 
O-P-E-N H-O-U-S-E 
Sat., May 18 1 - 4pm 
18 Main St. Yarmouth 
846-7711 
Oowning, Magic, Balloons 
Patricia Chanterelle, D.C. 
James Carter, D.C. 
portianI Studio 





Schyla Duffy Sl. Laurent 
home birth 
complete prenatal 
& postnatal care 
women's health 




Genl1e. relaxing. healing. ~ 
An e><pen""". oj deep bola"" • . 
Ann Foster Tabbutt ~. 
\299-9258 AOBTA 
THERAPY FOR WOMEN 






women IS wisdom. 
Kathleen Luke, M.A. 
799-4927 
Brooke Alexander, M.. Div. 
Pastoral Counselor 
Treatment tor addictions 
and co-dependancy. 
Help with self-alienation and shame. 
Individuals, couples and groups 
781-5041 
Sarah J Bulley LCSW • Psychotherapist· 871 
DR. CHERYL FITCH-SOHN 
Wholistic Family Health Care - Sports Injuries and Nutrition 
- Neck, Back and Joint Pain -
Complimentary examination for new patients 
Chiropractic Center of Portland - 774-9666 
Responding to a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad has never been 
easier... 'fr 
PERSONAL CALL® 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 24 hours a day 99¢/min 
Charge your Classified adStzi:I. ~ 
by phone VISA 
. . . . . 
roommates . 
Back Cove is 2 112 blocks from this 3 
bedroom Woodfords area apartment. 
Two mature, non-smoking 3O-ish 
women seek one more female 
housemate. Quiet lifestyle. $225/mo. 
+ 1/3 util. 774-7058. 
FREEPORT: Privacy and oonviviality 
in a comfortable old farmhouse on 
80 acres. Room plus commons. 
$300 plus utilities. No Cats. Gene 
865-6495. 
Intown Portland - This spotless, 
freshly painted, 1 st floor, 1 bedroom 
on Hanover Street will easily ac-
oommodate a king size bedroom set. 
Cozy kitchen and full bath. 
$385/month + utilities 774-6363. 
Looking for housemate: Located 
West of Sacc, 30 minutes south of 
Portland, providing veg. garden, 
private bathroom, 2-6 month rental. 
$250 plus utilities. Call Carl 871-
1080 or Jeanette 499-7515. 
MlF 25+ to share charming house 
near harbor in South Freeport. 
Porch, fireplace garden, 15 minutes 
to Portland. No animals or smokers 
please. $3OO/month + utilities. 865-
4558. 
MlF non-smoker to share large 3 
bedroom apartment. Lots of storage. 
Bus line, no pets. $175.00 + 1/3 
utilities . Security Deposit. Leave 
message. 773-8341 . 
MlF wanted to share 3 bedroom 
apartment with 2 30ish women just 2 
blocks from East Prom. Sunny, 
hardwood floors, parking. $190 
month + 1/3 utilities. Call 879-1817. 
R.U .Narty, friendly woman looking for 
affordable apartment to share with 
same? If words cheerful, welcome, 
studio, garden, parking, pleasant 
neighborhood ring true call 879-
0922, A.S.A.P.! 
Room available in sunny home in 
Scarborough on the banks of the 
mighty nonesuch river. Quiet, cozy, 
seven minutes from Portland. MlF 
non-smoker please. $237.50 plus 
utilities. 883-0076. 
Seeking guitarist(s}, of any ability 
level, aooustic or electric, rock or 
folk, to get apartment together in 
Portland or South Portland. Moving 
June 1. Call Ed at 799-60 12. Leave 
message. 
West End Mercy fully fumished 
apartment share, own bedroom for 
working professional : Chem/smoke 
free gentleman; $325 includes 
utilities, wid, off street parking, 
storage: 775-1034 before 8 pm. 
Security Deposit required. 
NIS Female needed to share sunny, 
spacious, 2 story, duplex in Cape 
Elizabeth. with 2 large bedrooms, full 
basement, fenced inyard, victorian 
charm. Less than a mile from 
Millcreek. No pets. $3751month plus 
1/2 utilitites. Call 767-3615. 
Professional GM seeks summer 
roommate . USM area, Screen porch, 
fenced in back yard. Nice space. 
$285 rent will cover all utilities. 774-
1757 
MlF, nls parking and yard for tun 
Woodfords oorner 15 min to USM 1/2 
utilities, rent $2501month. Lee 774-
0871. 
Two bedroom apartment to share 
with responsible individual. Down to 
earth, artistic environment-studio 
space available. Near Good Day 
Market. $420 - rent to be split 
monthly. Call Scott 761-7901 
apts/rent 
Cumberland Ave., clean, modem, 
two bedroom apt's. Availability May & 
June, 3 apt's with private oourt yard, 
4 apt's with 12x 12 roof deck, off 
street parking, wlw wid 781-4740. 
$500 781-4740. 
Sunny one bedroom, 4 room apart-
ment. Har<t.Yood floors, bay window, 
parking, heated. $420 per month. 
772-7909. 
real estate 
ATTENTION FIRST TIME HOME 
BUYERS! No money down, no 
points to qualified buyers. Excep-
tional terms offered with this 2 bed-
room. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. Full loft, 
full basement, oil heat. A must at 
$89,900. Call E. Longstaff, Akers 
774-8300. 
May 9, 1991 29 
apts/rent 
Washington Ave. in town cozy, bright, 
one bedroom hardwood floors. $375 
plus utilities 774-31327. 
OLD PORT ARMS- Lower Exchange 
Street- Spacious, unique 1 bedroom 
apartments, heart of the Old Port, 
great location for intown living. $425. 
plus utilities. Call mornings, 797-
0223, SPECTRUM, INC. 
West End clean, well maintained apt. 
building. Laundry facilities , parking, 
heat and electric included, 24 hour 
maintenance. 2 bedrooms from 
$515. Some income guidelines 
apply. Danforth Heights, 48 Salem 
Street. 772-4386. 
South Portland cozy 2nd floor, 2 bed-
room condo with lots of closets, 
hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, 
small porch, yard arid parking. Only 
$5OO/month + utilities. 774-6363. 
LOOKING FOR A 
SUMMER RENTAL? 
For the best selection 
in Maine call 
1-900-97MAINE 
(99( per minute! 
MAINE TIMES 
One Main Sl., Topsham, ME 0408& 
207 -729·012& 
VIEWS TO SPAIN. Elegant 2 bed-
room condo perfect get away. Ten-
nis, boating, beach available at your 
doorstep. Walk to Old Port. 
$116,900. Call E. Longstaff, Akers 
Assoc. 774-8300. 
Beautiful New Homes 
Luxury Homes 90· high cathedral ceilings, 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, gorgeous interior colora, wMe 
Yinyl exterior siding, green shutters, shingle 
ei!,,-hed roof, GE appliances, includes dishwasher. 
~,Q85.oo 
Price includes deck, white vinyl skirting, 275 
gallon oil tank & complete setup. Lota available. 
Low down payments, long -term financing. 70x14 
and 6Ox14 available. 
Monthly payment approx. $340.00. 
OPEN SAT. 10-3 • OLD ORCHARD VILLAGE 
934-5655 
Located Just off Exit 5 10 minutes to Portland ... 
Open 1 to 6 daily. 
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o real estate 
o studiolrent 
o visual arts 
o photography 
o learning 
o music lessons 
o wanted 
o employment 
o biz services 
o business opps 
o boats 
o stuff for sale 
o wheels 
o bulletin board 
o childcare 
o animals 
o lost & found 
RATES 
All charges are per week. 
IlftU,j:f\ij 
""'44 ~ ,IJ Up to 30 words 
31 to 45 words 
46 to 60 words 
Each additional 








Line Ads: Monday at 6 pm. 
Display Ads: Friday at 5 pm. 
Telephone ________ _ 
THE FINE PRINT 
CBW will not print ads that: seek to buy or sell 
sexual services, have purely sexual content, or uSe 
full names, street adresses,or phone numbers in 
the personal section. Personal advertisers must 
provide a P.O. Box # or use the CBW box service. 
Casco Bay Weekly shall not be liable for any 
typographical errors, omissions, or changes in the 
ad which do not affect the value or the content of 
the ad or substantially change the meaning. 
Classified ads are non-refundable. Credit will be 
issued when a viable error has been determined. 
PHONE IT IN 
207 -775-6601 
Using Visa or 
Mastercard, 
MAIUWALK IT IN 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
Cost per 
week ___ _ 
# of weeks 
torun ___ _ 
CBWbox 
$5/wk __ _ 
Total Due ill$ ___ _ 
FAX IT IN 
207-775-1615 
Ask about our 













30 o.sco Bay Weekly 
offices/rent 
Furnished Office with secretarial and 
bookkeeping services available. Ap-
proximalaly 400 sq. ft. Also available 
800 sq. It unfurnished ollice. Paril-
ing available. Monument Square 
area. Call n2-6527. 
studio/rent 
Stucio - Monument Square area per-
lact for artist/craftsperson. From 400-
1200 square feel. Light and heat in-
duded. Parking available. No lease 
required. Call 772-6527. 
visual arts 
CUSTOM PAINTING- Have a paint-
ing made of what your . want. 
Paintings made of your lavonte pic-
ture, activity, dream or pet. Desig~ 
your own still Ute, landscape portrait 
or scene. Low price. Payment made 
only if 100% satisfied. CaB West End 
artist 772-3472. 
. learning 
Artworil from dreams - facilitated 
groups beg. in June, provide time, 
malarials, suggested reading for at-
tanding to and developing the im-
ages and myths presentad in 
dreams. For info. call Suzanne n3-
6220. 
POTTERY CLASSES AT STUDIO 
132 are a great way to express your-
selfl Comfortable selting (adllanced 
and beginning). Classes are educa-
tional and fun . Sign up now! n2-
4334. 
employment 
ADVERTISING SALES - Great op-
portunity for a person with print ex-
perience. Call Steve Waterhouse at 
PennySaver, 883-4149. 
$40,OOOIyr! READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. FiU out simple "like/don't Wke" 
form EASY I Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guarantaed 
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recorcing 
801-379-2925 Ext. MEl158 
$40,OOOIyrl READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. Fil out simple 'ike/don1Iike" 
form. Easy I Fun relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Labor shortage, 
guaranteed paycheck. Also, C0rrec-
tions ... $30,000. Read TV Scripts .. . 
$50,000. Number Pages ... $21,000. 
Make Index... $30,000. FREE 24 
Hour Reoording. 801-379-2925 Ext 
MG115B. Hurryl Offer ends soonl 
$40,ooo/yri READ BOOKS and TV 
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" 
form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacation. Guaranlaed 
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording. 
801-379-2925 Ext. MEI15B. 
/ ·i ........ ,., ,.,." .... . 
wanted 
Need house/apartment/garage with 
bedroom. Study space by June 1-15. 
Rent $240-$275 + utilities split. 
Prefer walking distance from USM 
will explore a grealar Portland loca-
tion on busiine. Don't smoke or drink, 
tDIerala cats well, enjoy kids, am a 
pretty mature recovering man. Call 
767-4120. 
Stylists' build your portfolio's and 
oontacts for print and television by 
doing make-up and hair in exchange 
for photos. Call Laura Butterworth, 
Portland Models Group 775-0414 for 
information. 
Used vaccuum cleaner wanted. Cat 
hair is piling upl Looking for vaccuum 
in woriling order, prefer canister type, 
but I'll take what I can get! Call eves. 
874-0280. 
WANTED TO BUY 
ORIENTAL 
RUGS 
Top cash paid for 
your old oriental 
rugs regardless of 
size or condition" 
883-1700 
PERSONAL CALL ~ 
I DiaI1-900-370-2D41 
24 hours a day 99¢/min 
$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble 
products at home. Easy! No selling. 
You're paid direct FuMy Guarantaed. 
FREE 24 Hour Recorcing. 801-379-
2900 Ext. MDI15H. 
AVON earn $6-$10 an hour, no ter-
ritory, free training. Call 879-0352. 
Personal care attendent wanted for 
Foxy Lady with MS. Chern-free, male 
vegetarian cook, strong back and 
good sense of humor preferred. 
Volunteers welcome. Call 773-3275. 
RESUME WRITING AND TYPING: 
Full service from typing to assistance 
in composing your resumes and 
oover letters. Excellence is man· 
ditory in these hard economic times. 
leave message tor Kala 772-4483. 
HAIRSTYLlST- Booth rental or 
oommission. Join our team of 
professionals at well established, full 
service salon. We have par1llng at 
the door! Call Slaphanie about be-
ooming financially independent. n3-
4633. 
... ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Casco &zy Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic account executive to 
join our sales team. " . 
We are looking for an experienced, dynamIC and hIghly motIvated sales 
representative to pioneer and maintain new accounts as well as service 
existing ones. You must be organized, creative and possess excellent . 
interpersonal skills. You will work as an integral part of the sales team whIle 
aggressively developing and independantly managmg your own tern tory. 
Familiarity with the Greater Portland market will be a plus. 
This poSition pays a base salary plus commission. An ambitious 
salesperson will earn $18K-$24K plus h~alth coverage and benefits. 
If you are enthusiastic about advertlsmg sales send a resume and cover 
letter outlining why you'd like to work for Casco &zy Wu/dy to: 
IIfBi(,I:£tii 551ACongress St., Portland, ME 04101 
· 1111(14 ~ [Tj Attn: Holly Lynn, Advertising sales manager _ , ____ II (no phon. aIls plUlSt) ./ , 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY SALESPERSON 
Casco &zy Weeldy has an opportunity for an energetic individual to join 
our sales team. 
We are looking for a creative self-starter to agg~essi vely develop and 
maintain display advertising in our growing clasSified section. You must be 
.. , highly organized, and possess excellent interpersonal.and ~elepho~e skills. 
Telemarketing experience will be a plus. Some administrative dunes are 
also required. . 
This position pays a base salary plus commission and benefIts. 
If you are an enthusiastic team player send a resume a~d cover letter 
describing why you'd like 10 work for Casco Bay Weeldy to. 
IIEf1it,I:£\Ii 551ACongren5t" Portland, ME 04101 
I W44 ~ [tJ ~:;:!~~ ~~ Advertising sales manager 
by Lynda Barry 
WE wol<'i: UP AND H~ WAS BACK. .I1IM 
SLHPIN6 ON THE (OV C\-\ , OUR UNCLE 
JOHN SNORIN6 LOuD 11-1 T\-\E FRoNT 
ROOM ANO 6~ANDMA SA'(ING ' NOW 
'(OU KIDS DOr,n WAl'(E \-\IM UP (\-IRIST 
\ TI-IINK f\£ DRO'iE T\-IE 21 HOVII-S 
LooK OVT 11-1'<. WIN ()OW AND SEE HIS" 
BLUE CAR. THE Lj 000 8uGS CREAMED 
ONTO \\-\'2 fRONT A'ND MARl'j$ (OM·'C5 
IN RUNNING WITr\ AN ORt\N(, E AND 
Bl.A,O<' WING "IT WAS JUST STV(K 
Tt\U.E STIl\' PERfECT!" S\\E 1ElLS ME 
PLl:ASE rIel? l-IeR IME IT TO AN 
INOE)!' CA~ So WI-I'CN UNC.lE 10\\N 
WAKES VI' l-\t. WIll AlREADY \-\A\JE 
STRAIGHT Tf\ ROI.lG H." 
A SOV\! E N I R. . r--,q:;:::::;;::;::===::n~ 
MARI.YS T~IlING SIR'~ES Of TAPE 
ACROSS ll-1E WING TtlEN GHIIN(' 1HE 
\01:1\ 10 ,AYE MORe SlAGS INTO AN 
A~RANGI:MENT. !-IE It OuT 1HEfI.\: 
SENDIN G \)I:l T\-\E HI:AOLlGI-IT LooKING 
fOR I\\E 'OEST ONes \0 TAPE AltouND 
RED El MAR.'f..O WORDS "WELCOM'C. 
SACK THE GREAT UNCLE JOr\N!· AND 
M'( GRP-'\'lOMA ·SEEIl'-IG IT AI'lIl 5A'(IN(, 
'0\-\ foR T\\'C LovE of GOO, .. 
biz services 
FREE TIMED ADDED TO THE DAY. 
Eliminala those endless errands with 
one call to GO-FOR PERSONAL 
SHOPPER handling aU your shop-
ping and delivery needs. Groceries, 
gilts, etc. Marlene 774-8057. 
MONETARY INDEPENDENCE: 
Once in a lifetime opportunity to es-
tablish part-time business of your 
own. CT -based company seeking to 
expand in SElCentral ME. Motivated 
ooupleslsingles urged to apply. Low 
start up cost No race, sex, educa-
tional, financial limitations. Ap-
pointments (203) 448-0387 or (207) 
967-4099. 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE-
Call USM Recycles and find out 
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using 
our service and we can work for you, 
personaliy or professionally. Call 
Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998. 
Smart Persons, Inc.: Word-Process-
ing, Creative writing, manuscript edit-
ing, research work, tutonng, tncks, 
jokes, fun, fooling your friends: Call 
Mr. Hall at 883-0147, rates nego-
tiable. 
College Student with \ruck available 
to do odd job6 and moving. Very 
handy and can fix most anything. 
Experienced mover who Will move 
you for less. n4-2159 anytime. 
HOUSE CLEANING: unemployed 
professional taking a year off would 
love to dean your home for you II I 
have years of cleaning experienoa, 
great relarences & great rates I 
Please call Ann-Marie 773-4334 for a 
price quote I 
MESS MANAGEMENT 
Cllmpukh"dy Canrw<""""" Conuneodal Ooning 
A work place mess 
We must confess 
Creates distress. 
But we posess 
The skill necess' 
To end duress. 
Paula M" Jalbert 
883-3689 
COMPUTER TRAINING: Per-
sonalized training and application 
development for spread sheet, 
database and accounting software. 
Experience with Lotus 123, One 
Wrila Plus and more. For free intro-
duction meeting Call Tom at 828-
2020. 
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- oilers 
first time FREE c1eaningl We can 
oontract ollices, homes and oom-
mercial properties. References, in-
sured, FREE ESTIMATESI n2-
5173,Ieave message. 
Do you buy bottled water? Are you 
health ooncious? Bacteriostatic car-
bon fillers remove chlorine and other 
contaminants leaving deaner, deli-
cious watar for 3 cents/gallon. 
Carlson Environmental Products will 
oonnect a demo unit tor 1 week free, 
absolutely no pressure or obligation. 
797-9224. Clean up Your environ· 
mentl 
fo 
NASTY~N E &T , 
COMPULS I VE'CLE A NING 
and other Ille support servICes 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 








West Buxton, ME 
----= --
business opps 
DREAM OR ACT - Owning your own 
business is the American dream. 
With 160 ollices in North Amarica VR 
is the business seller. Two current 
opportunities-BEAUTY SALON-6 
stations-nice decor-super Iocation-
needs operator with dientele. $8000 
down plus nola. BRIDAL SHOP-
Long estabiished-soWd reputation-
tired owner seiling for asset 
value"""Many other opportunities 
available. NO-<Xlst no-obligation-Call 
VR 11 years in Portfand. VR BUSI-




systems are created by 
sktlled listeners" 
ECLIPSE &: ASSOCIATES 
761-7603 
Multi-user database 
systems that work 
using Progress" rdbms on 
dos/ unix/vax 774-3465 
con • ...,1t (k::.o·$11111 •. 1. To seck the advice (\f. 
2. To ucbanlC vi~. ; conref. 1< L cDIInI/~rc. 
10 u.kc counsel.) '---coftolUlfent It. 
GET THE WORD Out 
USE caw CLASSIFIEDS • 
boats 
BEST CHANCE to sell your boat: 
June 1 st Boat Auction, Kennebunk. 
Rosenblan StonelJJ Keating 
Auctioneers. Call today, sign-up your 
boat. 
stuff for sale 
Airline tickets. Boston to Oakland -
depart May 25 (sat), return May 30 
(thurs). $325 or best oller. n5-3451. 
Complete color and BIW darilroom. 
Features Omega Super Chromega 
D-Dichroic II enlarger, 5 enlarging 
lenses, Jobo CPA 2 color processor, 
Chromega 100 color print dryer, 
Paterson Auto Print Washer, 
Chromege color analyzer, easels, 
reels, drums, trays, timers, neg hol-
ders, ele. Excellent value. Prefer to 
seH as one lot. For further info, call 
781-4723. 
VIOLlN- Adult size, new bow and 
case. $750. 767-5831, evenings. 
wheels 
1969 VW hardtop camper with NEW 
engine, clutch, brakes, heat exhaust. 
Great intarior needs minor body 
Wor1l, luggage rack and extra parts. 
Other VW parts also available $2000 
or best offer. Chris 799-7712. 
1979 Ford Mustang, 2 door, whila, 
sporty, V6, AWFM $1775.00. Call 
725-4250. 
1981 Chevy Chevette, 4 door, new 
sticker, runs goodl Only $595. Call 
725-4250. 
1985 Chevy Spectrum, 4 door, cloth 
intarior, AMlFM, runs great. $1875, 
call 725-4250. 
1986 Porche 944 "Guards red", 
28,000 summer miles, leather in tar-
ior, air conditioning. 2 roof panels, 
new Porche floor mats. Asking 
$14,500. Please leave message, call 
784-3936. 
76 Volvo 242 very good condition, 
very dependable $600. Call 767-
4657 and leave message. 
CHEAPI FBI/U .S. SEIZED 84 VW .. . 
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mer-
cedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50. 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals 
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ115C 
U.S. HOTLINE copyright. 
CHEAP I FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 84 VW 
$50, 87 MERCEDES $200, 85 
MERCEDES $100, 65 MUSTANG 
$50 Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details 801 -379-2929 
Copyright 'MJ115C U.S. HOTLINE 
oopyright. 
DRUGLORD TRUCKSI $100. 84 
Bronco, $50. 89 Blazer, $150. 75 
Jeep CJ, $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's, 
Boats. Choose from thousands starl-
ing $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details . 801 -379-2930 Ext. 
MKI15C. U.S. Hodine copyright. 
wheels 
CLASSIC CLASSIC CLASSIC -
1968 Pontiac lemans Sport. In mint 
oondition $3995.00. Call 725-4250. 
bulletin board 
DISABIUTY CONSULTATION - If 
you have boon denied Social 
Security disabi~ty benefits and would 
like professional help at the lowest 
possible price, caN 799-2163, Ragay-
Lundkvist. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a oom-
mercial jet anytime for only $160 with 
AIRHITCH81 For details call: 
AIRHITCH0 (212) 864-2000. 
Saint Jude's Novena: May the 
sacrad hearl of Jesus be adored, 
glorified, loved and preserved 
through the world now and forever. 
Sacred heart of Jesus, pray for us. 
Saint Jude, worker of many miracles 
pray for us. Saint Jude, help of the 
hopeless, pray for us. Say this 
prayer nine times a day, by the 
eighth day your prayer will be 
answered. It has never boon known 
to fail. Publication must be promised. 
Thank you Saint Jude. A.W. 
Saint Jude's Novena: May the 
sacred hearl of Jesus be adored, 
glorified, loved and preserved 
through the world now and forever. 
Sacred heart of Jesus, pray for us. 
Saint Jude, worker of many miracles 
pray for us. Saint Jude, help of the 
hopeless, pray for us. Say this 
prayer nine times a day, by the 
eighth day your prayer will be 
answered. It has never boon known 
to fail. Publication must be promised. 
Thank you Saint Jude. A.W. 
WANTED: Chess coach for beginner 
with good aptitude. Must know rules 
and philosophy. Chern-free prefer· 
rad. Call 773-3275. 
animals 
How do you know If your cal really 
likes you If hes happy when you·re 
away If she's "talking" to you With her 
tal l? Get the answers to questions like 
these Also a free newsleller' 



















clue that will 
help get you 









to the next 
clue, 
"Point." 
The top of 
the puzzle is 
north (and 
up); the left 




Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is 
a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the 
first prize winner, The second prize winner 
receives two free passes to the Movies on 
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their 
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at 
random. Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week span. 
Only one entry is allowed per person per 
week. 
May 9, 1991 31 
/(U{I 
/il\ 










All entries for this week's puzzle must 
be received by Wed., May 15. The solution 
to this week's puzzle will appear in the May 
23 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your 
best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #70 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Solution to Real Puzzle #68 
(SemaphonnaD 








This week, Georgetown's Donald 
Ludgin and a friend will dine at Alberta's. 
Portland's Monica Bigley and a friend will 
take in a movie on Exchange Street. 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was 








This or That 
These are Names 








living Tapestries lin Call-In: 
The Portrayal 01 Elders in 
Advertising (1 hr) 
A Year of Art: 
Sculpture (112 hr) 
People Helping People: 
Segmenls Include Alpha!, 
Northeast Hearing & Speech and 
Spurwink School (1/2 hr) 
Everyone's Channel: 
An Inside look at Public Access 
Television (1 hr) 
Heallh & Happiness: 
Balancing Mind, Body & Spirit 
(112 hr) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues ., Wed., 









"Feed the family" 
Open 5am [Q Zpm 7 • days a week! 
~










join me TWILIGHT LEAGUE for Breakfast! 
Friday & Saturday Nights 11pm-5am 












484 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
774-1241 0 Sunday 12-4 
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30 
F~"G Tn::nWICK arza 
Verna Mewles lJJe~ 
the crea", of y"lJ~ 
ca fe S"Ockfj: ~ ICltIy J 
W1Hy. prettj. t1r1d 






ar amUfil1j at 
tUI;. COtItJer>arl!wr. 
AWfm~ 71'1-001 Co 
Available at Strawberries Records $7 99 Cassette or $11 99 CD 
